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guest editors prologue

SPENCER j PALMER

during mid march of 1971 the brigham young univer-
sity student academics office in cooperation with the asian
studies faculty carried out an ambitious and comprehensive
program called east west week under thetiietile leadership of reed
wilcox vice president of academics and william mccurdy
a senior in asian studies the program included an impres-
sive array of speakers panels displays and cultural events
dealing with asia in an effort to provide invigorating ex-
periencesperiences for the students as well as for the utah public at
large activities were focused around two general themes asia
and the united states and asia and the church that is the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints

east west week was warmly and widely received and its
proceedings of such timely interest to the LDS scholarly com-
munity that the editor of BYU studies decided to devote a
special issue to selected features of the program the results
of that decision are published herein

THE UNITED STATES AND ASIA

richard M nixon s momentous announcement in july
that he intends to initiate a new era of rapprochement between
the united states and the people s republic of china by
making a personal visit to chinese leaders in peking has trig-
gered almost cataclysmic reverberations throughout the world
by that act the thrust of american policy in east asia has
suddenly become the improvement of relations with communist
china also by that act ahostacosta host of new equations in american
foreign policy have emerged these involve realignments risks
and new problems in united states relations with japan the

dr palmer director of asian studies is a professor of history and religion
at brigham young university he is also book review editor for BYU
studlestudiesstudies
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two koreasboreas the two vietnamsVietnams south and southeast asia
mongolia the soviet union and perhaps most critically the
republic of china in taiwan

four months before the onset of this sudden turn of events
in guest appearances at BYU s east west week several

leading asian specialists reaffirmed their positions on US
policy visvis a visvis vietnam korea and the people s republic
of china

roger hilsman a columbia university political scientist
who has served as US undersecretary of state for far eastern
affairs and john K fairbank of harvard one of america s

foremost experts on modern chinese history were two of
these guests each in his own way underscored the need for
a detente in sino american relations each concluded that it
was in the best interests of the united states for the mainland
government to be encouraged to participate in the UN but that
such a policy must be combined with a cognate attitude of
firmness taking critical independent positions toward the
question of the relationship of the taiwan and mainland re-
gimes each reiterated a two chinascainas policy a position they
have separately advocated for many years but one which was
regarded by some last march as very liberal

according to hilsman the united states has handled its
foreign relations with europe and the soviet union rather
well but in its attempts to deter and isolate the people s re-
public of china its policies have failed the key to a viable
foreign policy in asia rests upon recognition of the forces and
values which have gone into the making of the virulent emerg-
ing nationalisms of that part of the world

fairbank places great stress on the importance of seeing
the people s republic in historical perspective it is not simply
a communist state but a chinese communist nation revolut-
ionary change in china must be viewed from the vantage
point of traditional chinese experience no effectual american
policy can be established without cognizance of the historical
roots of chinese pride that country s village culture back-
ground her stayathomestay at home confucian philosophy and her tra-
ditionalditional ruling class

both fairbank and hilsman picture mao tse tung as a
symbol of the process of change in china he is an example of
how the chinese revolution has deviated from the leninist
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norm but even after his death it can be expected that the
people s republic will be cautious if not hostile toward the
west and the soviet union

chong sik lee s perceptive study dealsdeais with north korea s

precarious juxtaposition between moscow and peking and the
recurring frustrations of the democratic people s republic in
trying to steer a course between adhering to the international
tenets of marxism leninism and being responsive to peculiar
korean needs he reaffirms the fundamental importance of
national self interest in any assessment of asian international
affairs especially significant is his discussion of the cult
of personality associated with kim il11 song and the question
of why north korea has shown such hawkish behavior
in recent times

the erudite and almost poetic study of buddhist images
by richard edwards of the university of michigan is a fresh
approach to buddhist art which should enthrall all students
of asian culture it deals with principal symbols through
which the buddha ideal is made present focusing on imagery
in northwest india pakistan and afghanistan areas which
have been most intriguing to westerners because of apparent
connections with greek and roman styles of mediterranean
art edwards argues that these intrinsically aesthetic expres-
sions are from the heart of india and the asian world native
asian elements have gone into the creation of the great images
of shotorakSho torak and bamiyanbariyanBamiyan non mediterranean aspects are
discernible in gandharanGandharan art

in so saying edwards strikes a theme basic to all the asia
specialists at east west week westerners have been too prone
to see asia only from the vantage point of their own back-
ground not from the background of the asian peoples them-
selves

THE CHURCH AND ASIA

at the outset of one of john fairbank s provo lectures
he emphasized the importance of christian missions in modern
asian affairs recognizing that brigham young university is
relatively unique among american institutions of higher learn-
ing in that a disproportionately large number of its students
have served as mormon missionaries in the countries of asia
he remarked this is a group of people who have a special
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background a special competence to look at this problem of
american relations with other peoples

because the missionary work of the LDS church is substan-
tial in asian lands and because there are now more than
30000 mormonscormons of oriental ancestry there the BYU commu-
nity has intrinsic ties in asia consequently there was generous
interest in east west week events dealing with asia and thethe
church

the first was an address by elder howard W hunter
member of the council of the twelve of the church who is
also a member of the BYU board of trustees his message
was that while major christian churches are facing a sub-
stantial decline in membership in asia the mormon faith
isis growing counter to that trend he attributed this to the
layiq missionary program of the church and to a keen mormon
interest in the cultures of the peoples in those countries
where missionmissionariesariesarles have labored or where servicemen have
served the interest of the church in the education of its
worldwideworld wide membership has also been vital since church
growth is highest in those areas where schools have been
established

at the symposium on problems and opportunities of
missionary work in asia moderated by R lanier britsch
and consisting of four well known mormon mission presidents
who have worked among the chinese japanese koreans and
filipinos the discussion centered on proselyting methods
goals and results the communication of mormon values in
asian societies and special problems arising from racial
and cultural difference three basic themes or conclusions
emerged 1 1 the LDS church has begun to break from its
western stance into a newly attained international world-
wide movement 2 recent wars and revolutions in asia
have provided new opportunities for the church and 3

despite the nonprofessionalism of the mormon missionaries
since world war II11 their work has expanded at an impressive
rate

the LDS church is a relative newcomer in asia but records
of its activities have been scrupulously maintained in the
church historian s office in salt lake city robert H slover s

preliminary survey of these resources appearing in this issue
of BYU studies is the first published inventory of mormon
missionary materials relating to asia



the united states and asiaasla





american foreign policy
focus on asiaasla

ROGER hilsman

let me with broad brush strokes try to describe american
foreign policy from world war II11 to the present then talk
about the cold war relations with the soviet union very
briefly about the middle east more about communist china
even more perhaps about what I1 would call the emerging
nationalism that is the underdeveloped countries of asia
africa the middle east and latin america finally I1 will
end up with vietnam because how we get out of vietnam
how we leave what has turned out to be a quagmire will
set the tone of international politics for decades to come
perhaps for the rest of this century

at the end of world war 11II the united states somewhat
to its surprise found itself faced with a cold war with the
soviet union we were faced with a monolithic communist
world in which moscow called the tune we were faced
with an essentially aggressive communist world in which they
were probing testing our defenses and the will and determin-
ation of the communistnoncommunistnon world basically I1 think the
united states handled its relations with the soviet union
rather well we understood the requirements of deterrence
even those who were critical of american foreign policy
such as george kennan were critical of our having over
reacted rather than not reacting at all perhaps we did over
react at times to the so called communist threat and perhaps
we were a little slow to realize when the threat diminished
perhaps we kept up our fighting stance a little longer than
was necessarynecessary but on the whole I1 think we handled it
rather well I1 think the marshall plan the rebuilding of

dr hilsman is professor of political science at columbia university and
was formerly under secretary of state for far eastern affairs
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europe will go down in history as a farsighted generous
act of policy really the first time in the world s history
thatLLIUL a 11uliviination MVhas taxedLUXCLI nacilitself toLU buildDMILL luuHULlounot WHYonly ourouloui l1tvztblzllcudevastated
allies countries but also our exenemies I1 think we can be
proud of that

in terms of dealing with the underdeveloped world we
started off very good indeed we recognized that colonialism
was dead and we were on the right side of history in that
we favored independence movements for india for indonesia
for our own excolonycolonyex the philippines and so on it may
come as a surprise to some people to learn that at the end
of world war II11 we were supporting ho chi minh the
leader of the communist north our OSS agents 1 I was
in OSS at the time were with ho chi minh our support
was for him because he was the leader of the nationalist
or independence movement in vietnam president roosevelt
was convinced that independence and the end of colonialism
was the future

now our support for independence movements was some-
what tarnished by the cold war I1 don t think we had much
choice As the soviet union probed out and pushed we
found ourselves in a cold war we found ourselves faced
with a more or less monolithic communist world and there-
fore we had to compromise or adjust our support for the
independence movements I1 would not necessarily say it was
bad I1 would say it was tarnished

I1 think the great failure in foreign policy in the postwar
years was our china policy we became doctrinaire rigid
idealogical and dogmatic we did nothandlenot handlehandie our relations
with communist china in essentially the wise way that
we did with the soviet union with the soviet union we
put up a posture of deterrence to their probes but at the
same time continued to negotiate with them with china
we simply put up a posture of deterrence and attempted to
isolate china I1 think this was aa mistake

so where are we now we are in an entirely different
period the cold war is undergoing a transformation indeed
the soviet union is undergoing a transformation in the
first place we are no longer faced with a communist mono-
lith the truth of the matter is that world communism is
in disarray the sinosine soviet dispute is a fundamental fact
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of this disarray this is as important an international political
fact as anything that has happened in our day the truth of
the matter is that even if china and the soviet union some-
day restore friendly relations it will never be the same never
agalaagain will moscow be able to dictate to peking if friendly
relations are restored it will be more similar to the relations
between washington and london or washington and paris
even in the eastern european communist nations the soviet
union no longer can dictate in the way it once did I1 say
this in spite of czechoslovakia the soviet union panicked
when it thought that czechoslovakia was going so far as
to become communistanticommunistanti anti soviet and prowesternprowestern in
poland and rumania there is an independence from moscow
that did not exist a few years ago they will continue to be
loyal allies of the soviet union do not misunderstand me
I1 only mean that they are not quite the puppets they once
were we are dealing with an entirely different situation
I1 think the implications of this situation are that whereas
we once had a policy toward the communist world we now
must have a policy toward moscow toward warsaw another
toward prague another toward hanoi another toward pe-
king and another toward north korea

now let me repeat that this is not the end of the cold
war I1 do not wish to suggest that the leopard has changed
its spots the communist world is still ambitious the com-
munist world is still atheistic if you will we are not becom-
ing like each other in spite of changes inside the soviet
union the rivalry will continue but it is a different situa-
tion because the communist world is no longer a monolith
also moscow has had some bitter experiences in the world
first of all it has had some bitter experiences with the
underdeveloped countries they have poured a billion dollars
into indonesia seeking a war at the time of the west new
guinea crisiscrisis inin 1962 and they failed it was a wasted effort
they poured a lot of money into guinea who eventually
kicked the soviets out the same thing happened with ghana
so they have had a bitter experience in thinking they could
make puppets of the underdeveloped world

the soviets have had other experiences which have funda-
mentally altered the soviet way of looking at the outside
world I1 m referring for example to the cuban missile
crisis in 1962 it was my privilege to be a participant in those
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events as director of intelligence of the dedepartmentpartmentartmont of state
I1 sat around that table what happened wwasas that the soviets
and we both looked down a gun barrel of nuclear war and
both of us shrank back from the holocaust that we saw at
the other end

for the soviets we can put it in very crude and simple
terms communism has claimed that the end justifies the
means in those stark dramatic days of the cuban missile
crisis the world s first nuclear crisis the soviets came to be-
lieve that there was one means that no end could ever justify
and that means would be nuclear war that would be the
end of all ends to have a nuclear war and I1 think they came
to understand that

now this does not mean that they are no longer com-
munistsmuniststs but what it does mean is that they are now sober
communists so I1 would say that we must make these distinc-
tions about the cold war that it has changed its nature that
we are not faced with a monolithic communism and that the
communist world is a sober world

let me say something now about the middle east we
are caught where we have to try to remain friends with both
the arabs and the israelis the soviets are playing games
in the middle east I1 think dangerous games but here again
it is absolutely essential that we do not ffaceace a new threat
by assuming it is like the last threat this is not the soviet
union spreading communism the egyptians nasser and
his successor sadat are not communists there is no effective
egyptian communist party they re anti communists all
the egyptian communists are in jail or exiled but russia
has been giving egypt and the arab countries massivemassive amounts
of military aid and there are fifteen thousand russian ad-
visers manning some of those surface to air missile sites in
egypt but it is a game that has almost nothing to do with
communism as an idealogyideologyidealogy or a doctrine this is a game that
russia could have played under the czarsazars

since I1 m going to have some fairly harsh things to say
about the nixon administration s vietnam policy I1 think
here I1 will say the nixon administration has had a very wise
intelligent sophisticated middle east policy by and large
the progress that has been made in the middle east toward
negotiation and the credit can be given to the nixon admin-
istration their bringing about negotiations between the
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israelis and the arabs has been a very good thing I1 do not
see that anything else can be done by the united states in
the middle east except what we are doing that is reluctantly
to support israel when the arms balance gets out of balance
when the arabs get too far ahead and at the same time ur-
gently talk to the soviets pointing out the risk they are
taking patiently trying to play upon the differences within
the soviet government

now let us turn to east asia I1 will speak more about
asia not just because I1 was assistant secretary of state for
far eastern affairs I1 am not a far east specialist I1 am a
generalist I1 succeeded averell harriman and he s not a
far eastern expert either but I1 would like to talk about the
far east because 1I think it is vitally important and I1 m
thinking now of china

let me set the scene by saying that I1 wish to avoid two
traps one is the trap that dean rusk fell into I1 believe
shortly before the end of the johnson administration he
made a speech in which he talked about a billion chinese in
a few decades armed with nuclear weapons the press quickly
labeled this speech rather unfairly the yellow peril speech
I1 think it was rather unfair because rusk gave the image of
a chinese nation so aggressive as to be eager to invade and
occupy its neighbors 1I do not think this is correct this is a
trap that 1I wish to avoid but on the other hand I1 do not
want to fall into the trap of having you believe that they are
a bunch of nice guys the truth lies somewhere in the middle
between these two positions

now against that background let us take a quick look
at china first of all this is a nation of approximately
750 million people they are ambitious hardworkinghard working self
disciplined scientific artistic as capable as any other people
they occupy a country of continental size within whose bor-
ders are all the resources for making china a great power
equal to any in the world they have had a peculiar history
their relationship to their neighbors has been either that of
master to vassal or as the sick man of asia over whose
prostrate body other nations those of the west and even
japan trampled almost at will

the chinese are now coming out of the trauma of the
so called cultural revolution first of all it is not a revolt
by the mass of the chinese peasants against their communist
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tyrants the masses are not revolting it has nothing to do
with chiang kai shek and the nationalists on taiwan chiang
is forgotten I1 have to say in honesty that the mass of the
chinese people do not know who chiang is and don t care
he s neverrieverniever going to come back to the mainland in my judg-
ment

the cultural revolution is one of the few revolutions in
the world s history that has come from above it really
stems from mao tse tung s concept of permanent revolution
which includes a constant churning of society so as to prevent
the emergence of a new ruling elite in a practical political
sense the cultural revolution is a struggle between several
different factions of the communist party of china

I1 would say that the important thing for americans to
remember or to understand about the cultural revolution is
that john foster dulles eisenhowerElseneisenhower s secretary of state
was fundamentally wrong when he said that communism
was a passing phase in china the victors of the cultural
revolution will be one or another faction of the communist
party the communist party will continue to rule china
now again if I1 had been speaking in the 1950s or the 1940s
to say that china would be ruled by one or another faction of
the communist party would be to say something rather impor-
tant and significant to say that today is to say nothing
which communist party which kind of communism
stalin s or tito s or breshnevbreshnewBreshnev s and kosyginkosigin s or dubcakdubcek s
somewhat prowesternprowestern anti soviet kind of communism or mao
tse tung s kind of communism or some other kind they
are all as different as day and night it goes back to what I1

meant when I1 said in the beginning that we could no longer
have a policy toward communism

so to say that china will be ruled by one or another
faction of the communist party is to say nothing of any
importance you can say something about who will succeed
mao but what you say about them largely is that they are
chinese rather than communists they will be ambitious
very ambitious indeed they will be ambitious to restore
china to its former place of dominance in asia they will
be ambitious to give china a voice in world affairs commen-
surate with the size of its population the size of its territory
indeed its stature as a nation
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you could also say that the communist party that survives
and takes over after mao will be hostile to the outside world
it will be hostile not just to the united states and the west
it will be hostile to its fellow communist power the soviet
union partly this is chinese partly it is the history of the
communist party of china their long march and their long
sojourn in the caves of yenanbenan but they will be hostile to
the outside world whether it is a communist outside world
or communistnoncommunistnon outside world they will be hostile

but at the same time the chinese will be extraordinarily
cautious extraordinarily realistic in their assessment of what
they can do and what they can get away with let me illu-
strate this point by a little anecdote in 1962 at the time of the
chinese indian war when they fought a very sharp but
very short war president kennedy sent a team of five people
to new delhi to find out what was happening and what
the united states should do this was headed by averell
harriman and included myself when we got to new delhi
it was thanksgiving day of 1962 A week or ten days be-
fore that the chinese armies up in the northeast frontier
of india had defeated the indian army when we landed in
new delhi there was not a single battalion of the indian
army standing between us and the mass chinese armies in
the northeast frontier yet the chinese stopped short of the
line to which they had some vague historical claim and
unilaterally and voluntarily withdrew twelve and one half
miles now why did they do this it wasngasn t because the
indian army was effective I1 think they did it partly out of
respect for indian nationalism understanding that if they did
invade and try to occupy india they would be faced with the
kind of guerrilla warfare we have seen to our sorrow in
vietnam asian nationalism would fight against a foreign
invader

I1 think second of all they feared a soviet reaction if
they invaded the soviets had been encouraging chinese
neutralism and the chinese attack on india was a slap in
the soviets face as well as a humiliation for india

finally I1 think they feared our possible reaction
what I1 m trying to say is that the chinese are going to

be extraordinarily cautious it seems to me that our policy
of attempting to isolate communist china should be changed
many non chinese people in asia think we are the cause of
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chinese aggressiveness because of this policy that we ought
to have the same policy toward china as we have toward
the soviet union we should trade with them in anything
but military hardware instead we have a policy that we
will not trade even nylon stockings not only that we try
to twist the arms of our allies to try to prevent them from
trading in peaceful nonmilitary goods it is a silly policy
it seems to me that it will be a long hard road it will be
decades before we reach the stage with china that we have
reached with the soviet union but as the chinese say a
journey of a thousand milesnailer starts with a single step that
step is overdue

once again let me pay mr nixon something of a com-
pliment in that he has lifted travel restrictions a step which
I1 think is in the right direction but mr nixon ought to
move much more rapidly in this direction more rapidly to
bring china into the united nations

now I1 have emerging nationalism and vietnam to deal
with in fifteen minutes which is a formidable task by
emerging nationalism I1 am thinking of the underdeveloped
countries not only of asia but of africa the middle east
and latin america I1 think what you re going to see here is
a new and virile form of nationalism you got a taste of it
by watching egypt under nasser indonesia under sukarno
ghanaunderghana under nkrumah cambodia under shianonkShianonk all these
leaders are gone now but the nationalism continues and I1
think you are going to see more of it in more countries
I1 think nations like the philippines are going to be taking
positions that the unsophisticated will think are anti american
or antiforeign actually I1 think it will be pro filipino it will
be more nationalistic than anything else

let me say that it is hard to understand these virulent
nationalisms for example they use the verbiage of marx
they sound like communists but they are not communists
they use a lot of the verbiage of socialism but in fact they
are nationalists

predictions in international politics are difficult my crys-
tal ball is no less cloudy than anyone else s but if I1 had to
make a predication about the wave of the future it would
be that it is not communism in these underdeveloped countries
of the world nor is it some pax americana it is this new
nationalism where they will borrow and choose from social
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ism from capitalism and from allailali the other ismsiams and put
a large dose of their own traditions in it for their course

I1 would likeilke to mention briefly at least fourgour things about
the asian countries which we ought to understand first I1
would like to give you the vision that I1 see of what is happen-
ing out there for two of three thousand years these people
of asia africa the middle east and even latin america
have been psychologically economically and politically turned
inward in essentially a village culture I1 was a guerrilla
leader in world warwax II11 in southeast asia and I1 can remember
operating in laos china burma and thailand but you
never knew which country you were in because the borders
are so confused if you would stop a man on the jungle
trail and say who are you meaning are you burmese
chinese or thai he would say 1 I am of the village of ben
sucsue or something similar if you kept pushing him he
might say he was of a certain dialect or a certain region
and finally say oh I1 know what you mean I1 m burmese
but it would take about fifteen minutes for him to get around
to that

this village culture is changing very rapidly now and
you must have an image of these teeming millions of asia
africa and middle east awakening searching for a higher
identification reaching out to a newer broader identity the
identity of nationalism the one motive of nationalism is
anticolonialismcolonialismanti most of them have either experienced colo-
nialism or the form of it that china and thailand got sort
of a gunboat colonialism even though a colonial regime did
not actually take over it was humiliating in the deepest
psychological sense I1 could give you examples but in the
interest of time let me say that they know that colonialism
is dead they now talk in terms of neocolonialismneocolonialisincolonialismneo and they
fear it they fear that somehow indirect controls will be re
imposed to replace the direct controls of colonialism

A second characteristic I1 think is that these people are
in what I1 would call an identity crisis who are they what
does it mean to be vietnamese or filipino many people
tend to think that vietnam is only in a struggle between
communists and anti communists actually it is a struggle
between several different factions who are attempting to
seizeseize the power to be the ones to define what it is to be
vietnamese and it is difficult there are psychological
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problems take the philippines a nation of thirty five mil-
lion people ethnically homogenous most of them are of
the malayan race because of the occupation of the spanish
for three hundred years they are religiously homogenous
roman catholic yet within that archipelago are spoken
some eighty seven mutually unintelligible languages and dia-
lects they must conduct their national business in their
congress in english the language of the colonial power
which is already a psychological humiliation even the name
of the country for a people searching for a new nationalism
is somewhat humiliating instead of harking back to some
ancient england or france or something like that the name
is the philippines pawns of king philip of spain

A third characteristic is a fierce desire to modernize that
does not mean a higher standard of living which they
would reject on the grounds of materialism they do not
want a TV set in every bedroom and two cars in every garage
they want steel mills jet aircraft transportation systems all
the things that make a nation strong and powerful mao
tse tung does not speak for these people but he said some-
thing about his own country china that I1 think strikes a
responsive chord in their hearts he said china has stood up
with the image of a giant struggling to its feet from the
gutter to look other nations including the soviet union as
well as the united states level in the eye that is what
these people want to do

finally they are fiercely determined to be masters of their
own fate they are fiercely determined to make the decisions
about their future about what happens in their region and
to have a voice in world affairs to have a hand on the steer-
ing wheel of this planet I1 think this is going to happen I1
think this is the way to the future I1 do not think we even
ought to try to make sure that it is done on an american
model it certainly will not be done on the communist model
it will be done on some model that is peculiarly their own
and in that case I1 think that it should be done with our
sympathy and understanding rather than over our dead bodies

now let me say in my judgment that almost everything
that is going to happen in international politics in asia
africa and the middle east for as long as anyone in this
room is still on this planet will revolve around these na-
tionalisms the implications are profound and pervasive
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Asas an inusuarionillustration deani jeanljean kuskRUSKrusk anciancland lyndon1 johnsonjonnson turneaturned
vietnam into an american war made it an american war
by bombing north vietnam and sending american troops
because they felt that it was a domino that is that all these
countries of southeast asia were vulnerable to native guerrilla
communist movements of course they are all vulnerable
to an invasioninvasion by china but that is not what was meant by
dominoesdomingesdominoes they meant that they were vulnerable to an in-
ternal domestic native guerrilla communist movement in
the 1940s and the early 1950s they were new governments
newly emerging from colonialism weak in experience but
believe me they are no longer this was unfortunately a lag
they ceased to be dominoesdomingesdom inoes now we may create dominoesdomingesdominoes
by our invasions of places like cambodia but there are no
dominoesdomingesdominoes in southeast asia if left to themselves indonesia
for instance had the largest communist party of any country
outside the communist world in 1965 two million members
the communists were so ill advised as to attempt a coup
d6tatdetatd etatbetat the moslem peasants and the soldiers in the army
rose up and killed according to official CIA sources over
300000 members of the communist party within a matter
of a few weeks the australians that I1 ve talked to who
were there at the time say that it is really a much higher
figure they estimate nearly a million the point is that it
took no american soldiers to do this and the reason was that
the indonesian peasant had identified communism with a
foreign power ieie with china and it was the foreigners
they were fighting against

we have discussed the emerging nationalisms and I1
think this is the key to vietnam many of us thought that
vietnam was a simple communist aggression certainly
lyndon johnson did and dean rusk did well it was a
communist aggression the north armed guerrillas and trained
them they were directed by hanoi but it was considerably
more than simple communist aggression it was in fact an
anticolonialanticolonial movement feeding on social discontent the need
for land reform feeding on frustrated nationalism whose
leaders by an accident of history were communists the
accident of history is that the french in what was probably
the most monumental stupidity in post world war 11II times
attempted to reimpose colonialism when any high school
kid knew that colonialism was dead As a consequence the
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peasants of vietnam looked around for an independent party
a political party that would fight the french and it happened
that the only party around was the communist we are see-
ing here what I1 think is a unique phenomena that is the
last asian nation in which communism captured the leader-
ship of nationalism

against this background if we are not fighting commun-
ismism inin vietnam but rather nationalism then it is under-
standablestandable why military force is not really effective we have
bombed north and south vietnam since 1965 and we have
dumped more bombs on north and south vietnam than
were dumped on both japan and germany throughout world
war 11II it hurt the north vietnamese a great deal but it
was not decisive it did not end the war we also sent in
500000 american troops to supplement approximately a
million south vietnamese troops the military side in a very
narrow military sense has been a great success the american
soldiers there have performed superbly and bravely they have
been well led by their officers the logistics have probably been
the most magnificent and efficient in the history of the world
in narrow military terms it has been a victory for every
american or south vietnamese killed there have been some-
where between five and ten north vietnamese viet cong
killed

all this however happens to be irrelevant the authority
I1 like to quote at this point is one of our greatest soldier
statesmen general matthew ridgeway who opposed the
american intervention in 1964 in vietnam and has opposed
it ever since he quite correctly said that it would not work
that we were using military force for a goal to which military
force was not suited that of changing people s minds of
destroying communism as a political force in south vietnam
and as general ridgeway said you can destroy people you
can kill all the vietnamese in the world but you cannot
change their minds with military force to do that you would
have to kill every eighteen year old class for eighteen years
it just would not work for this particular goal

if you want a vivid illustration ask yourself this we
have had some troubles in this country the riots in watts
the riots of chicago the notorious riot at columbia univer-
sity a few years ago what if the president of the united
states went to the prime minister of germany or the prime
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minister of japan and said send 500000 german troops or
japanese troops over here to put down the riots in our cities
I1 would suspect that hawks doves democrats republicans
blacks whites every faction of society would take to the streets
to fight the foreigner when a vietnamese peasant looks
at black and white american faces and also sees his village
bombed or shelled what does he think these people get
hurt in wars generally speaking what he seems to think is
that the communist side must be right the americans must
be trying to reimpose colonialism so for every viet cong
you kill you recruit two or three for the viet cong the
CIA tells me as of last week that the political organization
the political infrastructureinfra structure of the communists is intact in
the villages of south vietnam we have broken up the main
force units but the political structure is intact this means
that the structure for recruiting organizing and training
is there

against this background mr nixon s policy of vietnam
ization is a vast improvement over lyndon johnson s policy
of escalation but it does not go far enough it is not a de-
cision to end the war it is a decision to continue the war
with vietnamese ground forces and american airair forces
this means that the time will be stretched out in which
something can go wrong that might bring communist china
in it means that five hundred or so americans who are
prisoners in north vietnam will spend the rest of their lives
in a communist prison camp they will never be released so
long as there are american troops in south vietnam the
only way to get them out is through a negotiated settlement
I1 think it commits us and puts the great united states in
the pocket of two comic opera generals thieu and ky
the great united states becomes the puppet of two people
who do not even have the support of their own people who
are supported by no more than about ten percent landlords
and catholics but not the buddhists nor the bulk of the
population

such a policy neglects the true american interest which
is not whether south vietnam is governed by a communist
government or by a coalition government that includes the
communists we have certainly tolerated a country of similar
size ninety miles from our coast and it hasnchasn t noticeably
hurt the united states I1 m thinking of cuba what does
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affect the american interest is the whole of southeast asia
american interests would be served by a neutralized stabil-
ized southeast asia it happens that we can get this the
communist side in paris is offering this for cold blooded
realistic reasons because of the sino soviet dispute north
vietnam and the soviet union are frightened of a south-
east asia dominated by communist china it happens that
cold bloodedly hardheadedly realistically not through any
sentiment the soviets and hanoi would like to see a nego-
tiated neutralized southeast asia we can t hope to make
southeast asia a bastion of anticommunismcommunismanticommunistanti it would cost
millions of american lives because we would have to fight
the chinese what we can hope for is a neutralized south-
east asia it is in our interest that southeast asia not be
dominated by communist china there are here the elements
of a deal the north vietnamese have told averell harriman
at paris that they are frightendfrightensfrightend they want to make a deal
they want to exchange ambassadors with the western countries
they say look we fought the french not just for ten years
we fought them for ninety years but now we have friendly
relations with the french we are not doing this out of
sentimental reasons but because we need somebody to bal-
ance the chinese we would like to have friendly relations
with the united states

let me say in the end that I1 think that mr nixon is
making a mistake in not permitting our ambassador to ne-
gotiate this deal that is being offered I1 think that not be-
cause I1 trust the communists I1 don t trust them for a mo-
ment but you can trust their self interests you can trust
the political pressures working on them even if you cannot
trust them so I1 say that nixon has not gone far enough
because he is refusing turning his back on a settlement that
would be in the american interest



the peoples republic
communist or chinese

JOHN K FAIRBANK

ladiesladles and gentlemen I1 was here twenty years ago I1

stopped in provo in 1951 and this university was smaller and
you were not here coming back now after twenty years its
simply fantastic what has been accomplished I1 ve known paul
hyer for a long time and we re two of a kind I1 recognize
a kindred spirit he s one of the people who has built up the
asian studies activity on this campus which of course has a
great future anywhere in this country just as asia has a future
on our horizon as a people so it is a great pleasure for me
to be here and see mr hyer in his native haunt I1 don t know
whether you know how much he has done but he and others
with him have put this university on the map in asian studies

now the topic announced the peoples republic com-
munist or chinese used to be something that you would have
to wrestle with but fortunately now it s fairly easy to deal
with that topic it can be said that the people s republic is
chinese there s no question about that it is also some kind
of a communist state but you can t tell exactly what kind ex-
cept that it is chinese communist the communist world is
so fragmented it is all broken up the situation we had in
the 1950s of feeling we were up against a monolithic implac-
able international organization has now largely evaporated
we see the russians and the chinese lined up against each
other and other kinds of communists disagreeing with other
kinds of communists communism has practically ceased to
be a meaningful term you have to speak of some kind some

dr fairbank is a professor of history at harvard university and director
of the east asian research center he formerly served as president of the
association for asian studies and president of the american historical
society he is the author of numerous books on all aspects of china
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part some aspect such as national communism and then
when you look at the term communism in each national case
it takes on various meanings in a sense communism has be-
come a nonwordnorwordnonword

now letiet s look at communist china or the people s re-
public as mr nixon now callscalis it it has been there for twenty
I1 d

years as the people s republic first we called it red china
then we called it communist china and then we called it
mainland china sort of deflating the amount of feeling that
we had about it now mr nixon calls it the people s re-
public

first let s look at communist china in a context of the
world situation which instead of an idealogical worldwide
conflict between two great camps now seems to be character-
ized much more by power politics between great nations great
peoples the japanese are expanding so rapidly in economics
that they may overtake the russians the russians comprise
such an enormous country we ourselves have an enormous
capacity the chinese are a great and powerful people west-
ern europe represents another more unified but important
grouping so today we re thrown less into idealogical warfare
and more into the conflicts of power politics but these are
different than they used to be they are not just between
rulers and diplomats they re between peoples whole peoples
who are excited and concerned about their national interests
as they call them

we have to recognize that the idea of national interest is
also a rather backward idea because there s very little national
interest that doesndoean t move over into human interest you take
the american national interest in not getting destroyed it s a
common interest of mankind it s difficult for us to destroyy
the rest of mankind and not be destroyed ourselves or for
other parts of mankind to destroy us without getting destroyed
themselves we re all in the same boat and the idea of na-
tional interest is therefore no longer a sacred final answer to
anything you really have to consider the world interest the
question is can mankind survive together we know we can
go to the moon but we re not sure we can stay here on earth

in this situation there s another theme that must be a part
of our discussion of china and that is looking at ourselves
here we are with our tremendous capacities seemingly in the
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grip of technology and in the grip of institutions that are
using technology here we are fighfightingfightingatingaa war most of the
public not sure why we are there and the national policy is
now to get out to try to stop this war because we re not sure
that it s still essential it seems to have gone too far somehow
we got in there and never stopped and it wasngasn t something
we could win in other words we re up against one of the
great technological facts war nowadays has to be limited
war wars that you can win by an all out victory are no longer
feasible great powers get lined up on either side and can
only win by destroying themselves in other words it s quite
plain that we cannot knock out the russians the russians can-
not knock us out without mutual annihilation and conse-
quently limited war is imposed upon thediedle military it s a griev-
ous burden for them and in some ways you have to sym-
pathize with the military who have been trained to carry out
their mission of winning victories if possblepossiblepossble now they find
that their mission is to fight but not to win a victory because
there s no win possible technology has fixed that and put us
in a new age

that is part of our context americans are finding that
technology sometimes offers things that do not seem as pro-
gressivegressive as they used to be consider the SST that people are
debating you make a big investment because it will go faster
than anything else what good is it you can even argue
about going to the moon we got there and it was a tre-
mendous feat it shows what you can do what good was it
so we feel that we re in the grip of a technology which is no
longer the answer to everything you ve got to consider how
you use your technology and you have to place some limita-
tions on how you use it you can t just go all out for prog-
ress technologically

it s fortunate that we can talk about our relations with
china in a community here that has had missionary experi-
ence because missionary experience has been a large part of
our experience with the chinese people you are not the
normal american audience this is a group of people who
have a special background a special competence to look at this
problem of american relations with other peoples because
much of our contact with china has been through missions
much of our contact with east asia of course still is
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with this context in mind how should we view the
chinese revolution I1 propose to offer you a series of points
and then perhaps we will have time for questions and answers
this great chinese revolution of the twentieth century of
course has many new things in it any revolution does but
it also has much of the old elements of continuity this is
onlynaturalonly natural in the case of china for a number of reasons you
cannot expect china to become new overnight in the first
place the size of the country and the number of people are so
great that you cannot reach them with new things very rapidly
most people go along day by day habituated most of national
life in china also continues to be habituated then they also
have the chinese language separating them from the rest of the
world anything that goes into china to be intelligible there
has to be translated into chinese it is different from our
european languages of course it s true all around the world
that you can have linguistic hangups and problems with trans-
lation but in china when you re going into an ideographic
writing system the characters already have set meanings and
you have to give them a new meaning you have to make a
new phrase perhaps with old characters you don t add to the
number of characters you re still using old characters that have
old meanings attached to them you re putting a new meaning
on them which comes by definition of the new thing you re
talking about well this has a certain slippage in it and even
if you bring in a new term it really isncisn t new to the uninitiated
person in china so the transmission of ideas from the outside
into china is not as easy as it is in some countries and that s

another factor for inertia or continuity

then there is chinese pride the chinese people after
all have always been a superior people in their part of the
world for a couple of thousand years they were the center
of civilization they have a national pride and sense of identi-
ty which is if anything greater than ours and a degree of
self confidence happiness in being chinese which is prob-
ably greater than ours we know that we are a mixture of
everything and everybody here came from somewhere else
through his ancestors except for the american indians who
may be among us an honored remnant that we haven t quite
destroyed everybody here is an immigrant s descendant in
china it is just the opposite practically everybody there has
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an ancestor going back to confucius the chinese have not
migrated around the world the way the westerners have in
coming to a new continent all these facts make the element
of continuity in their revolution much greater than you might
expect if you re just looking at it as an american

take a look at the chinese scene today suppose you re
flying over the country we used to be able to do that and I1

suppose our spy satellites go over now and get pictures of it
what do you see of course here the terrain is mostly moun-
tainous and only about a fifth cultivable yet the population is
four times as big as our country s and that means very inten-
sive cultivation in the areas that can be cultivated you look
down on this kind of region and you find little clusters of
trees every quarter or half mile scattered over the landscape
something like going across nebraska iowa illinois or ohio
farms china is a land of villages instead of a farm family
of course you have a whole village of maybe five hundred
people because the land is very heavily cultivated and heavily
populated you will notice something about the configuration
of these villages there is a market center a bigger town
surrounded usually by a half dozen villages all these little
villages are hamlets where the people live from which they
communicate with the market town this is the real urban
unit in which the chinese peasant has always lived it is a
community the size of the distance you can travel carrying
something easily going and coming back in the same day you
can t go more than about five miles with any comfort to get
into your market town and then after you ve made your trade
or whatever you came for you come back walking probably
or maybe on a donkey or on a little sampan if you have a
waterway you go and come to the market center from your
little hamlet where the peasantry are living among their fields

that s the unit in which the chinese people have lived
if you look at it today of course it will probably be called a
commune it will have one of the communist terms applied to
it actually it has always been something of a unit the
chinese farmer just didndian t stay in his little hamlet of fifty or
one hundred families in one little place he was in touch with
this market center somebody from the family would go to the
market which was held every few days in the market town
and so the community might be 5000 to 7500 people you
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would know friends in other towns other villages through
the market center if you are going to arrange a marriage in
your family you might go to the market town and find a
matchmaker and a bride from some other village so this is

a social unit as well as an economic unit and this is where
the chinese have their livelihood it s a self sufficient unit on
the whole it tries to make what is consumes the trade that
comes into the market town from other parts of the country
consists of certain essential things like ceramics whichyouwhich you may
not make at home or silk if you re not in the silk producing
area that this is a very self sufficient unit explains why
it has taken so long for thediedle chinese people to be drawn
into a market economy trading overseas or even a national
market they have lived pretty much to themselves they have
worked it out they do not have to have all the contacts that
we are accustomed to in our society

aside from their self sufficiency there is another character-
istic of the chinese scene that keeps going today those vil-
lages are still there with houses that were built two three
or four centuries ago and have been repaired ever since they
haven t remade their society inin its material aspects the re-
making is more in what you call the social organization

there is another thing in addition to this social scene that
you look at in imagination thats the tradition of the ruling
class this is something that we have to think about in order
to understand because we don t have it in our own tradition
of course we know about an aristocracy in the old days of
europe and the feudal age but in fact the chinese have had
a ruling class throughout their history it s been very hard for
them to get away from it in fact they re still struggling with
this problem the ruling class in the old china was the most
stable kind of leadership group you can possibly imagine be-
cause it was flexible it always took in talented peasants any-
body who was very good could rise into the ruling class but
on the whole the peasantry continued as peasants and only a
few would make it into the ruling class the ruling class
would try to reproduce its kind and some would drop out into
peasant status because they weren t good enough to stay with
it but on the whole the tradition of the ruling class persisted
this is the chief thing that the chinese revolution has been
against
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you can see how this ruling class operated if you go
back into historical studies the ruling class after all came
from the fact that you had an enormous country it had a
central government after 221 BC which was trying to main-
tain peace over the whole area and peace of course is the
thing you want you want a unified china so you don t have
warfare and you can go ahead without disaster the ruling
class were first of all the people that functioned in the gov-
ernmenternment but the government never extended down very far
there was a local ruling class a local elite this consisted for
the most part of people who owned land people who had
official connections people who had literacy people who had
studied enough so they could rise in the scholar class this
combination of owning some land having contact with offi-
cials and perhaps producing sons who could become scholars
and take examinations produced a sort of a three point three
based ruling group they had an economic base in landlord-
ism they had an intellectual base in scholarship and they had
a political base in office holding put all this together and
you ve got a very stable structure they can take in any talent
they can find and they didsodiasodid so through the examinationtheexamination sys-
tem but they can also maintain themselves and maintain the
tradition it s the ruling class that has run the country

now that means that when you come down to modern
times the ruling class becomes a barrier to progress I1 think
if you analyze the chinese revolution of the last century you
see that it s a long drawn out process by which the ruling
class system has been overthrown one of the great questions
in the cultural revolution of the last few years has been
whether mao was correct that a new ruling class was trying
to arise a new bureaucracy you can imagine it certainly was
trying to arise people still had this old idea in mind why
not I1 m afraid the cultural revolution in its rather vain at-
tempt to get rid of the ruling class idea did not succeed As
far as we can tell from the outside china still has this tra-
dition to battle with because it is in conflict with modern
potentiality

now let s look at what the old ruling class wanted to do
the way it tried to preserve chinese culture the main object
of the old ruling class was to maintain social stability to keep
things going11

without too violent a change to prevent re
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bellion and for that purpose the members of the local elite
the local families that were in positions of responsibility
would try all sorts of things to check rebellion they would
set up soup kitchens if there was a famine they would try to
get food to the poor if there were rebel or bandit forces they
would arm and train some peasants as a fighting force to
try to deal with them if there were people that needed some
relief they would get help when the system was working
right and in the meantime the local elite would take care of
local problems they would build some bridges repair the
local temples and try to keep society operating

this was the ruling class ethos of responsibility to keep
society going keep it stable part of this was a stayathomestay at home
philosophy you stayed in your local region and did your duty
to the principles of confusianismconfucianism I1 think probably you can
understand this old ruling class best if you just look at the
traditional principles of confucianism this was probably the
greatest philosophy in numbers of people in an organized state
that has ever been seen confucianism was the basic system
by which government was operated the confusianconfusion principles
are first that everybody has a place but it is not equal people
are in different places according to their birth and circum-
stances A wife is subordinate to her husband women to men
this is the nature of things or it used to be the younger
are subordinated to the older you begin with babies of
course the parents are superior to the children and the
chinese parents were able to figure it out so they could stay
that way so respect for age and for parents is a basic feature
of the old confucian teaching in general everybody had a
status and he should behave according to his status if you
were a son you should be obedient to your father you didndian t
talk back to your father if your father said do this you
did it without grumbling because you were lucky you were
born he was the source of your being and you might as
wellweltweilweli say yes and go do it in fact the old legal system was
set up inin such a way that the father had absolute authority
any son who struck his father could be decapitated no ques-
tion about it striking his father was the worst thing he could
possibly do on the other hand if the son was disobedient
and the father had to strike him and maybe kill him that
could be condoned because he should have been a more
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obedient son in other words the legal system and punish-
ment for things that happened were all set up to maintain
this system of status and proper behavior according to status

confucianismconfucianismis is an enormous ssystemystem with many philosoph-
ical principles but it all adds up to the idea of maintaining a
society with everybody doing his part according to his duty
you can see this is not individualistic and this is one feature
of the old china and the old ruling class it s a feature that
comes over to the present day

there s one further thing to say about this old order and
you can see the continuity of this into the revolution in the
the nineteenth century when the westerners came in they be-
came part of the ruling class they couldncoulden t help it china
was a ruling class country if you came in and demanded your
privileges as the westerners did you were treated as a mem-
ber of the ruling class but as in the opium war the privi-
leges of traveling around and trading were enforced with gun
boats if you did that you were inevitably part of the ruling
class you were people of literacy from abroad to be sure
but no more foreign than the mongolsmongels had been when they
conquered china in the thirteenth century and so the nine-
teenth century invasion by the west brought us into the scene
and we regarded it of course as a great adventure to go
abroad to do great things in china and to study the country
the chinese regarded us as a latter day version of the mongol
invasions from inner asia these mongolsmongels had been able to
fight better than the chinese so they came in and conquered
others had done it too the manchusdanchus did it again in the
seventeenth century when they took over the government all
of these ruling groups from outside were taken into the chi-
nese ruling class and made part of it and functioned in it
and that s what happened with us

so in the nineteenth century the western missionary who
came into china found that he was an upper class fellow he
couldncoulden t help it he had his special privileges the officials
couldncoulden t arrest him because he had his foreign consul as pro-
tectiontection he was a scholar because he was literate he had his
own teaching and in general he had a higher living standard
and was part of the ruling class if you keep that in mind
you can see what the basis is for the modern chinese revolu-
tion to attack the foreigner if they were getting rid of the
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ruling class in general they were alsoaiso getting rid of the for-
eigner they callcalicail it imperialism a marxist term which means
somebody who muscled his way in and that s where we come
into the sights of the revolution they re against us

now lets look briefly at the process of revolution I1 men-
tioned these elements of continuity that you can see in it
before we get into questions let me try to bring out some
highlights of the revolutionary process that have wound up
with chairman mao today I1 ve said this is a revolution
against a ruling class on the whole the process has been one
of bringing the chinese common man up to the ruling class
level instead of being just a peasant who by definition is a
farmer without any politics pays his taxes when he has to
and doesndoean t think about who s going to do what in running
things he s supposed to have no political ideas instead
of that the revolution has brought the organization and mobi-
lizationliza tion of the peasantry it has brought the masses of the chi-
nese people into political light and out onto the street demon-
strating waving around participating and acting in politics

this is I1 should say part of the technological process of
modern times you ve seen this in other countries too As
soon as literacy can be spread more easily as soon as com-
municationmunication can reach anybody through radio and transistor
radio of course is a tremendous spreader of things then
you re in for it the whole populace is going to participate
now we re accustomed to that in this country we got over
this hurdle some time ago and everybody in this country is
quite aware of the idea anyone can write a letter to the edi-
tor or he can sound off in some way just marching down the
street making noises if he wants to As a matter of fact a lot
of people are now doing just that in china it is a new idea it s

something that the old ruling class was very careful to pre-
vent because they knew it could get out of hand in the old
days under the last dynasty down to 1912 even officials who
had policy ideas were supposed to give them only to their
superiors they were not to spread them around and not to
discuss them even with each other the public was not sup-
posed to have any policy ideas if the public couldncoulden t stand
it any longer they could get out and rebel and then if possi-
ble you d suppress them separate the leaders from the fol
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lowers at least and kill off the leaders to discourage the
followers

so the modern process of the people coming into this kind
of political life has been a pretty rough one it has been vio-
lent in process because the old guard trained to the idea that
the peasant should remain on his field and do his work there
and not fiddle around with policy naturally took a dim view
of all this organization

this is where chairman mao comes into the picture you
can take him as a symbol of the whole process of course
he s only the front man who has been shoved up by the his-
torical necessity for one leader at the top in the old chinese
tradition but he can be somewhat typical of the process in
the first place he can only come at a certain time he emerges
in the period of the first world war it s a time in 1911-
1914 when china has lost its monarchy and the old system
with the emperor at the top that revolution knocked off the
monarchy which had been the kingpin of the social structure
the pyramid of power and status began to crack they
couldncoulden t maintain it without the emperor at the same time
the ideas that upheld it began to crack because confucianism
could no longer be accepted in the modern world

when sun yat sen appeared on the scene back in the
1890s he was at an earlier stage he was against the manchu
dynasty and he was trying to knock out the emperor system
the manchusdanchusManchus and the foreign rulers of china his main con-
cern was national unity and getting rid of the monarchy be-
fore he died in the 1920s he also got the idea of opposing the
privileges of the imperialist powers in china but he never
got the point of really organizing the people at the grass roots
he was too early for that mao tse tung got onto it as an
idea after the dynasty had disappeared when the western ex-
ample was somewhat tarnished from world war I1 and when
the soviet revolution of 1917017 had begun to bring in ideas

mao came to maturity about 1919 just when the com-
munist party wasbeingwas being organized you can see however if
you look at his personal career how he became a leader mao
was a boy from a peasant family his father had worked hard
and was a pretty tough fellow who pushed others around a
sort of rich peasant mao fought with him his father seemed
to him a pretty inhuman fellow mao rebelled against his
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father and in that period he could do it and get away with it
still he had to work on the farm and so he got his education
rather late by the time mao was able to go to school and
get up to the middle or high school level he was older than
the other students he was big a leader and a rebel he
finally got his education in his twenties having a very rigor-
ous mind hebe read everything hebe could find and eventually
became a teacher

at the same time the soviet model of how to organize for
revolution was coming in he picked it up and was one of
the organizers of the chinese communist party even so he
never had soviet training he never went to moscow for in-
doctrination he was never subordinated to the party system
fully he was always a leader and by staying on the top he
could remain himself quite independent of the party structure
As it turned out in recent years he s been able to denounce
the party and turn against it which very few of these people
trained by the party would have done

As the chinese revolution emerged and mao began to rise
they developed several of their own particular characteristics
one was that in china in order to organize the people you
could not confine your work to the city in order to get a real
base of organization in china you had to go to the country-
side where most of the people lived that is quite different
from this country or even the soviet union where the cities
are great centers of power and population organizing in
china means organizing peasants so immediately mao hav-
ing picked up marxism began to change it he found that
peasants were the people to organize and according to marx-
ism you don t begin that way you begin with the so called
proletarians

another feature of this of course was the glorification of
the communist chinese party in the proper leninist fashion
it was the group that was trying to carry on this great task of
revolution according to the insights and vision of marx and
lenin this means that people put great faith in the chinese
communist party it is the great repository of your belief
you think that it can bring about the revolution it can carry
us through because the party knows that any individual of
course can be fallible the leadership will change and you
yourself may be sacrificed in the cause of the party but the
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party will go on so there s great faith in the party as the
agent of the revolution this feature was obvious to us in the
1940s when some of us were working under the embassy in
chungking and saw communist representatives there chou en
lai had his office in chungking talking to these people you
knew that when their eyes shone about the chinese commu-
nist party that it was the object of their faith mao grew up
with that and his break with the chinese communist party
his turning on it to try to purge it reform it of its evils in the
recent culture revolution has been a very serious breakdown
in the system the revolution is still probably recovering from
that it has to heal over that wound

mao is an example of how the chinese revolution has devi-
ated from a leninist norm it has used the leninist system
but found that it had to be changed to suit the chinese case
it s no longer a soviet system it s a chinese system today

one thing thats worth noting when you go over the his-
tory of the revolution is the question of chinese expansion
just a few days ago mr nixon was talking about chinese ex-
pansionistpansionist tendencies this bears examination in fact requires
it if you look back at chinese history one thing is quite
striking and that is that the chinese lived in their settled cul-
tivated areas in inner asia and southeast asia inside the great
wall and were constantly up against the raids and invasions of
people from outside the great wall such as the mongolsmongelsMongols these
cavalriescavalries could come in through the wall and terrorize the
settled farm land so from a very early date the chinese prob-
lem became a defensive one how do you ward off these
attackers who come in with their cavalry from the grasslands
of mongolia the chinese military tradition began in this
defensive style of course one way to defend is to attack
you can go out there and send an expedition into mongolia
and try to catch these fellows or try to split them up or try to
seize the leaders but you cannot stay out there indefinitely
there is no food supply out there any chinese army going
into mongolia has to come back within a month or two they
could not occupy mongolia and cultivate it there is no rain
supply it s just there and you can t do a thing about it no
chinese wanted to go out and live there they didndian t want
to become mongolsmongels and ride horses all the time

this source of invaders remained an insoluble problem
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and the chinese military tradition became heavily defensive
you build a great wallwailwaii and you bribe them buy them off or
maybe give them a princess inin exchange for peace when you
can t do anything then they come in and conquer you and
you deal with them since you outnumber them they can t run
china they don t understand the chinese language another
way to deal with them is to collaborate the chinese learned
all these different devices from hard experience over hundreds
of years their military tradition was largely defensive

secondly they have had no naval power the chinese were
living on a continental area if you went by sea where were
yougoingyou going there was nowhere to go japan was not there
in ancient times trade around india was too far distant and
not very fruitful the chinese had little incentive to trade
they stayed at home they had everything they needed after
all the country extends farther north to south than our coun-
try from the latitude of havana to that of newfoundland
and you get furs in the north and sugar in the south with
everything else in between the chinese had little need for
foreign trade that is another reason for their nonexpansive
tradition they did not develop naval power to go overseas
therefore they never developed any colonies it s an amazing
thing that the colonies in southeast asia are right next door
to china but they are european colonies now how could
that be it s because the chinese weren t interested they
had everything they needed at home they were the center
of things

you can understand the modern world in other words if
you look at the europeans as have notsbots the europeans
lived off there in europe which was a wonderful place to get
out of in the wintertime and they raised no sugar or cotton
in europe and sugar and cotton are two basic staples they
did develop a lot of searfaringsear faring around their peninsulas in the
north sea and in the mediterranean so when the europeans
began to expand they were getting riches abroad they came
to asia to get what asia had to offer asia was a richer area
a bigger area the europeans became dynamic and expansive
fighting men

until very recently they conquered these colonies in south-
east asia right next door to china the chinese did not
bother
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there is one other thing to crank into this picture for
perspective we must realize that the chinese for the first
thousand years of the christian era were probably ahead
of western civilization we judge this by their inventions
western civilization in europe of course we esteem as the
source of all great things that came later now this point is
in need of some rectification take paper for example
without paper how could you operate we wouldnwouldnt t have
a university certainly the chinese invented paper many
hundreds of years before paper got to europe the europeans
were slow to pick it up the chinese also invented printing
which took about a thousand years to get into europe print-
ing by movable type was also invented in the far east and
moved to europe by degrees several hundred years later

those are not exceptional those are just examples there
are many other things you take a simple matter of nautical
technology how do you steer a ship you steer a ship with
a rudder and without one you are not going to do much
steering the europeans for many hundreds of years steered
their ships with a sweep oar at the back because their ships
were made with prows that went up at either end like the
viking ships steering with an oar at the back of course
is no way to run a ship the chinese invented the stern
post rudder we have an example from canton in the
first century AD here s a ship made in compartments an-
other chinese invention with big ports across and a square
stern and on this square stern is a rudder the chinese in-
vented it it didndian t come to the west until a thousand years
later the chinese also invented gunpowder and used it in
seige fighting it was only when the europeans got it that
they being more warlike put it into more advanced weapons
and took it back to china

the chinese examined little things like snow crystals
I1 have never examined one in a microscope but a snow
crystal is six sided I1 m told the chinese knew this and had
recorded it before the birth of christyouChrist You don t find any re-
cord of it in the west till a thousand years later the chinese
also recorded sunspotssunspots and the west didndian t get on to that
for a thousand years they invented the compass cast iron
the examination system which we all suffer from here
but we didndian t have it until the nineteenth century there
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were many political inventions in china allailali of this means
that they were a superior people in their earlier days and
there is the basis for their national pride and sense of
identity

but out of allailali this they did not become expansionists
and their tradition is not an expansive one



north korea
between dogmatism
and revisionism

CHONGSIKCHONG SIK LEE

one of the toughest problems premier kim il11 song of
north korea had to face during his quarter century old rule
over north korea has been the cleavage between peking and
moscow there is a korean adage which says shrimpsscrimpsShrimps get
crushed when whales fight and indeed the red whales
have been locked in battle for quite some time and the little
red shrimp caught in between has had to find ways to fend for
himself

the problem was a tough one particularly because north
korea needed the friendship of both the soviet union and
communist china in order to develop its economy to main-
tain its defense forces and to engage in the violent and non-
violent struggles against the republic of korea the experi-
ence of the korean war had clearly shown that the support
of both moscow and peking was essential for north korea
at that time the soviet union provided the airplanes tanks
artillery and all the modern military hardware to launch the
war but it was chinese manpower that eventually rescued
north korea from being completely overrun the situation
since then has changed considerably but not as much as the
north korean communists would have liked

the problem was very exasperating particularly because the
sino soviet rift dealt with many of the key issues the dis

dr lee is associate professor of political science at the university of penn-
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pute ranged over the ideology strategy and tactics of com-
munist revolution the nature of leadership and the relation-
ship among the communist countries As points of contention
gradually shifted from the more general to the specific it be-
came increasingly more difficult for north korea to plaster
over the issues tremendous pressurewaspressure was exerted from both
sides for north korea to clarify its views and therefore it
could not muddle through the dispute the price tag for tak-
ing a stand however was going to be high regardless of whom
the north koreans sided with

in many ways the situation confronting north korea can
be compared to a small ship attempting to navigate through
a narrow riverriver let us for a moment imagine a situation
where china is occupying the left bank and russia the right
bank we may call the river the river of internationalism
when the relationship of the two countries bordering the river
is amicable the ship can progress rather smoothly taking ad-
vantage of the facilities and supplies from both banks but
the ship cannot but be affected when the winds from both
banks whip up storms over the river and suppose the river
of Internationinternationalisminternationaliinternationalsaliailsm begins to freeze

indeed at times the river of internationalism seems to be
frozen over and the frail ship has to anchor at either of the
shores finding thedie atmosphere on the right bank hostile the
ship briefly takes refuge on the left bank but the left bank
cannot provide the needed supplies and parts and hence the
captain has to take his ship across the icy waters to the other
shore inescapably hearing the resentful muttering of his old
host when the ship s equilibrium has been restored there-
fore the captain tries again to steer through the ice to the
left bank of course the whole situation stalls the ship s prog-
ress creating numerous problems having been promised a
land of milk and honey the crew has labored around the
clockdock for a long period of time at least some of the crew
begin to doubt the captain s way of navigating they may
even attempt a mutiny

let us briefly look at the ship itself the democratic
people s republic of korea was officially launched in 1948
but its origin must be traced back to 1946 when the north
korean provisional people s committee was established the
north korean regime whatever its official designation may
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be was a productbyproductby of the cold war and it came into being
under soviet tutelage the crew running the ship the korean
worker s party is an outgrowth of the north korean bureau
of the korean communist party established in october 1945

of course the history of korean communism goes back to
1918 but the movement was largely ineffectual before 1945
and the communists could not have taken over control in
north korea without soviet support the captain of the ship
or the leader of the north korean regime kim il11 song was
installed in his office soon after the soviet army occupied
north korea in october 1945 although he had led a small
band of anti japanese guerillasguerrillasguerillas in southeastern manchuria be-
tween 1931 and 1941 when he was still in his twenties kim
il11 song was much too young to take over the leadership posi-
tion in north korea without soviet blessing

all this is to say that the ship the crew and the captain
were made by the russians according to russian designs up
to 1950 when the korean war broke out and the chinese
poured massive manpower into korea no one had any doubt
as to who was in actual control in north korea kim il11 song
may have been at the helm but he was following a course
charted by moscow and under the latter s close supervision

the establishment of the chinese people s republic and
her intervention in the korean war changed matters consider-
ably the russians for example had to share control of mili-
tary strategy with the chinese and as the war dragged on
authority had to be shared in broader areas this situation
gave the north koreans an opportunity to assert themselves
more the reluctance of the russians to commit themselves
deeply to the cause of the koreans must also have led the
korean communists to think more for themselves it is possi-
ble that certain undercurrentsundercurrents of thought toward self determindetermine
atlon and independence emerged among the leaders in pyong-
yang kim il11 song was not strong enough to defy or even dis-
agree with the soviet advisers and leaders but he could not
have been pleased by the lukewarm way in which the russians
handled themselves during the korean war

in the postwar years by war I1 mean here the korean
war when north korea went about the task of reconstruct-
ing its economy surface relations appeared cordial and friend-
ly but the north korean communists later charged when
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their relations with the soviet union were greatly aggravated
that the russians interferred in economic planning aspects of
education publications and other internal matters the rus-
sians were also accused of buying certain commodities from
north korea at below the international market price and sell-
ing things to north korea at relatively higher prices north
koreans were tolerating the russians but they certainly had
no love for the russians the russians of course are not the
only ones in the world that face this kind of situation in any
event as the korean communists began to lose faith in the
russians they started to urge the people to think more in
korean terms and learn more about their own country it was
in december 1955 that kim il11 song introduced the term chu-
che or self identity in fact the most accurate translation of
chuchechu che would be to do one s own thing by 1956 with
the end of the three year economic plan one could detect that
kim il11 song and his crew had come out of the tutelage and
were heading toward self determination although they still
badly needed russian aid particularly in the economic and
military areas although the chinese began then to loom large
in korea they appear to have been more judicious than the
russians in their behavior toward the koreans despite the
fact that kim il11 song had spent approximately four years be-
tween 1941 and 1945 in soviet territory the cultural gap
between the koreans and the russians was much wider than
that between the koreans and the chinese in addition to
historical influences kim il11 song and some of his closedose associ-
ates were raised in manchuria among the chinese indeed
kim il11 song was a member of the chinese communist party
in his early days

in any event the role of the captain of the ship changed
considerably between 1945 and 1956 by the latter date he
was no longer an apprentice taking orders from his tutor
master the russian tutor master then became an adviser and
occasional helper who assisted the ship s progress toward its
destination the captain s main concern or the announced
destination was to build a democratic base in the north
which would enable korea s eventual reunification although
the captain saw fit to purge some of the top crew members in
1950 1953 1956 and again inin 1958 the ship was on the
whole sailing smoothly toward that goal
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but the captain began to feel turbulence in the open chan-
nel around 1961 when he had just launched an ambitious
seven year economic plan strong winds begantobefantobegan to blow from
both directions and eventually the channel began to freeze
the circumstances and the issues involved in the sino soviet
dispute are rather well known and we need not dwell on the
details but we must briefly look into three major issues in
the sino soviet dispute that deeply concerned the korean com-
munistsmuniststs ie 1 the role of war in the socialist revolution

2 de stalinization and 3 the nature of international pro-
letarianismlet

As is well known khrushchev enunciated at the twentieth
congress of the communist party of the soviet union held in
february 1956 the principle of peaceful coexistence although
lenin had taught that wars were inevitable so long as im-
perialism existed and that wars would inevitably lead to
socialist victory khrushchev declared that war in the modern
era would be unthinkable because nuclear war would destroy
not only the capitalist societies but the socialist societies as
well therefore khruschevkhrushchev called for an improvement of
relations a strengthening of trust between countries and col-
laborationlaboration the eventual victory of socialism communism was
predicted but it would be attained not through wars but
through peaceful competition

the chinese of course objected to this line of policy the
chinese believed that the development of the sputnik and the
ICBM placed the soviet union ahead of the west and hence
the communists should exert more pressure against thedie united
states on such issues as taiwan the chinese obviously did
not see the possibility of taking over taiwan through peace-
ful means

if the chinese objected to the peaceful line because it
hindered their aim of bringing taiwan back into the fold
one can easily imagine the anguish of the korean communists
the north korean communists had all but unified korea
in 1950 had not the american imperialists intervened the
communists would have attained their dream for the dream
of communizing the entire country the communists had com-
mitted all their resources but ended up with a disasterousdisaster ous de-
feat it was simply impossible for the korean communists to
accept khrushchev s dictum to improve relations strengthen
trust or collaborate with american imperialists
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how the principle of peaceful coexistence tormented the
korean communists could be seen from the way premier kim
ilII song handled the problem he was forced to declare that
the principle of peaceful coexistence was absolutely correct
but on the other hand he declared that the idea that korea
could be separated into northern and southern partpartss and that
the parts should coexist with each other is very dangerousdangerousit it
is a view obstructing our efforts for unification on another
occasion kim il11 song derided those who advocated the toning
down of strong anti american slogans because the soviet
union was relaxing her stand against the united states the
premier charged that this kind of advocacy not only had no
common ground with revolutionary creativity but also para-
lyzed our people s revolutionary awareness he twisted logic
to say that north korea s struggle against american imperial-
ists was in harmony with soviet policy of peaceful coexistence
he argued that north korea s hawkish stand against the
united states would soften the american imperialists and
hence contribute to peace

the fact that north korea agreed with china on the
question of war as a means of attaining communist victory
was clearly manifested in the sixties when north korea threw
off the mask and came out into the open the following
quotation taken from a joint statement of liu shaochishao chi and
ch oe yong gon the two heads of state in 1963 is typical
of north korea s stand since then

the modern revisionists emasculate the revolutionary es-
sence of marxism leninism paralyze the revolutionary will
of the working class and working people meet the needs of
imperialism and the reactionaries of various countries and
undermine the unity of the socialist camp and the revolution-
ary struggles of all peoples they do not themselves oppose
imperialism and forbid others to oppose imperialism they
do not want revolution themselves and forbid others to make
revolution

the hawkish behavior of the korean communists is al-
ready widely known and hence it will not be necessary for me
to dwell on this subject suffice it to recall the pueblo affair
the shooting down of an EC 191 US plane and the numerous
incidents near the demarcation line culminating in the daring
attack of a band of guerrillas on the presidential residence in-
side seoul in january 1968 since december 1962 when the
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korean workers party which is in fact a communist party
decided to turn the entire domain into a military fortress

north korea has devoted a great proportion of its human and
material resources to building up its military strength so far
there is no sign that north korea intends to relax its militant
line of policy any attempt on the part of the united states
and the republic of korea to reduce tension would be in-
terpreted as a sign of weakness reduction of tension on the
korean peninsula will require considerable patience and skill
on the part of those who desire such an outcome

khrushchev s sensational de stalinization campaign also af-
fected the korean communists in a serious way the chinese
communists are alleged to have stated in their secret letter
to the soviet party dated september 10 1960 that the real
difference between themselves and khrushchev began when
khrushchev denied stalin s positive role without previous dis-
cussion with the other communist parties it is evident that
khrushchev did not consult the korean communists before his
famous speech at the twentieth congress and hence it is possi-
ble that this lack of prior consultation may have opened a gap
between moscow and pyongyang but being a smaller power
north korea probably did not take as much offenceoffense at khrush-
chev s manner of handling the affair as the chinese leaders
the north korean press did not report on khrushchev s speech
nor did it comment upon it for some time to come only in
november 1961 did the premier declare that the problem of
how to evaluate stalin s activities in the USSR belongs to the
category of intrapartyintrainfra party problems of the CPSU

the problem for premier kim il11 song however was that
khrushchev and many other revisionists throughout the
world chose to extend the de stalinization campaign to other
communist societies and called for changes in the direction of
increasing democratization and checks and balances on the
exercise of absolute power to make matters worse there
were elements in the north korean leadership that echoed
these sentiments and called for drastic changes within north
korea this eventually led to a major and unprecedented
revolt at a plenum of the central committee of the korean
workers party in august 1956 and according to our in-
formants the russian ambassador in pyongyang abetted the
rebels I1
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denunciation of a dead emperor of course is by no means
unprecedented in korean history but these somewhat disloyal
acts were always perpetrated for the benefit of those in power
rather than with a view to overthrow the current regime
obviously the premier could not sit idly by and let his
enemies destroy him he acted resolutely and pinned the sins
of individual heroism the root of the cult of personality on
his opponents disclaiming the fact that the cult of personality
had ever existed in north korea the premier and his apolo-
gists argued that collective leadership had always been prac-
ticed in north korea

the fact of the matter of course is that ever since the
russians installed kim il song at the helm of power in 1945
the north korean communists have steadily built a cult of
personality around him systematically destroying all his rivals
as spies and running dogs of american imperialists mao tse
tung may not have been a stalinist but there was no doubt
about kim il11 song

the revolt of 1956 provided the occasion for kim il11 song
to carry out a massive campaign to purge all his opponents
all the party members high and low were rescreened and
any cadre who had had a remote connection with the purged
leaders was thoroughly investigated massive indoctrination
campaigns ensued to insure unmitigated loyalty to the person-
ality of the premier histories were rewritten to sanctify his
every act real and imaginary every word he had ever uttered
became the eternal truth the mirror of unrivaled wisdom for
more than a decade since then the korean communists have
continued an endless series of campaigns to adulate and even
diefydiecy the premier close scrutiny leads me to believe that the
extent of the cult of personality in north korea today exceeds
that of communist china in north korea today kim il11 song
is the embodiment of the state the nation and the party was
this heightening of the cult of personality in north korea a
reaction against khrushchev s attempt to eliminate such a
phenomenon or was this something the korean communists
had intended even before the de stalinization campaign
whatever the answers to these questions we can be sure that
kim il11 song firmly disagreed with khrushchev and the re-
visionists on the issue of the cult of personality

one of the themes of the 1957 moscow declaration of the
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communist and socialist parties stressed was the principle of
socialist internationalism it said

the socialist countries base their relations on principles
of complete equality respect for territorial integrity state
independence and sovereignty and non interferrence in one
another s affairs these are vital principles however they
do not exhaust the essensaessense of relations between them fra-
ternal mutual aid is part and parcel of these relations this
aid is a striking expression of socialist internationalism

while stalin was alive the hierarchical relationship within
the communist camp was never questioned the soviet union
was unquestionably regarded as the fatherland of socialism
and the supremacy of stalin was never in doubt questioning
these relationships involved great risks particularly because
the korean communists had been placed in power in north
korea by the soviet occupation forces and because they de-
pended greatly on soviet support north korea s adulation
of the soviet union was quite extreme

the korean communists did talk of proletarian inter-
nationalism before but the meaning used to be quite differ-
ent for example the may 1954 issue of the party organ
kulloja the worker carried an article proletarian inter-
nationalism is the banner of the korean people s life but
the key of the entire article is a quotation from stalin who
said internationalists are those who are prepared to defend
the soviet union unconditionally without complaint and
without hesitation starting from there the korean author
argues that true internationalists and true communists must
identify the love they have toward their own people and the
fatherland with their love toward the soviet union and that
they must be boundlessly faithful to the soviet union in an
article published in 1955 entitled proletarian international-
ism and the korean revolution however the author stresses
the aid from fraternal countries as the manifestation of inter-
nationalism in 1958 the term internationalism was again
redefined to mean thediedle unityandunitunityyandand strengthening of the social-
ist camp centered around the soviet union finally an article
published in the same journal in 1962 was entitled self
reliance is the basic principle of proletarian internationalism

thus the party members and others in north korea are
constantly exhorted to espouse internationalism but the mean
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years at one time the term was used to hold up love of
the soviet union after 1962 internationalism became a syn-
onym for nationalism

there were of course good reasons for these changes
stalin died and was disgraced china and other communist
countries began to rise and assert themselves these countries
furthermore disagreed among themselves on some of the more
important issues to make matters worse khrushchev at-
tempted to dictate to his allies in too crude a manner while
preaching the virtue of collective leadership he tended to
brush off the opinions of leaders of other communist societies
in the eyes of the chinese the koreans and some other com-
muniststs khrushchev was a big power chauvinist it was
natural for them to demand the recognition of equality terri-
torial integrity independence sovereignty and noninterference
in internal affairs

the korean communists of course had been accustomed
to soviet control and supervision for quite some time at the
height of the quarrels with moscow kim ilII song himself had
revealed the extent of soviet interference the russians of
course had a hand in north korean economic planning and
allegedly criticized many aspects of the north korean plans
the russians also kept an eye on the content and manner of
news reporting insisting on publishing some of the russian
party materials in the north korean party organs they also
had a hand in the instruction of the russian language in the
north korean schools

what angered kim il11 song the most however was khrush-
chev s support of some of the anti kim elements in 1956 1I
have already alluded to the 1956 revolt among the leading
communists in pyongyang it was true that kim il11 song sur-
vived and that the anti kim elements were purged kimkirnkimnkimm s op-
ponents faced of course very big odds but nonetheless the
threat was real and formidable the russian support for these
rivals therefore could not be easily forgiven or forgotten but
there was no sign that khrushchev would change his tactics
against those who disagreed with him although we do not
know the details of the pressures exerted on pyongyang before
1961 we do know that khrushchev tried to drum out albania
and china from the socialist camp in 1961 when north
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korean delegates appeared at various east european com-
munist gatherings they were openly insulted it was clear
that north korea would face the fate of albania and china
if she persisted in differing with khrushchev the choice
given to pyongyang by 1961 was either to conform or fight
back

kim il11 song did decide to fight it out in some respects
there was no choice having purged his opponents who took
the khrushchevianKhrushchevian line kim il11 song could not very well turn
around and submit to khrushchev of course on all three
issuesissues that concerned north korea deeply the korean com-
munists agreed implicitly with the chinese so beginning in
1961 pyongyang issued statement after statement which did
not differ very much from those emanating from peking alt-
hough kim il11 song continued to warn against dogmatism as
well as revisionism there was no doubt that moscow regarded
the korean communists as the dogmatists

it may have satisfied kim il11 song s ego to denounce
khrushchev assert his independence and advocate a hawkish
line but the korean communists quickly learned that they
were pitched against too powerful an opponent the first
element to suffer the consequence of the deteriorating rela-
tions with the soviet union was the north korean defense
structure even though north korea did develop some defense
industries what they produced was obviously not adequate for
modern warfare north korea was far from being able to
produce MIGs missiles and other highly developed military
hardware communist china however was not in a position
to supply this badly needed equipment it is probable that
moscow had been providing this equipment and spare parts
to pyongyang gratis or at least on highly favorable terms but
when pyongyang began to act in a recalcitrant manner mos-
cow simply told pyongyang to pay its own way the cost of
maintaining the existing stocks of equipment alone would be
staggering for a small society such as north korea it is also
probable that the korean communists decision of december
1962 to stress military preparedness even at the expense of
sacrificing economic development was directly related to the
russian decision to halt military aid to north korea

we do know that the korean communists moved into
the program of turning the whole country into a fortress at
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full steam factories went underground underground air
fields were built a red militia was organized and trained rice
and salt were stored away in the mountains all to defend the
realm against a full scale attack from the south beginning in
the summer of 1963 more and more agents were dispatched
to the south to build a guerrilla base and to organize the
revolutionary masses why the sudden militancy did the

world situation in 1962 and 1963 warrant these actions what
frightened the korean communists in the north we must
remember that this was still the era of president ngo dinh
diem in vietnam and the americanization of the vietnam
war had not even started diem was overthrown only in no-
vember 1963.1963

quite possibly the north koreans were badly frightened
by their weakness resulting from the sudden reversal of the
russian policy of supporting north korean defense systems
perhaps the korean communists did not anticipate that
khrushchev would cut off military aid to north korea caught
in a very vulnerable situation north korea began to dig in
ordering everyone to prepare for a massive assault from the
south there is no hard evidence to support these theories
however and it will be some time before they are either
proven or disproven

regardless of what caused the north koreans to turn to
militancy the cost of these programs was very heavy both in
economic and human terms in spite of severe labor shortages
the regime allocated a significant portion of available man-
power to military programs scarce financial resources had to
be allocated to intensified military programs north korea an-
nounced in 1967 that more than a third of its state budget had
been allocated to defense the result of all this which I1 be-
lieve was caused by khrushchev s decision to cut off military
aid to north korea was that the seven year economic plan
launched in 1961 had to be delayed in 1966 the sixth year
of the seven year plan north korea announced that the seven
year plan would be delayed for three years even the three
year delay however did not permit the north koreans to at-
tain the ambitious goals set for themselves in 1961 at the
fifth congress of the korean workers party held in novem-
ber 1970 the premier released statistics on only six commodicommodo
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ties but even there we find that all but coal production fell
short of the originalorilyinal goalsagalsaoals 1

this situation obviously called for adjustment the frail
ship had to leave the left bank and somehow be steered to the
right bank where supply was more abundant we can easily
imagine therefore the elation of the korean communists at
the news of khrushchev s downfall the hostility of the com-
munist party of the soviet union may not have been all per-
sonal but khrushchev s downfall at least provided a face
saving opportunity to accost the russians again the oppor-
tunity in fact came much sooner than expected soon after
kosyginkosigin ascended to the seat of power he paid a personal
visit to pyongyang in february 1965 it should be noted paren-
thetically that this was kosyginkosigin s second visit to pyongyang
although plans had been made for khrushchev s visit on two
occasions the visit had never materialized

an immediate product of kosyginkosigin s visit was the signing
of the USSRDPRKUSSR DPRK military agreement at the end of may
1965 this was followed by the conclusion of an agreement
on economic and technical cooperation on june 20 1966 in
pursuance of which an economic and scientific technical con-
sultativesultative committee was reestablished in october 1967 it is
generally believed that the soviet union resumed shipping
badly needed equipment and supsuppliesapppliesiles to north korea after
these agreements As of 19701970 north korea is believed to have
412500 men in the regular armed forces and 131.31315 million red
militia it possesses some six hundred airplanes including some
MIG 21s and MIG 17s four submarines ten destroyers self
propelled artillery and T 34 tanks north korea probably has
a better air force and navy than the republic of korea

the resumption of aid from the soviet union was in-
evitablyevitably reflected in north korea s stand on the sino soviet
dispute pyonkyangpyongyangPyonkyang of course had to move slowly and cau-
tiouslytiously in october 1965 premier kim il11 song renewed the
old and familiar theme of uniting the international socialist
camp and the need for taking joint steps in the struggle
against imperialism this clearly meant considerable change

coal production in 1970 according to the prpremierernier was 27.5275 million tons
the original plan called for 25 million tons other statistics were electric
power 16500 of the 194001940019440 million kwhewh crude steel 2.22222 of 2.3232325 million tons
textiles 400 of 500 million linear meters chemical fertilizer 1.51515 of 1.616lgig million
tons cement 4 of 434.34345 million tons
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from the earlier denunciations of the soviet union but the
parting shot against peking was fired on august 12 1966
when the party organ nodongbodong shinjunshmmunshinmun the labor news
devoted its editorial to the theme of self identity while the
editorial attacked revisionists as before it was more emphatic
in denouncing dogmatism which according to the editorial
emphasized only the general principles of marxism leninism
ignoring the changed conditions or specific characteristics of a
country A similar theme was again sounded in october
1966 by kim il11 song who said

leftist opportunism or dogmatism does not take into
consideration the changed realities and by dogmatically re-
peating individual tasks defined in marxism leninism it
leads the people to extremist actions by taking up super
revolutionary slogans it also isolates the party from the
people splinters revolutionary strength and makes it im-
possible to concentrate the attack against the main enemy

it is safe to assume that kim il11 song was referring to the
great cultural revolution in china when he spoke of the
super revolutionary slogans and the splintering of the revolu-
tionary struggles

what kim il11 song wanted was a reconciliation between
china and the soviet union in order to bring about joint
actions against imperialism he implored the chinese to dis-
tinguish between the enemy and the friends who have com-
mitted errors the premier was now against narrow mind
edness the whole speech reminds one of mao tse tung s
famous speech on the correct handling of contradictions
delivered at the time of the hundred flowers campaign but
the chinese were not willing to listen to kim ilII song in early
1967 the red guards in chchinainalna attacked kim il11 song as a fat
revisionist and a disciple of khrushchev living in luxury
while the people suffered and creating economic chaos through
his policies in the spring of 1968 kim was further attacked
as an out and out counterrevolutionarycounter revolutionary revisionist as well
as a millionnairemillionnaire an aristocrat and a leading bourgeois ele-
ment in korea an official of the peking government criti-
cized north korea in january 1968 for sitting on the fence

the feud between pyongyang and peking however did not
last long perhaps peking was convinced that the korean com-
munists were not revisionists after all the koreans could not
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have been more daring and hence more revolutionary when
they seized the pueblo on january 23 1968 and shot down
a US reconnaissance plane EC 191 revisionists simply
could not perpetrate such acts furthermore the koreans had
not retaliated against the chinese in kind when the latter had
slung mud at the koreans in any event both pyongyang and
peking were ready to reconcile their differences in october
1969 when the chinese celebrated the twentieth anniversary
of the founding of the republic ch oe yong gon the number
two man in north korea and the head of the presidium of the
supreme assembly of the DPRK led the attending korean
delegation in april 1970 chou en lai paid a return visit to
pyongyang signaling the restoration of friendly relations be-
tween the two communist powers chou s april 5 speech de-
livered upon his arrival at the pynogyang airport could very
well have been delivered a few years ago when pyongyang
was closely standing by the chinese I1 shall quote two para-
graphs from the short speech to convey chou s sentiments

china and korea are neighbors as closely related as lips
and teeth and our two peoples are intimate brothers both
in the long struggle against japanese imperialism and in the
war of resistance against US imperialist aggression our two
peoples stood together and fought shoulder to shoulder
common struggles have bound our two peoples in a pro-
found militant friendship our friendship is cemented with
blood it has been long tested and will stand up to future
tests

at present US imperialism is advocating in asia a
policy of war expansion of making asians fight asians
fostered energetically by US imperialism the japanese re-
actionariesactionaries are stepping up the revival of militarism willing-
ly serving as the former s shock troops colluding with
each other the US and japanese reactionaries are directing
the spearhead of their aggression squarely against the peoples
of china korea the three countries of indio china and
other asian countries under such circumstances the further
strengthening of the militant unity between the chinese and
korean peoples is of great significance the chinese people
will forever stand by the fraternal korean people in their
struggle to defend the security of their fatherland

kim ilII song replied in kind should US imperialism and
japanese imperialism forget the historical lesson and dare to
launch a new adventuresome war of aggression again then
the korean people will again as in the past together with
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the chinese people fight against the enemy to the end the
common enemiesenemies of the chinese and korean communists are
the so called american imperialists and japanese reaction-
aries the attitude toward imperialism still brings peking
and pyongyang together north korea still finds it impossible
to follow the russian policy of strengthening the trust or
collaborating with the west

north korea s switch toward peking was again confirmed
at the fifth congress of the korean workers party held in
november 1970 this was the first party congress held since
1961 and like party congresses of all other communist par-
ties this was the time to review past accomplishments and set
forth the new direction

this of course does not mean that north korea is going
to attack the russian revisionists with the same intensity as
during the 1963641963 64 period the korean communists are not
likely to forget the bitter and harsh experience of those years
principles are very important for the communists but sur-
vival is essential

how should we then evaluate the korean communists in
north korea are they the dogmatists as some of the re-
visionists charged or are they the revisionists as the
chinese labeled them some time ago or are they simply op
portunists sitting between two stools

the facts of the last decade I1 have presented to you should
speak for themselves my conclusion however is that they
are deeply committed to orthodox or traditional versions of
marxism leninism which called for war as a means of at-
taining communist victory they are the stalinists who be-
lieve in the role of the hero in history and believe in compul-
sive and coercive control of the masses to attain the establish-
ed goals they are also the nationalists who wish to elevate
their status not only within the communist camp but also in
the world arena but they are deeply frustrated simply because
they are trying to fight against the historical current their
frustration is likely to mount within the foreseeable future
rather than recede we must keep a sharp eye on the frail
ship lest it explode in frustration and take the rest of us
with it



buddhist imagery

RICHARD EDWARDS

As with the founders of other major world religions so
far as we know no buddhist disciple ever sat down during
the lifetime of the teacher and produced a likeness of sid-
dartha gautama as the historical buddha was called thus
inin proposing to discuss buddhist imagery there is no possi-
bility of describing in the sense of portraiture what he and
his followers looked like all this to follow out buddhist
notions of escape from attachment to the phenomenal world
has long since passed into nirvana if the light of attachment
has gone out then there is no longer anything to see

it is well known that india the land of the origin of
buddhism was long reluctant to change this concept carvings
associated from the last part of the second and into the first
century BC designate only what happens when the presence
of the buddha is known there is joy there is worship there
is the necessity to guard the door guardian there is music
all things that live and grow plants animals even people
are stirred to a special kind of life specific reliefs as from
barbut of the first century BC indicate that the buddha is
present through such a device as a wheel but more than these
special scenes is the fact that these carvings as a whole partake
of a more significant larger buddhist imagery they are
grouped around a central form they make up the outer de-
cor railingsfailingsrailings gates slabs of stone enclosing a circular stupa
mound the shape is nothing more than a tomb or by exten-
sion the place for burial of a relic the relic mound the
earliest clear major image of the buddha is then a symbol
of death

dr edwards is professor and chairman of the history of art department
of the university of michigan author of many books on asian art he has
done extensive field study in china japan taiwan india and afghanistan
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it is however alsoaiso fact of withIL IZI 11uwcv1u1 ainualnoUIZU 4a 10 k L uk r11lalgreat religions certainly walliWILLAwaula

christianity that the religion was great because it overcame
death paul s 0 death where is thy sting 0 grave where
is thy victory 1 I corinthians 1555.1555 the theme of salva-
tion is characteristically one of the most important themes
in the early catacombscatacombs as with the prefiguration of the resur-
rection in the jonah story these have their analogy in early
buddhism in the stupa

the stupa is not the burial mound of any prince or any
mere man the stupa is itself the buddha it is a sign to be
associated with death but it is in fact ultimate triumph and
indeed in christian terminology everlasting life

its symbolism is well known its shape is above all to be
associated with the earth and its four directions the gate-
ways the sky or the great dome of heaven and the universe
itself the square attheat the top denotes the heaven of the thirty
three gods the umbrellas above that perhaps indicate different
levels in that heaven the plan with its gates facing the four
cardinal directions may recall the ancient swastika or sun
symbol the act of worship itself seals the fact of cosmic
meaning for as the sun swings round the great arc of the
sky and in its passage controls is the moving force in both
heaven and earth so t9otao90 the worshipperworshipper enters the gate and
in the ritual act of circumambulation moves in a sunwise
direction around the stupa the stupa always to his right

the buddhist site of sinchsanchi is the most complete extant
example of an early buddhist shrine it stands on a hill the
approach is along a low grade of steps there are several
stupas on the hill at sanchi but it is the main one that most
concerns us from at least one approach one sees it before
one reaches it its domelike crest and the mast that rises
above it growing out of the trees and shrubbery in the hot
indian sun and then one reaches the area where the stupa
stands complete in its symmetry its exact sense of geometry
fig L11.

we may approach it from the east gate as the rising sun
approaches the world perhaps drawn by the incredible rich-
ness of its carving the tree goddess elephants peacocks
past the guardian of the gate now within the sacred precincts
you may move around the base of the stupa on the ground
level you may also climb the stairs to a second level there
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figure 1 sanchisinchi the great stupa detail showing central mound
and part of east gate note both outer railing at ground level and
upper levellevei railing

figure 2 sanchisinchi north gate buddha footprints and ornament
symbolizing buddha
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you are above the world you may look back on where you
have come at the tree goddess who with a ritual kickkicekick as inin
a dance sends the sap of life coursing through the mango
tree and makes it rich in fruit but perhaps more than the
knowledge of the richness of the world is the sense of its
extension you are not only at the top of the hill but close
to the top of the stupa

from here the world stretches out before you as far as
the eye can see here across the great flat plain toward the
site of the ancient city of vidisavidika which certainly supplied
the patronage that made possible the monastic and temple
complex at sanchi

what we have been describing at sanchisanchsinch is a most signifi-
cant act of worship the act of circumambulation by this the
worshipperworshipper allies himself physically and psychically with the
core of buddhist experience one becomes quite literally
joined with the stupa its circularity its centrality its com-
manding position in relation to the world that lies calm
around it like the sun whose path one has been imitating
one is a part of all one surveys but one rules not by virtue
of the fact of domination but because by a sympathetic act
one has become magically joined to the forces that move
through the earth and sky one is a part of the universe the
notion of separation has been shattered As the buddha is
reported to have said when he himself attained enlightenment
under the bodhi tree the tree of enlightenment at bodhgayaBodhgaya

seeking the builder of the house
I1 have run my course
never again shalt thou build me a house
all of thy rigging is broken
the peak of the roof is shattered
its aggregations passed away
mind has reached the destruction of cravingsclavingscravings 1

at sanchi one is reminded of the presence of the buddha
only by symbol for example a triune form standing for the
buddha his law his church one may also find a lotus
ornamented circle a wheellike shape and the wheel may re-
mind him of the buddha s teaching or the turning of the
wheel of the law again he may be indicated by footprints

iakAK coomaraswamy hinduism and buddhism new york nd p 54
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on which a wheel may be carved above the footprints rises
a stylized tree with the same circle the same triune form
fig 22. this turns the buddha into a kind of hymn of

ornament from feet to the triple head
but of course the greatest statement of the buddha is the

stupa itself it says what is always true about buddhist im-
agery in india it draws us into the nature of the universe
our triumph is the triumph of being joined to the forces of
life not just human life but all life

rollo may the contemporary psychiatrist notes how mod-
ern man has repressed death the ways we repress death
and its symbolism are amazingly like the ways the victorians
repressed sex death is obscene unmentionable pornographic

death is a nasty mistake 2 the opposite could be said of
the early buddhists the symbol of death the tomb has be-
come the vehicle for telling us that we are part of a far wider
life to know this is to pass beyond mortality untruth the
separation that appears to be death

for some reason in the history of buddhism symbol was
not enough this I1 will not attempt to explain but only state
the fact sometime the exact time is not yet clear about
the first or early second century AD a buddhist image in
human form was so to speak invented we see this change
at the site of AmamaravatiamaravadamarawatiAmararavagaravadavati where one can find reliefs that in-
dicate the buddha only as a symbol while other similar reliefs
show him in human form we see the form of the buddha
even more clearly in the art of central and northwestern
india during the early centuries AD in images associated
with territory controlled by the great kushan empire thus
at muttra or mathura the buddha is carved in character-
istic red sandstone in any one of a number of sites in the
northwest at least as far as what is now afghanistan are
buddhasbudihas generally given the style name of gandhara they
are characterized by the brittle dark grey stone or schist out
of which they are carved or alternatively by a clean white
stucco which was used for countless other images from this
same wide region sometimes these stucco images carry the
type site name of hadda in afghanistan

but to return to india proper by the fourth and fifth
centuries AD a mature certain and by all standards ideal

rollo may love and will new york 1969 p 106
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type of buddha had evolved this brings us to the time in
history when much of india was under the control of the
gupta dynastydynasts some of the most beautiful of these gupta
images come from the buddhist holy shrine of sarnathbarnathSarnath the
place where the historical buddha first began to preach or
as it was said turn the wheel of the law A famous image
showing the first preaching may be found in the sirnSarnsarnathsarnlithbarnathlith
museum fig 33.

what marks such a buddha again from the fourth to
fifth centuries is the sense of perfection it conveys perfec-
tion of shape perfection of proportion and above allperfecallaliail perfec-
tion of surface smooth resilient areas of curving stone only
occasionally and very subtly interrupted by lines as the fall
of drapery from the buddha s left hand these perfections
make us wonder if we are looking at a man at all indeed the
gupta buddha is a far cry from what we normally think of as
specific human form as a startling comparison with the van
eyck s exact adam and eve from the ghent altarpiece in
fifteenth century flanders might remind us

indian perfections would seem to carry the image beyond
human possibilities specific human form is just not made
this way on examining it closer we are able to understand
what ideas went into the carving of such a buddha and we can
affirm that the artist was not directly concerned with human
anatomy at all rather he created his forms from an under-
standing of the beauty of certain shapes observed in nature
thus the shoulder may be likened to the strength found in
the trunk of an elephant the arm compared to a plantain
fig 44. the torso is seen to be as powerful as that of the

lion rings of flesh on the neck are like the curves of a conch
shell the chin suggests a bean eyes are like a leaf a flower
bud or the shifting contour of a bird

the gupta statue from sarnathbarnath actually shows the buddha
in the act of preaching but we can be sure from what we
have suggested that it is no man he is of superhuman scale

as witness the small size of the listening disciples below but
more than that since this kind of form as we have seen in
the last examples has been created from a series of shapes
drawn out of nature what we had thought a kind of man be-
comes in essence something related to all living things by
extension the very universe itself his form may be embellish
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figure 3 buddha preaching the first sermon gupta period arc-
haeologicalchaeological museum sarnathbarnathSarnath
figure 4 natural shapes suggestive of the ideal buddha form
the elephant trunk the plantain after a drawing by tagore
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ed by ornament as in the halo above his head or the throne
on which he sits but basically the richness of the world is in
his own being like the stupa of three four or five hundred
years earlier his form is a form which transcends mortality
through the strength of its connections with the perfect con-
tinuities of nature to be at one with the universe is to leave
behind the ephemeral nature ofspecificof specific flesh A more real
power has been found

this affirmation of where true strength lies clings to the
nature of buddhist imagery wherever it is found but buddha
images are by no means exact repetitions of each other

one of the most fascinating areas for the study of buddhist
imagery takes us into northwest india and on to pakistan and
afghanistan that area I1 have already mentionmentioneded in connec-
tion with such style type names as Gandgandharahira and hadda
what has most intrigued westerners about the early art of
this region has been its apparent connections with styles of
western mediterranean art both greek and roman thus one
can find countless suggestive carvings that recall classical par-
allels a nude an athena like goddess a winged god the ar-
rangementrangement of figures in a relief not unlike that of first or
second century rome efforts have thus been made to see the
buddha from this area as a kind of classical philosopher god

a simple human figure having ideal human capabilities
one of the problems however in analyzing gandharanGandharan art

from a classical point of view is that it does not quite come off
as a truly classical western art there are other ingredients
that went into forming it so much so that the french arche
ologist daniel schlumberger in a brilliant analysis of this
type of expression has given it the broad term non medi
terranean greek art 3 it is the non mediterranean aspects
which I1 think should most concern us and in this sense non
mediterranean might be translated into asian or even more
specifically central asian

an image which may indicate what I1 mean comes from a
site in afghanistan not too far north of the capital kabul
which goes under the modern name of shotorakShotorak fig 55.

the monastery of shotorakSho torak was on an impressive site at a
rocky outcroppingcroppingout overlooking the panjirpancir river and the moun

daniel schlumberger descendants non mediterraneenswditerran6ens de lanniannlart grec
syria 37 1960 131166131 166 253318253 318
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figure 5 dipankaraDip ankara buddha from shotorakSho torak kabul museum
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tain range that leads to the hindu kush it was located out-
side of the famous early capital city of kapisakipisadipisa begrim a cen-
ter of kushan rule in this part of asia it was possibly a mon-
astery that received royal patronage this then is an image
that must reflect the height of taste and achievement at a time
probably close to the third century AD

the image itself is about three feet high 32852832y832g inches
its qualities are perhaps not immediately apparent expecting
a more graceful supple form particularly after having seen
gupta india one is perhaps misled but consider what must
have been the artist s purposes

we are made aware of the superhuman scale of the bud-
dha by the lesser scale of the figures around it like the seated
preaching buddha from sarnathbarnathSarnath actually the buddha is
being worshippedworshipped lotus flowers are being offered and they
hang over him in a ring of glory above his head A figure is
bowing down at his feet at the lower left in fact the
buddha is treading on his hair which is spread out like a car-
pet upon the ground we can further identify the buddha as
being a buddha of the past with the name dipankaraDipankara the
last of twenty four previous buddhasbudihasBuddhas and the principle figure
who is worshippingworshipping him and whom we see in several different
poses is none other than the historical buddha shakyamuni in
a previous incarnation thus we are taken back in time and
shown a buddha not only magesticmatesticmagestic in size but one whose
power is representative of a seriesserlesseriesserles of buddhasbudihas who transcend
time the power of buddhism is not tied just to a specific
historical personality we are to see this stocky strong bud-
dha as a kind of insistent vision As partial affirmation of
this fire springs from the shoulders at the same time it is
an image of reassurance the great webbed hand with its
wheellike symbol is raised in the gesture denoting freedom
from fear

but most of all the power of the shotorakShotorak image rests in
its formal qualities the stocky proportions the heavy limbs
and torso the exact firm ridges that denote the drapery all
combine to create a notion of unshakable majesty although
it isis stylistically and geographically part of gandharanGandharan art as
a whole there is little here to suggest the classical mediter-
ranean world so often related to that style any flavor of a
greek or roman philosopher is far away dipankaraDipankara buddha
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is a transcendent being having little to do with the ordinary
human world its nonhuman godlike qualities however
have been attained in a manner rather different from that
which brought about the smoothly harmonious transcendence
of the images of gupta india this can all be summed upinup in
a comparison on the one hand the head of the shotorakSho torak bud-
dha on the other the head of the sarnathsdrnathbarnath preaching buddha
of the gupta period

As sculpture two basic factors contribute to the difference
quite simply one is the three dimensional treatment of form
the other is the way line is related to that form the shotorakSho torak
head as you can recall of the whole figure is distinctive
because of its solid blocky nature whether it be the hair
the face the neck or the chest there is an undeniable sense of
rigid mass a special powerful insistent force on the other
hand the gupta head while clearly a part of the same notion
of what the buddha should be like is in many ways its op-
posite three dimensional form isis very much there but it is
infinitely softer smoother more gentleingeetleingentgentiegentleleinin its subtle variations
of surface the contrast is confirmed when we consider the
other basic factor I1 have mentioned line consistent with the
smoothness of surface line on the gupta head is treated with
the utmost subtlety on hair face neck and chest it gently
defines detail and seems to melt into the form so as at times
to be scarcely perceptible for the shortorakShortorak head the opposite
would seeniseemseeni to be true line stands out as firm drapery ridges
on the chest the hair isis a series of deep and distinct waves
lines such as at the neck and eyebrows reinforce by their
sureness marked breaks in the continuity of planes planes
which inin the gupta head flow one into the other to create a
sense of easy transitions As a total imagelinage as well the rigidity
of the shortorakShor torak example rroyal kushan art stands inin clear
opposition to the flowing suppleness of gupta examples
imperial indian art

moving further into the mountain vastness of central afg-

hanistanghanistan one reaches the valley of bamiyanb5miyanbariyanBamiyan high inin the
mountains it was a resting place inin the trade routes that led
north and south east and west it was visited for example by
the great chinese buddhist pilgrims who in the heyday of
buddistbuddhist glory trekked the long miles across central asia to
visit the holy spots of india most famous of these was the
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chinese monk hsijanhsiian tsang he was in bamiyanbariyan inin 632 in
commenting on the religious devotion of the inhabitants of
the valley he also has given us a brief description of the
imagery that was there

to the northeast of the royal city is a mountain on the de-
clivity of which is placed a stone figure of buddha erect in
height 140 or 150 feet its golden hues sparkle on every
side and its precious ornaments dazzle the eyes by their
brightness to the east there is a standing figure
of sakyamuni buddha inin height 100 feet 4

now no longer dazzlindazzlingdazzling9 the eye with gold but in noble and
majestic ruin the two great buddhasbudihas still stand a quarter of
a mile apart the cliff around them pockmarkedpockmarked with the re-
mains of countless caves shrines chapels retreats for the
buddhist community that once flourished here

the image of shakyamuni that is the historical buddha
is the image that is to the east now measured as being 120
feet high it seems to have been consciously placed in its niche
actually carved out of the living rock so as to be at the

center of the now eroded mountain that rises around it fig
66. although carved out of the living rock it was finished
with a layer of stucco and originally at least embellished with
paint

As you come closer you realize the nature of the carving
or perhaps one should more accurately say the modellingmo delling
how the stucco forms the ridges that suggest the drapery
clinging to the massive body from close up they stand out
rather sharply yet still the ridges melt somewhat gradually
into the hollows of the drapery

from the point of view of style direction in which style
moves it is appropriate here to shift to the surface of the far
larger buddha a quarter of a mile to the west this is the
buddha that towers not a mere 120 feet but all of 175 feet in
its similarly cut niche here however you can detect how
much more sharply the ridges are formed as they lie like care-
fully looped strings on this scale great ropes swinging
across the core of the buddha s form the 175 foot buddha
is generally thought to have been carved some two hundred
years after the smaller 120 foot image possibly in the fifth

samuel beal chinese accounts of india translated from the chinese of
hsuen tsiang 3rdard ed calcutta 1963 p 114
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figure 6 bamiyanb5miylnbariyanBamiyan cliff mountain containing the 120 foot bud-
dha shakyamuni distant viewview from the south suggesting the central

position of the buddha
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century AD differences may thus be said to rest on the fact
of historical change a change of attitude a development of
style but for our purposes it indicates a desire in a famous
central asian site to create a buddha enormously expanded in
size with much the same impact as what we have seen in the
dipankaraDipankara buddha from shotorakSho torak the realization of solid
three dimensioned form creates a rigid immobile image upon
which plays a pattern of line standing out as a separate vital
element in the definition of that image

what is the significance it is quite simply this from the
point of view of sculptural style I1 am suggesting that there are
two distinct buddha types one we have associated with
gupta india the other grows out of the milieu that we often
connect with the name gandhara and it develops into an ex-
pression most justly associated with central asia thus we
find it at shotorakSho torak and at bamiyanbamiy5hbariyanBamiyan As one follows the spread
of buddhism into the far east there continue to be only
these two basic style types one type of imagery in which line
and form are harmoniously blended and never separate them-
selves from the whole the other image where line and form
seem to operate as individually distinct elements creating per-
haps rigidities but also a very special type of expressiveness

on the one hand is an image which in its harmony and
use of nonexaggeratedexaggeratednon proportions is a formally unified figure
where line and three dimensional shapes blend beautifully to-
gether these are images of harmonious reason the other
type is a more broken interrupted image where formally line
stands out as line three dimensionality is often exaggerated
heavy there may also be exaggeration of certain parts such
as the hands or a head this stylistic type does not stress so
much unified harmony as expressive possibilities which may
lead to images that are both authoritarian positive in their
absolute strength and more emotionally charged these are
the images of faith as opposed to the images of reason

art historians generally agree that the art of buddhist
central asia had a major impact on early buddhist art in the
far east we also find art in the far east that offers stylistic
parallels to and may have been strongly influenced by the
art of gupta india thus the strong aesthetic dichotomy that
extists between imagery from the heart of india and imagery
from the wide spaces traversed by the trade routes of central
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asiaasla continues in china and japan one can check this im-
agery from reproductions in almost any book on the history of
art more particularly sculpture of the far east 5

in the fifth and sixth centuries art in china was par-
ticularlyticularly in the north dominated by a central asian aesthetic
the tangyangT ang dynasty generally created a marked change and an
imagery close to the harmonies of gupta india in later times
as in the sung period one finds far more detail but at the
same time overriding harmonies that lead to a marvelous inte-
grated sense of repose still there are reversions to contrary
rigidities of form and exaggerated play of line this is par-
ticularlyticularly true of archaizing images as with attempts to revive
the legendary original buddha image the image made for
king udayana from what is now the pakistan territory of
swat A famous sung example of this type is at seiryojiseiry6jiSeiselryoji in
kyotoky5to

in japan is a similar historical pattern the separate ex-
pressivenesspressiveness of form and line being most evident in the seventh
century harmonies in the eighth the ninth century continues
them but in a subtle way reverts one is aware particularly of
a massiveness of form that is a special characteristic of early
heian jogan sculpture on rather over massive figures line
may play its part as a contrasting pattern A clear example
of this is to be found in a well known seated shaka sha-
kyamunikyamuni figure from murojimur6jimuroni As one moves into later heian
and on to kamakura japan whatever the notion of harmony

which is not lacking the image has in fact become so styl-
ized as to become again formal in a sense not unlike that we
first applied to central asia

but other than the notion of harmonious unity of form
and line on the one hand and conscious separate manipula-
tion of form and line on the other a third factor is at work
upon the imagery of later buddhism later buddhist imagery
may be looked upon from another dimension in the sense of
conveying powerful and transcendent feeling I1 think it isis not

1I would suggest for example consulting plates in sherman E lee A
history of far eastern art new york 1964 robert T paine and alexander
C soper the art and architecture of japan baltimore 1955 1960
laurence sickman and alexander C soper the art and architecture of china
baltimore 1956 1960 oswald siren chinese sculpture 4 vols london

1925 mam1michaelmichaeichael sullivan an introduction to chinese art london 1961
william watson sculpture of japan from the fifth to the fifteenth century

london 1959 wilbur willets foundations of chinese art london 196515
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unfair to suggest that this buddhist imagery of the far east
of course there is none in india where it disappeared entire-

ly loses a great deal I1 am speaking somewhat arbitrarily
of icons from about the eleventh and twelfth centuries on even
to the present day they tend to be more detailed as such
they are closer to a more specific earthly experience they often
tend to be more relaxed they are less grand if they are
archaistic they are over rigid and dry similarly they lose
power

the general trend in this later more detailed realization
of the buddha is to bring buddha back to earth to see him
again in the specific guise of a mortal thus to see the buddha
wrapped in the frailty of human flesh is one of the most im-
portant elements in his imagery A beautiful small statue of
wood lacquer and gold in the detroit museum is a clear case
of the buddha represented thus as an ascetic fig 77. if the
buddha fasts he grows thin and emaciated as we would grow
thin and emaciated this statue was made sometime in the
late thirteenth or early fourteenth century the same kind of
buddha may be seen in a painting by the famous chinese art-
ist liang K ai of the thirteenth century it is now in the
tokyo national museum and shows the buddha that is
shakyamuni coming out of the mountain after a period of
such ascetic contemplation again the frailty of human flesh
is apparent

the effect of this effort to see buddha as a specific man
is of course to bring him closer to us he is no longer the per-
fect reflection of the universe he no longer has the power of
massive physical form he is no longer an otherworldlyother worldly vision
whom we approach through a transcendent act of faith he
is an intensified version of us

1

no longer an image of perfection has he indeed lost his
power I1 would suggest that the power has not gone that
the essential buddhism has not gone but that the message has
shifted its focus becoming more specific becoming more
human whatever power there may be has to do with the
existence of a particular psychological force like a rembrandt
portrait the power of the buddha now rests in what we can
sense from the particular personalized image

another aspect of this trend is that the nature of buddhism
may spread to other images that exemplify the buddha idea
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figure 7 shalcyamum as an ascetic lacquered wood yuan dy-
nasty the detroit institute of arnsartsanns

figure 8 darumadacuma and eka by sesshuseishu dated 1496 saienjisaienni
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heroes other than shakyamuni take on a similar significance
liangllang K ai painted not only shakyamuni but alsoaiso other sages
both buddhist and non buddhist with much the same general
intent thus still surviving by his hand are masterful images
of the chinese tangyangT ang poet li po and the buddhist sage
hui neng this type of imagery may lead to a particular scene
involving the confrontation of great images or perhaps more
accurately images now inin the guise of particular people per-
haps the most powerful example of this is found in a great
japanese painting by sesshusesshiiseishu of the late fifteenth century own-
ed by sainenjiSainenji in japan fig 88. it was shown in 1970 in
an exhibition of buddhist zen art at the boston museum
here are painted not buddhasbudihas in the strictest sense but heroes
from the zen sect of buddhism who embody as they saw it
the complete spirit of the buddha darumadacuma to use the japan-
ese term for bodhidharmaforbodhidharmaBodhi dharma and eka or huikhui k 0 a chinese
monk

the story is that darumadacuma having arrived in china in the
sixth century told the emporerempower and his buddhist followers that
they were wasting their time in ordinary buddhist worship
such as their devotion to ordinary images he went off and
sat facing a cliff for nine years the almost ritual act of wall
gazing said to have taken place at the shao lin temple on
sacred mount sung a mountain traditionally placed in the cen-
ter of china Is this not to be compared to the centrality of
shakyamuni in the mountain cliff at bamiyanblmiyanbariyanBaBlmiyan nothing
would stir the great sage from the pure isolation of his retreat
A would be disciple eka could not convince him of his sin-
cerity and hence his worthiness to be instructed in this new
wisdom until he proved it by cutting off his arm this is the
somewhat incomprehensible and grisly scene that is visible in
the scroll eka in the corner offering his arm to the great
motionless sage

the artist sesshuseishu has caught the psychological struggle
the contrast between the undisturbed certainty of bodhidharmaBodhidharma
dacumadarumaDaruma the sage who has attained wisdom and the angu-
lar sense of struggle that is in the would be disciple who seeks
to attain that wisdom it is the same essential concentrated
contrast down to the very face or eye of each figure strictly
no buddha is shown here but the enigma of a strange kind
of buddhist wisdom is revealed
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one wonders if we have not returned to where we began
for a clear notion of what the buddha looked like once more
eludes us buddha no longer has the imposing objective au-
thority of bamiyan135miyrnbariyan or shotorakShotorak he no longer is seen in that
harmonious combination of ideal shapes the beautiful blend-
ing of form and line that we first saw in gupta india he has
seemingly left the temple As an eighteenth century chinese
poet lamented

no monk lives at the old temple the buddha has toppled
to the floor

one bell hangs high bright with evening sun
sad that when only a tap is needed no one now dares
to rouse the notes of solemn music that cram its

ancient frame 6

in becoming particularized secularized does buddha not
once again lose his objective form we are at a point not far
from the earliest beginnings there is no objective god there
is only a way which each individual as with the original
buddha whose likeness we cannot know must discover for
himself

quoted by arthur F wright from waley yuan meimezneznermel buddhism inin
chinese history stanford london 1959 p 95





the church and asiaasla

one dajday we hopfhopebopf to be abieable to furnturn rhethe entire leader-
ship of rhesethese afianasian countries ouerover to fhethe people them-
selves and to bauehavebuve the japanese people jeelfeel that they bauehave
some of their own culture in rhethe presiding councils of fhethe
church these people will feel that this is not lustjustluft a utah
church itsirs not just an american church this is fhethe
church of jesus christ in allailali ibethe world

president haroldharoid B lee from an
address given on april 17 1971
before the missionaries of the japan
central mission at osaka japan
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A MOUNTAIN STREAM

A painting

by

tsun pin lin

in this painting the mountains embrace one another and the
clouds float gracefully through the valley producing a scene
of peace and quietude this serenity is broken by the roar
of the waterfall in the background the mood of this painting
depicts the traditional belief of the chinese people in the
presence of both the yin and the yang in everything
inin darkness there is some light in bad there is some good
and as with this painting in silence there is some sound

brother tsun pin lin teaches art in taipei taiwan and has devoted his
energies to paintings for more than forty years his paintings are colorful
landscapes producing moods of uniformity harmony and beauty he is
president of the north district of the taiwan mission







unto all men

HOWARD W HUNTER

As you are engaged in this important east west week on
the campus I1 have been asked to say a few words in keeping
with the theme of the week about the growth of the church
in the world and in particular the growth in the pacific and
the far east

the growth of the church is counter to the trend being
established by many other churches this is a day in which
nearly every major christian church is facing serious problems
they seem to be suffering substantial declines in membership
there are fewer persons in attendance at religious services ac-
cording to writers members of the clergy are finding fault
with the doctrines and longstandinglong standing practices of their churches
if we can believe what we read there is little harmony among
the clergy of many faiths and there is a lack of unity finance
appears to be a problem and prestige is declining

comments have been made by news writers and in articles
appearing in national publications about the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints as an exception to this trend such
comments are not without justification in fact the reasons are
many the program of the church is a vital vibrant force in
the lives of its members we hold the conviction that this is
the church of christ which imposes upon us the responsibility
of sharing that witness with others there are hundreds pre-
sent here today who have gone into the world to express their
feelings to others about their belief this enthusiastic dedica-
tion and devotion has resulted in one of the large factors
responsible for the growth of the church that has taken place
and is taking place in the world today we honor each of you

A devotional assembly address at brigham young university march 16 1971
elder hunter is a member of the council of the twelve of the church of

jesus christ of latter day saints and isis the church historian
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who has taken part in this magnificent effort and has had an
interest beyond selfseif

it seems to me that the events of this week on the campus
alsoatso demonstrate the principle that we have an interest beyond
our own little domain I1 know of no other campus where there
is a greater percentage of students and faculty with the ex-
perienceperiperlence of having lived in lands beyond our borders you
have been students of the affairs of other people of their
culture art music business political affairs and other matters

which makes this university outstanding and the logical
place for studies that extend interest beyond our own land

since its beginning the church has had an interest in other
peoples the first section of the doctrine and covenants opens
with these words from the lord to his people

hearken 0 ye people of my church saith the voice of
him who dwells on high and whose eyes are upon all men
yea verily I1 say hearken ye people from afar and ye that
aarere upon the islands of the sea listen together

for verily the voice of the lord is unto all men and there
is none to escape and there is no eye that shall not see
neither ear that shall not hear neither heart that shall not
be penetrated dacd&c 112.11211112 2

THE GOSPEL TO ALL PEOPLES

following the admonition to carry the gospel to all persons
missionaries have gone to thediedle nations of the earth within a
year after the organization of the church missionariesmissionaries were
sent out in the united states within only three years mission-
aries were sent beyond the borders of this nation the first
went to canada then the work was extended to england not
much was known of the west at that time and less was known
of the vast area beyond the shores of the pacific strange
stories were brought back by returning seamen yet the first
missionaries sent out to peoples who spoke a language other
than english were called to go to the pacific

in the frontier settlement of nauvoo during the time of
the construction of the temple the prophet joseph smith called
four young married men to leave their families and go to the
sandwich islands now known as hawaii they traveled to the
east coast but were unable to find a ship going to the sand-
wich islands finally they were able to book passage on a
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whaling vessel scheduled to stop at tahiti in the society is-
lands the ship left new bedford massachusetts in the sum-
mer of 1843 the long route they took to tahiti is an interest-
ing one as we look at it today the ship sailed southerly in the
atlantic across the equator and under the southern tip of
africa then it went west across the indian ocean under
australia passing tasmania and new zealand andintoandantoand into the
pacific ocean sailing northeasterly toward tahiti

one of the four missionaries died during this long strenu-
ous trip and was buried at sea the next spring because of
the need for supplies the ship put in at the island of tubuaitubuli
in the austral group addison pratt one of the missionaries
decided to stay on this polynesian island and the other two
continued the voyage to tahiti

during the first three months elder pratt baptized ten
people including the only six white men on the little island
A branch was organized and it grew and prospered the two
who went to tahiti had problems because of the fighting
between the french and the tahitiansTahitians elder gruardbruard went to
the island of anaa in the tuamotu group he was the first
white missionary to the island within four months he had
baptized 620 people and had organized five branches from
this difficult bebeginning

C
binninainnin a the work has spread across the pacific

six years later ten missionaries were sent to the sandwich
islands within eight months 220 persons had been baptized
more missionaries were sent and four years later there were
four thousand saints in hawaii missionaries went to australia
in 1851 and the first to new zealand the land of the maori
arrived in 1854 then followed samoa tonga raratongaRaratonga inin
the cook islands and other islands of the pacific the work
continued to roll forward through the polynesian islands and
australia and new zealand in the southern hemisphere
fifty years ago there were about thirteen thousand members
of the church in this area of the world since that time the
growth has been significant today the membership including
hawaii is about 160 thousand

the first stake in the church to be organized outside of
north america and hawaii was in the south pacific the auck-
land stake in new zealand this stake was organized in 1958
at the time the new zealand temple was dedicated the
growth since that time has been phenomenal there are now
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forty nine stakes outside of diedle united states and canada of
these twenty two are in the pacific area four in samoa three
in tonga seven in new zealand seven in australiaaustralla and a
new stake in japan

EDUCATION IN THE PACIFIC

the interest of the church in the education of its members
is an important factor in the growth and development in the
pacific the missionaries in the early days taught both children
and adults in many areas where education was not otherwise
available in some places schools were established to help stu-
dents in elementary education language agriculture and reli-
gious education much good has come from such schools and
the maori agricultural college in new zealand is an out-
standing example today the church has schools across the
pacific in hawaii next to the hawaii temple at laie lies the
beautiful campus of the church college of hawaii it was
built especially for the young people of polynesia and has been
attended by many of our fine young latter day saints from the
far east as well adjacent to the college the church has con-
structedstructed the polynesian cultural center where students can per-
form in their native cultures and earn their transporationtransforationtransporation tui-
tion and board and room while pursuing a higher education
their wholesome appearance and enthusiastic performance has
made thisthithls hawaii s most patronized tourist attraction

in addition to hawaii we have schools in many other
places in the pacific in western samoa there are primary and
postprimarypostprimary schools in sauniatu and vaila an elementary
school at pesegapenega and also the well known church college of
western samoa a secondary school near apiaabia there are also
six other primary schools in western samoa in american sa-
moa the church maintains the mapusaga high school its
campus in a tropical south sea setting is one of the most
beautiful in the pacific and in some ways similar to the well
known liahona high school in tonga moreover there are
ten intermediate schools in the kingdom of tonga to the
west in fiji the church has established on elementary school
in suva it would thrill you to go into the classrooms of the
four hundred students in the elementary school in tahiti and
see the work that is being done and the results of this church
school on to the south and adjoining the new zealand
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temple grounds is the campus of the church college of new
zealand where young people from many plapiaplacesinplacksinplacescesinin the south
pacific attend school

these schools give young people the opportunity for
an education that many of them would not otherwise re-
ceive in addition they touch their lives with religious
education and spirituality the growth of the church has
been the highest in areas where we have establishdestablished schools
many of our students go into the mission field upon being
graduated and render effective missionary service their educa-
tion and background qualify them to take their places in lead-
ership in the church adding great strength for future growth

GROWTH IN THE FAR EAST

the church has fanned westward across the pacific it isis
now extending missionary work into the far east japan
okinawa taiwan korea hong kong the philippines viet-
nam singapore malasia indonesia and thailand

twenty years ago about the time of the birth of most of
you assembled here today there were only about four hundred
members of the church in japan since that time missionary
work has been renewed today there are more than fifteen
thousand saints on those islands and the work is proceeding
rapidly we now have four missions in japan and the first
stake has been organized there areaxeate nearly five thousand
members of the church in korea over five thousand in the
philippines about four thousand in hong kong four thous-
and in taiwan and growth in thailand singapore vietnam
and indonesia is taking root

the door has been opened for the sweep of the gospel
through the far east we are building congregations of saints
constructing chapels and carrying forward a great missionary
program at the world conference on records in salt lake
city hosted by the genealogical society of the church repre-
sentativessenta tives of the national libraries of fouroffouronfour of the major coun-
tries of the far east were present and participated in the pro-
ceedingsce the result was a boon to genealogical work negot-
iationstiations are now in progress for microfilmingmicro filming in some of these
asian countries

the day has long since passed when the church is thought
of as the utah church or as a united states organization it
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has attained international aspects it is a mexican church a
samoan church a chinese church a japanese church we
have deep interest inin peoples of many lands this worldwide
church spans the oceans and touches the lives of people on
all continents making them brothers through the gospel it is
only proper for brigham young university as a part of the
church to give a worldwide accent to its program its faculty
and student body are foremost in experience with and under-
standing of other people

during this important week as you pause to focus on the
pacific and asia we commend you for your efforts to expand
understanding As believers in the gospel of jesus christ it is
our hope that greater insight will come to the nations of the
world and to men everywhere this requires conscientious
effort and brigham young university should be a leader I1
pray the lord will bless you in your efforts

I1 know that the work in which we are engaged to build
the kingdom is true before I1 leave this microphone I1 want to
tell you of my positive conviction that god lives and loves
his children regardless of their race or color his son jesus
christ is our leader and stands at the head of the church I1
bear witness of his divinity as our savior and of his divine
leadership and direction of his church I1 pray that god will
bless you in your endeavors to bring understanding to men
everywhere in the name of the lord jesus christ amen



A symposium

problems and opportunities
of missionary work in asiaasla

MODERATOR R lanier britsch associate coordinator of asianaslan
studies

discussants paul S rose former president philippines
mission H grant heaton former president chinese
mission adney Y komatsu former president japanese
mission spencer J palmer former president korean
mission

R LANIER BRITSCH for those of us sitting here before you
this is a privilege and I1 might even say a great thrill I1 ve
been interested in the missions of asia for a number of years
and of course the brethren to my right and left share my
interest all of them have had a far more active interest in
asia in direct terms than I1 ve been able to enjoy As former
mission presidents these men have had some of the greatest
experiences in terms of church missionary history that we
could have possibly brought together

dealing with a problem as expansive as the missions in
asia is something difficult to do in the short time allotted
today we hope to gain greater insight into the diversity that
exists in asia and into some of the accomplishments that
have been made in the asian missions since their inception
most of them are relatively new japan was organized in
1948 it was technically organized in 1901 then lasted until
1924 but they only had about 166 baptisms then and they
get about that in a month now so things have changed
greatly thereithereethere what we want to do is try to discuss some
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of the accomplishments and then hopefully tune ourselves
to some of the problems that we feel need attention first
we will ask president rose to introduce the general topic
of the current situation he will statistically introduce the
asian missions then spend a few minutes discussing the
philippines mission he will be followed by brother heaton
brother komatsu and brother palmer

PAUL S ROSE I1 am happy to be here I1 had the privilege
of being on campus back in 1942 and 43 as a member of the
staff it is like coming home I1 perhaps ought to preface my
remarks by reading what elder ezra taft benson said at
general conference in 1970 in the timetable of the lord
I1 think the door is now open and this is the time for the
work in asia each visit there has been productive and in-
spirationalspirational in each of the countries the tremendous expan-
sion and growth is an inspiration

the work is indeed going forward in asia I1 have avail-
able in my assignment at church headquarters the mission
statistics of both the stakes and the full time missions I1 ve
prepared for the missionary committee a paper showing the
rankings of all the missions of the church according to bap-
tisms per missionary and it might be interesting that the
four top ones are mexico north mexico northeast north
central mexico southwest and mexico and some of you
who have been on missions would be astounded to know
that in the mexico north mission last year there were 67.4674674

baptisms per missionary of the twenty eight top missions
of the church as far as baptisms are concerned fifteen of
them came in countries strongly catholic there s a change
throughout the world in this regard

in asia we have eight missions japan japan central
japan west japan east hong kong korea the philippines
and southeast asia last year 1970 1031 missionaries in
asia had 5808 baptisms or an average of 5.65656 baptisms per
missionary in all of europe twenty three missions includ-
ing england had 3312 missionaries and 7667 baptisms or
2.3232325 baptisms per missionary this compares with 4.64646 in asia
and some countries in asia are much higher than 4.64646 1I am
happy to tell the philippines missionaries that they had 10.4104104

there last year you might be interested to know that in the
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scandinavian and germanic countries not counting england
there is 1.51515 baptisms per missionary per year the scandinavian
and germanic countries starting with sweden 1.212 and switzer-
land 1.010loio finland 1.010loio austria 0.90909og denmark 0.90909og central
germany 0.90909og central germany north 0.80808 norway 0.70707 bap-
tisms per year

the timetable of the lord in asia is certainly in evidence
as president benson indicated keep in mind that 1031
missionaries have had 5808 baptisms in the twenty three mis-
sions of europe including england all of continental europe
had only about 7667 or about 1800 more baptisms than did
eight countries in asia this is a time of conversion a time
of reckoning in asia

I1 was very happy to have the opportunity of laboring
in the philippines mission the philippines are listed as the
only christian nation perhaps with a big question mark
in all of asia exposed to catholicism since the time of ma-
gellan in about 1521 the philippines are typical of all south
american spanish american central american catholic cul-
tures where 101510 15 percent of the people hold practically
all the wealth and 85 percent or 90 percent hold very little
A country of 37 million people largely malasianbalasianMalasian in back-
ground they got nothing from spain in four hundred years
except catholicism and mixed up languages not even the
spanish language we have almost no call for a spanish
book of mormon in the philippines today only two or three
in three years it is a polyglot country comprising about 80
different dialects

in 1898 the philippines became a protectorate of the US
which gave them a national language english america gave
them schools government and most of all the church and
certainly they are ready for the gospel they are a people with
large families very family oriented and very receptive to
the gospel as families

I1 might tell all of you also that I1 just got the january
1971 figures for asia there were 463 baptisms in asia in
january and if you take twelve times that it would be a
little over 5500 but I1 am sure it will increase they had
19 in hong kong 71 in japan 104 in central japan 24 in
east japan 37 in west japan 46 in korea 20 in southeast
asia and 142 in the philippines so the work goes on there
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is no change no letup and I1 hope that allailali of you who are
studying asianaslan culture will know that you are on the threshold
of great things in the asianaslan areas of the church

H GRANT HEATON I1 m delighted to have the opportunity
to represent the china area today1todaytodays I1 was just thinking of what
transpires inin a twenty two year period of time spence
spencer palmer and I1 were recruits at fort ord together
trying to make it in the army twenty two years ago and a
great deal has happened since then I1 might mention presi-
dent rose that you ve made a serious omission there is
also a taiwan mission which was just organized in january
the southern far east mission over which I1 presided be-
tween 1955 and 1959 had a population of 1.3131315 billion people
missionary work to the chinese first opened in 1854 hosea
stout and two companions were stoned out of bangkok
couldncoulden t find any place to live in either singapore or hong
kong went to japan and were so discouraged that they
came back and reported to brigham young that there was
no future for the church in asia the next effort to open
the missions in asia was a trip made by president mckay
and brother cannon in 1921 as part of a worldwide trip
president mckay dedicated china for the preaching of the
gospel and returned and reported to the first presidency
that the conditions of that country were so chaotic that he
didndian t recommend that any work be done until they had
handled their own internal civil struggles

in 1949 matthew cowley hilton robertson and henry
aki were sent there to open the first mission I1 was called
as a young missionary at that time and our destination was
canton which is in the southern province of china before
we could make it there the communists had bombed the
bridge and we weren t permitted to land until we returned
to hong kong the mission headquarters was established
in hong kong and we were there for about fourteen
months during which time the refugees were pouring out of
china into hong kong when the korean war broke out
and it was thought that hong kong was threatened by
the communists the mission known as the chinese mission
was disbanded

in july of 1955 president joseph fielding smith was
assigned to restructure the missions in asia the missionsmissions
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were divided into the northern far east and the southern
far east missions the southern far east mission at that
time included guam all of china formosa the philippine
islands singapore india and everything in between in the
process of the next five years as I1 mentioned we were
effectively in control of communications with people in all
these areas I1 had a map on my wall in the office in hong
kong onto which I1 would put a pin whenever we got a
new baptismal record in and on that baptismal record it would
list the place of birth we had members of the church from
every major city in china from tibet from up in the russian
steppes and from mongolia we had them from northern
parts of india from burma and from indonesia we had
people joining the church in hong kong and formosa
covering the entire area of asia

A unique feature of the southern far east mission is
that the success of the mission had practically nothing to do
with the people involved that is the missionaries going
there there is a scripture in the book of isaiah that says in
the last days israel will be gathered one of a city and two
of a family will be brought to zion we saw that scripture
literally fulfilled our missionaries went over there in 1965
we didndian t have anything printed in chinese no articles of
faith no song books no book of mormon no bible no
tracts nothing I1 listened to elders try to give the lessons
I1 wrote the lessons in chinese and I1 still couldncoulden t under-
stand them and yet people started coming into the church
by 1967 the southern far east mission led all missions in
the church in convert baptisms per missionary people liter-
ally came into the church having already been selected
for that role A refiner s fire had already taken place
these people had been in turmoil for the last twenty years
they had lived in chaos they had lived under threats of their
lives they had a chance to live under communism and
refused that chance these were people who first of all
refused to abide a communist existence in my mind that
choice can be considered a partial explanation for their
coming into the church they moved into hong kong when
the conditions were favorable for teaching the gospel to
them we didndian t have to worry about people being away from
home at work so they couldnt listen to the missionaries
they didndian t have any jobs they had nothing to do the
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missionaries would often spend all dayay with them we es-
tablished a missionary program that required that they com-
plete twenty three weeks of missionary studies we had set
programs and our people were very energetic in listening
to the gospel and learning it most of those who continued
more than four or five weeks of study joined the church

I1 had the chance to teach one class and I1 didndian t intend
to baptize any of them it was a mistake I1 thought getting
into that class among that group were eleven former gener-
als of the chinese army two governors of provinces and
four university presidents As far as I1 was concerned they
were not receptive to the gospel but I1 had an obligation to
complete the twenty three week program when the twenty
three weeks were up I1 gave my little farewell speech and
I1 could immediately tell that there was some hostility in the
group I1 couldncoulden t imagine what that hostility was id been
polite I1 couldncoulden t remember saying anything wrong in chinese
but you never can tell and I1 worried about this so after-
ward I1 said there appears to be some kind of problem
here could you explain to me what the problem is A
spokesman stood up and said you haven t asked us to be
baptized

out of the forty three people in that class forty two
joined the church five of them later filled full time mis-
sions and three of them are now serving in branch and dis-
trict presidenciespresidencies over there

these people had already made up their minds to do
something different from what they were doing they didndian t
know anything about mormonism to begin with but mor-
monismmonism answered many of their problems As a basic ex-
ample one time we held a testimony meeting and took
our little hike up into the mountains as is customary over
there and everyone all got up and expressed his delight
in the gospel and that he liked this way of life but one
man in that group exemplified I1 think what they all felt
and what I1 heard a hundred or more times he said years
ago I1 was impressed that christianity was the answer to my
particular needs and the needs of china so 1I joined a
christian church and I1 made the sincere effort in my youth
to learn about that church and to adhere to its doctrine
I1 would attend church and try to assimilate and put into
practice everything they told me suddenly it dawned on
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me that the first time 1I went into that church they told me
you re a sinner you must repent and after I1 had gone
to that church for eighteen months the message continued
the same 1I was still a sinner they hadnhaan t accomplished
a thing in my life I1 went to another church and to another
and to another and I1 found the same thing happening
no matter how much effort I1 put forth I1 was always de-
clared a sinner the mormon church is the first one thats
been able to convince me that I1 m a sinner and then tell me
how to overcome it

we had hundreds of people who came into the church
because they found in the gospel not an intellectual answer
to a question but an answer to a deep seated question that
they had been bothered with for many years because of the
lack of language the lack of translated materials and our
inadequacy in teaching we couldncoulden t implant a sophisticated
knowledge of the gospel in those people but they didndian t stop
with what we had to teach them I1 listened to sermons
in testimony meetings and conversations by members of the
church that far exceeded our teaching of them they taught
back to us principles of the gospel that were instilled in
them spiritually I1 would like to conclude basically by saying
that we have a unique situation maybe not unique inhonginchongin hong
kong or in taiwan it might occur in all of asia but we
do have a situation where the lord has carried the burden
young missionaries who neither knew the gospel nor could
explain it in chinese would go into houses and homes to
teach the gospel and the product was a deep seated conver-
sion on the part of educated sophisticated people that
program is still going on because of it and because the lord
is actually engaged in the lives of individual people there as
well as here the future of missionary work in asia is
unlimited

ADNEY Y KOMATSU I1 am very grateful for the opportunity
that has been given me to participate on this panel I1 would
like to recognize duane anderson who offered the invocation
today I1 think I1 m here because of him that statement comes
from the fact that I1 followed in his footsteps in japan where
he created a great program of the church we now have
some four or five chapels to be dedicated in that country
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but he had started some of this work I1 can t say enough of
him and the groundwork he laid

the mission in japan started in 1901 on february 14
the first presidency in announcing the creation of a japanese
mission appointed elder heber J grant who was then an
apostle to be the mission president president grant and four
companions landed in yokohama in august of 1901 then
later in september on a little hill overlooking yokohama
city they dedicated the land and as was stated by the
moderator the work of the mission because of native customs
language idealogyideologyidealogy because of persecutions hostilities and
other things met with little success in 1923 when president
grant was then the church president he decided to close
the mission there were only about 150 converts during
this twenty three year period in 19561936 however the first
presidency again announced that the japanese mission would
be reopened but this time in hawaii where at that time
over half of the population was japanese so they established
the work among the japanese in hawaii and in the spring
of 1937 president hilton A robertson who was the last
mission president in japan in 1924 when the mission was
closed was called again to become mission president he
opened the mission in hawaii in 19571937 the work progiessedprogressed
until 1947 when the japanese mission was closed in hawaii
and the first presidency announced again that they would
reopen the mission in japan president edward L clissold
who then was in the stake presidency the mission presidency
and also the temple presidency was called to preside over
the japanese mission he landed in japan on march 6 1948
to prepare the way for the missionaries the first group of
five missionaries included the two price brothers harrison
T price who s now in the american consulate in hong
kong and raymond price who s with pan american air
lines in honolulu wayne P mcdaniel of alpine utah
koojikonji okauchi and paul C andrus who later became mis-
sion president in japan in 1962 the first ground breaking
for a chapel in asia was conducted this was the second
ward in tokyo the former north branch in 1968 the
northern far east mission was replaced by the japan mission
with headquarters in tokyo running from tokyo north
and the japan okinawa mission to the south
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A year later on march 15 1970 the tokyo stake was
organized the first in asia on march 18 the japan okinawa
mission was replaced by two more missions the japan central
mission in the former osaka area and the japan west
mission was split again and now we have what is called the
japan east mission running north from sendal to hokkaidoHokkaido
at present there are four missions one stake and about four-
teen thousand members in japan when I1 left there in july
of 1968 there were about ten thousand members thus in
three years we have already had an increase of four thousand
members according to brother rose we have about 545 mis-
sionariessionaries laboring in these four missions as of december 30
1970 I1 m sure that number has increased since then in our
time it was one mission and the most we had was 257
missionaries that s when we had to take in ten mission-
aries from hong kong we usually averaged about 225
missionaries and 500 baptisms a year presently with the four
missions as brother rose just announced there were 1944
convert baptisms in 1970 so you can see the increase not
only in missionary strength but also in the baptisms that
are taking place now in the orient

among the interesting highlights of those missions is
the 1965 excursion to the hawaiian temple organized under
the leadership of president anderson for the japanese saints
this has had a great impetus for the members to dedicate
their lives to the goal of entering the house of the lord
since 1965 we ve had excursions in 1967 1969 and 1970
including one group which came to the salt lake temple
we re also planning one in the summer of 1971 at present
over 800 people have entered the house of the lord and
these are the 800 members that had taken out their endow-
ments we ve actually had a total of 966 members go
through the house of the lord by way of the number of
seats that were occupied on the plane that we chartered

we also created in japan the translation distribution
center during the time I1 was there I1 know that bishop
victor brown and brother thomas fyans came over one
time and discussed the possibility of creating a translation
department right there in tokyo spearheadingspearheading all of the
work throughout the orient president kan watanabe of the
japan west mission was appointed manager of this particular
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distribution center later other centers were established
in korea hong kong and taiwan

then of course the all important expoekpo 70 was created
for six months we had a tremendous number of japanese
people visiting the expoekpo grounds including the mormon
pavilion I1 understand from president okazaki that over
sixsix million people went through the church exhibit from
this expoekpo so many referrals have come that it s hard to
believe that missionaries don t have to knock on doors any-
more they just get a slip of paper and keep on going there
are so many people on the list waiting to be taught the gospel
that there is no time to go from house to house

I1 have been through japan since last july in my new
assignment as regional representative of the twelve for the
tokyo stake and I1 can testify to you that this stake is also
growing it s hard to believe that the yokohama ward is
talking about splitting they have over two hundred mem-
bers coming out to church every sunday and they re worry-
ing that the building is not able to hold all these members

I1 m sure that we have in japan many things that are
very harmonious to the gospel the japanese are very hard-
working people and they always work for what they get
I1 would say they compare to a swarmaswarm of ants crawling around
that never stop they re always moving they re very in-
dustriousdustrious in all that they do also they are people who
keep good genealogical records this again isis something
that goes hand in hand with the gospel in a japanese family
we have the patriarchal order of the father and the son
carried on I1 m sure that the gospel has a great future in
japan and that the work being done now is not just because
of what we have done but the lord had intended that his
children in that area should receive the fulnessfalness and the
blessings of the gospel that he has in store for those who
will be faithful

SPENCER J PALMER at the outset id like to recognize at
least one special guest in attendance here this afternoon
brother orton would you please stand kenneth orton of
the church college of hawaii flew in this morning from
honolulu in order to participate in our east west week
activities he is president of the language training mission
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of the church for the asian missions we are honored to
have him here

As I1 have listened to these excellent reports by presidents
rose heaton and komatsu three vibrant pervasive themes
are evident first in recent years the church has begun to
break from its western orientation and is fulfilling its des-
tiny as a truly worldwide church second war and revolution
have somehow presented new opportunities for the church
in asia and throughout the world third sometimes despite
the missionaries and their less than perfect preparation to
cope with language culture and people the work of the
lord has gone forth admirably and that s certainly the
case also in korea

when grant heaton and I1 were there together as GIs
in the early 1950s korea was dejected in a terribly dislocated
state socially economically politically and spiritually as
were japan the philippines and other countries of asia
it may yet one day be said that zion s midwives in asia
were tribulation and pain the first mormon missionaries
were combat GIs who baptized the first mormon converts
korean friends with whom they associated or worked in
the various military camps without any korean church
scriptures or literature of any kind only with love in their
hearts and a sincere desire to help the people they touched
the hearts of many koreans and caused them to respond to
the messages of the gospel

the first korean convert to the LDS church was a phd
candidate at cornell university who shortly after his bap-
tism gained his doctorate this was dr hojikhajik kim who
later returned to korea where he occupied important political
and social positions he was the first anchor of the mormon
faith in korea much of the early growth can be explained
in terms of his influence he gathered many young university
students around him church membership in korea has re-
mained by and large an educationally oriented community
I1 think it could be verified that of all the missions in asia
we have more college graduates who are active in the mor-
mon faith in korea than in any other this has been one
of the distinguishing features of the korean mission from
the beginning

the first baptisms inin korea were in august of 1952 at
songdocongdo near pusan the next major event was in 1954 when
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president haroldharoid B lee under assignment from the first
presidency toured korea and recommended that it be opened
officially for missionary work the next year president joseph
fielding smith dedicated korea for the teaching of the gos-
pel he blessed that land that the power of evil might be
dispelled and that the people might be able to relreirehabilitate
themselves and their country

the first mormon missionaries came to korea in april
of 1956 these included elders richard detton and don G
powell among others gail E carr who was one of the
early missionaries later became the first mission president
he was an indefatigable pioneer who laid a wonderful
groundwork he presided between 1962 and 1965 1I succeeded
him and worked between 1965 and 1968 robert H slover
isis now the president and has been there since august 1968
under president sloverstover s able leadership the mission has
gone forward with extraordinary success in baptisms in
branches in buildings and in many other ways

now let me say something about the distinctive features
of the korean mission we now have about a hundred mis-
sionariessionaries there triple the number when I1 started out as
president As I1 ve said it s a young mission it s relatively
small they re reaching 5000 members in the mission com-
prised of four districts two in the capital city and two else-
where in the south the mission is one of the more success-
ful church missions in many ways and one of the more
unusual president rose has already mentioned that korea
next to the philippines has the largest convert per mission-
ary rate in asia eight baptisms per missionary per year I1
understand it is the only mission in the whole church which
still baptizes more men than women and this has tremendous
implications and prospects for the future male priesthood
leadership is essential to the establishment of a stable mor-
mon society education and priesthood leadership are the
fundamental pillars upon which we can expect to build a
wonderful future for the church in korea many prophecies
many inspirational promises have been made with respect
to the future of the korean mission

an additional reason heretofore for the remarkable suc-
cess of the mission has been the fact that the koreans are
generally very pro american although this church is trying
anxiously to reach universal worldwide fulfillment still we
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are an american based institution most of our missionaries
in korea are american citizens generally this has been a
great advantage because of all the friends of the united
states the koreans are the greatest friends the americans
have anywhere overseas this helps the church greatly it
has been prophesied that tens of thousands of koreans will
join the church of jesus christ of latter day saints within
our time I1 m sure we11ll have a stake in seoul in the near
future if the people continue to work for it

I1 feel confident that the mormon people are only now
beginning to understand the opportunities and problems that
this multiculturalmulticultural multinational multiracialmultiradialmulti racial kingdom of god
can expect to meet in the years just ahead by reaching
out so far we are bringing into the church many new in-
fluencesfluences and insights which should help us to see more clearly
the mind and will of the lord in these latter days

BRITSCH we would like now to turn our attention in a
slightly different direction this is to have some interchange
between the mission presidents concerning some of the prob-
lems and prospects they see in the asian missions one
question I1 would like to ask adney komatsu just to get the
discussion moving why are we succeeding in asia now when
we didndian t years ago

KOMATSU I1 think primarily as brother palmer has said
world war II11 has had a lot to do with it especially the
occupation of japan in japan where the american troops
were stationed they actually americanized japanese thinking
to a great extent many individual servicemen brought new
liberal thinking to the japanese people the people of japan
as part of a defeated country recognized the fact that they
were facing a new way of life especially in the democratic
expression of things this made current missionary work
much easier than that of the missionaries of the early 1900s
who encountered a japanese people who had their own way
of life their own customs and who just wouldnwouldnt t listen
to foreigners

BRITSCH does anyone want to comment on that
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ROSE I1 think the same thing happened in the philippines
the occupation there by foreign powers brought the people
to their knees in humility they were prepared by other
nations through their suffering and by the church now
being ableabie to supply the things of the spirit and the soulsoui to
them As bad as war is they were prepared by it for the
gospel

BRITSCH do you have questions you would like to direct
towards each other

PALMER I1 would like to direct a question particularly to
president komatsu some members of our church in the
united states feel a sense of tension between their loyalty
to their own culture and their own history their own unique
americanism and their commitment to a universal worldwide
church the problem is trying to feel as emotionally commit-
ted to a universal kingdom as to the church in the rocky
mountains or the united states now I1 ve often wondered
about the extent to which this is a problem in reverse for
asian converts to the church what kind of mormonscormons do we
produce in japan or in korea or among the chinese do they
not also experience a sense of tension between a commitment
to their own history culture and people on the one hand and
to the values and teachings of the universal church do they
face serious dilemmas in trying to distinguish between what
may realreallyly be foreign american things and what is perennial
and universal truth

KOMATSU in japan the majority of converts are younger
people naturally the older people have their own customs
and habits there s a great problem especially in the word
of wisdom area but those who do overcome this problem
become strong members As far as the traditions and cus-
toms that the japanese have I1 m sure this is a problem yet
I1 have heard president hugh B brown come into japan
and preach that this is not the church of the japanese the
germans the norwegiansNorwegians or the hawaiiansHawaii ans but this is the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints for all men if
we teach the gospel on that basis despite the tensions which
do exist or however different cultural backgrounds may be
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it can be assimilated so that asians will become good members
of the church

PALMER As a nisei mission president in japan did you have
problems of self identification that is did you feel one day
I1 m a japanese the next day I1 m a citizen of the united
states and the next day I1 m a mormon did you sometimes
feel like an american in disguise in japan

KOMATSU if I1 didndian t open my mouth in japan they could
have taken me as a japanese but the moment I1 opened my
mouth they recognized that the accent is a little different
from what they normally speak in japanese we say big
shibaishibah we put on a big show and try to overcome this but
there is a definite difference there I1 did feel like what brother
palmer is mentioning even though 1I didndian t have the command
of the japanese language and yet looked japanese when I1
went to a store to get my hair cut or something I1 couldncoulden t
fully express myself I1 m sure that the man behind the counter
was saying what kind of a fancy jack has come out from
way down yonder to these japanese islands As I1 got better
acquainted with the language and gained more confidence
in speaking of course I1 used my head more and didndian t open
my mouth as much

HEATON I1 think this problem hadbad some particular evidence
in hong kong and it depended on how culturally stable thediedle
individuals were you mentioned in korea that you had
largely men joining the church at our first district confer-
ence in 1956 we had 642 people eleven of them were women
all the rest of them were men and these men were adults
they were culturally stable culturally secure and they didndian t
want to become americans they made it very clear that they
weren t buying our americanism but somehow or another
we had to separate the gospel as a way of life and american-
ism as a way of life it became evident in 1957 when the news
that federal troops went into arkansas and the first civil
rights demonstration reached us we had to move missionaries
out of eight or nine of the villages they said come back sun-
day but don t be here during the week the chinese empathized
with the problem of the black people in little rock and a
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strong anti american wave ensued this is something that
happened periodically allaliail the time we were there there
would be a crisis in the united states that hit the headlines
and the older people would tend to allyaily themselves in an
antiantl american position and yet it didndian t jeopardize their
testimonies or effect their church participation except that
they really feltfeit uncomfortable having americans coming into
their homes and villages while there was an antiantl american
sentiment there but they saidsald don t leave us alone later
on as younger people came into the church and as the num-
ber of people coming in were relatively unstable culturally
that is they didndian t identify as much with their own native
culture then there tended to be a kind of attempt to ameri-
canize themselves I1 think a lot of the appeal of the gospel
to the younger generation is its american flavor but not
so with the older people

ROSE I1 somewhat agree and somewhat disagree with what
has been said as it relates to the situation in the philippines
because the difficulty we found was with the activists the
young students not with the older people the older people
had great love and great admiration for that which had been
given to them as an american colony I1 expect and the
trouble we had was with the young activist students at the
university of manila and other schools but through it all
I1 think that the filipino members have accepted the univer-
sality of the church very well and only when some mission-
ary got out of order did we have trouble when missionaries
there were humble and carried their testimonies throughout
their daily lives we had no proplemsproplessproplems I1 m happy that more and
more we have local missionaries to help with this situation
generally I1 do not feel this cleavage between an american
church and a philippine church is a serious problem it
is a worldwide church for most of the people

BRITSCH I1 have a certain amount of experience with the
asian students as president of the asian branch here on cam-
pus and I1 ve found on several occasions that there have been
great cleavages between doing what the church would sug-
gest and doing what parents would suggest for instance
I1 ve tried to call or initiate calls to mission fields among
several of the young men and the usual answer or frequent
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answer is my parents don t want me to go now I1 think
id better obey what my parents tell me family trouble of
that kind is rather common in interviewing for missions

HEATON I1 think the problem you are talking about is not
unique to asian people we had a young man who wanted
to join the church and couldncoulden t and he became the most
active member in our church before he was baptized I1 think
he s here on the BYU campus but you see he persevered he
kept at it he was convinced that as long as his desires were
right as long as he was active in the church he didndian t need
baptism until he could work it out and he worked it out the
problem isncisn t unique to asia 1I worked as a seminary coordi-
nator in the northwest we had the same problem parents
not wanting their kids to attend semseminaryiDaryinary not wanting them
to get up in the mornings not wanting them to go on mismlsmis-
sions and so its not an asian problem it happens to be a
worldwide problem of different degrees of religious enthu-
siasm where you find the child is sspirituallyirituallyp devoted and his
parents are not there is a conflict whether he s asian
european or whatever he is

KOMATSU I1 want to say something about the young people
in japan because many of them come from a buddhist back-
ground and their parents don t understand christian theology
their joining the church may be compared to the situations
in the states where one of our sons might say 1I m going
to be a moslem or 1 I m going to join some other foreign
religion we would be all shook up I1 ve faced this in my
ownhomeown home because my parents are buddhists when I1 told my
mother that I1 wanted to join the mormon church and be
baptized she cried out oh I1 ve lost my son she was a
widow and she had promised her husband that she would
raise their children honorably in the buddhist religion but in
the buddhist religion we never went to church and I1 didndian t
know anything about buddhism except that my parents
were followers of its teachings this is the same thing in
japan to a great extent so I1 ve counseled the young people
to follow the same psychology I1 used on my mother on
their parents by saying mother would you like to have
a bad buddhist or aa good mormon As long as I1 go to
the mormon church and I1 become a good person one
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that you can be proud of one without any sins or problems
with the world and avoidavold being a boy of the streets wouldnwouldnt t
you be happy to have me as your son I1 saidsald 1 I make you
a promise the moment one of your girl friends in your
church comes back and says that your number two son is a
terrible son allailali you have to say is to quittuit the mormon church
and illlii obey but as longiong as you can t make that comment I1
will go she saidsald its a dealdeai so I1 joined the church and
I1 think many young children back in japan are finding this
because they come from a buddhist background in which the
parents are not acquainted with christianity

BRITSCH this is interesting and insightful I1 would like to
ask a question of all four of you and you can take it in
any order starting with dr palmer spencer what in your
opinion could we be doing to move the work along a little
faster and make it more successful then we 11ll have brother
komatsu and the other two brethren respond to the same
question

PALMER when I1 went to korea in 1965 1I soon realized
that a pressing need of all the asian missions in addition
to the obvious need of leadership development was to make
the church better known I1 studied and prayed often on what
could be done to enable the church to exercise a significant
impact within the native society rather than existing as a
separated sometimes quaint hothouse entity a collecting
place for social refugees I1 wanted to know what could be
done to establish an institutional base within the native so-
ciety I1 decided as a beginning that the mission should be-
come concerned with the native flow of life the beliefs of
the people holidays customs and traditions we all resolved
to make mormonscormons and mormonism better known in the
korean society at large we made an energetic effort and
I1 hope that it was partly successful to meet some of the
leaders of the people particularly the parents and the fathers
of the families but also the mayors of the cities and other
local officials I1 visited with educators and presidents of
universities where our mormon converts were enrolled we
translated the spoken word of the tabernacle choir broad-
cast into the korean language and arranged to have the
entire choir program broadcast over nationwide radio no
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doubt the only place where this program has been made
available in asia in the language of the people this is but
one example of ways in which the missionaries made a won-
derful effort to introduce the gospel to the public at large
we also placed maximum emphasis on using native members
in missionary work and in leading the branches and auxiliaries
the foreign elders were there to help and to bless but we
made it clear that it was the korean mission of the lord s

church

KOMATSU I1 think one of the ways that the work can move
faster in japan is through closer communication between the
headquarters of the church in salt lake city and the mission
field I1 m very happy that I1 am now the reregional9ionallonallonai representa-
tive for the tokyo stake so that I1 can carry back into that
stake information methods of operation the expertise of
the different church committees the know how in the
mission field we don t get this we re pretty much on our
own and sometimes I1 think as the missions spread as they
grow in japan in the four areas if a little closer coordination
can be given to these men the kind of help that the stakes
receive I1 m sure the work will go that much faster the mem-
bers will become stronger and their faith will increase

ROSE I1 think that what brother palmer mentioned is ex-
tremely important that we re at an age now where the work
in asia is not really a pioneering work if somehow we
could create an environment where the people are aware of
the fact that they are involved that the native members are
contributing to the development of the church it would
greatly strengthen the work

t

HEATON can we criticize the BYU here Is that permissible
well maybe the establishment of a school a university in
asia where we could send students from the united states
to get an education in asia would be the most important
thing that could be done asia has a great deal to contribute
to the world not just in religious thought but in culture
particularyparticulars the chinese they have passed through five hun-
dred years of what we re just beginning to face in population
ecology and many of these things they have succeeded in
many regards in solving some of these problems now the
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image especially among LDS parents is that if you re con-
verted to the church you ve got to go to BYU in order to
become educated and that s not the case I1 think the church
could be well served with an educational institution in asia
which would contribute to the understanding and the know-
ledge and the development of a worldwide mormon culture

ROSE I1 think like you that if we had church schools in
asia it would greatly help the work if schools are good in
mexico they re good in other areas I1 feel very strongly about
this I1 ve talked to brother neal maxwell and others about
this and I1 think they re aware of the problem

BRITSCH there were people waving their hands a few minmin-
utes ago who had questions from the floor

QUESTION FROM THE AUDIENCE in singapore its my under-
standing that last year the LDS missionaries were not able to
renew their visas Is this true

ROSE I1 guess I1 have talked with president carlos smith the
most recently we had about twelve of those missionaries come
into our mission field because of not being able to renew
visas but they re doing fine they had 50 baptisms in
singapore in january and while they re having difficulty
president smith is the most patient man in the world and
the most devoted I1 m sure it s going to be worked out the
government there has been adverse president smith has
made the comment that we made a fine conversion of a
very outstanding figure in singapore there s a lot of jeal-
ousy over this and I1 think this is one of the things that
prompted them to put the lid on we have had some religious
riots between groups over there but I1 think the great blessing
that president benson gave when he dedicated that land is
being realized they re more stable now than they have been
for somesome time it s going to improve

HEATON there s a very fruitful field in communist china
it depends on whether the communists will allow freedom
of expression and freedom of travel it would be a waste of
time to send missionaries under the present restrictions they
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just opened travel into china as of this last week and that s

very restrictive I1 was invited to go to peking in 1957 as a
representative of the world council of churches representing
mormonism and the communists invited me there but when
the american state department found out about it I1 was
on the hot seat for two weeks just because id entertained
an invitation I1 didndian t attempt to go

QUESTION AND COMMENT FROM THE AUDIENCE there are
seriousserious problems involving the asian converts who come to
the US I1 don t know about the other missions but of four-
teen local native missionaries that served full time missions
in hong kong from 1956601956 60 eleven of them now reside in
the united states or canada so they re no longer much help
over there it tends to be a sort of graduating process they
serve as a full time missionary get a scholarship to the church
college of hawaii or to BYU and come to the united states
and live there needs to be some way of keeping that talent
in asia to act as a leaven I1 know in the branch here on
campus I1 would dare say 50 percent at least intend to stay
here in the united states yet some of them didndian t intend
to stay when they first came

Is there something returned missionaries and others can
do to help the work in asia

PALMER two things occur to me one is to show greater
brotherhood and fraternity toward these people you talked
about who came here initially with the idea that they were
going to return in most cases they really had some aspiration
that they were going to gain wonderful spiritual experiences
and ecclesiastical training that they would take back home
but for one reason or another many of them become alienated
from the church here we could probably reverse this ten-
dency and get some of our people back if they could remain
stable spiritually and feel as much a sense of belonging here
as they felt among the relatively small intimate groups of
first generation fellow members in their homelandshomelands we
simply fail to do as much here in the way of fellowship and
brotherhood as we should also we need to do more to help
the programs of the church financially many student groups
raise money for various humanitarian projects many of them
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of very short lived satisfaction or benefit but I1 feel we don t
begin to do enough in the way of sharing our resources to
further the work of the church among the less affluent mem-
bership in some of the foreign missions including those in
asia I1 can testify from experience that relatively small
amounts of money given by individuals in support of local
missionaries or for other equally worthy projects often have
incalculable and I1 am sure everlasting returns

KOMATSU I1 would say this to the returned missionaries
continue the study you re involved in here at school but on
a broader scope ten years ago as a member of the church
I1 was like a fish out of water whenever I1 went to the main-
land of the united states like what is this man from japan
doing in this part of the country how come you can speak
english so well and you look japanese study the cultures
of the asian area instead of just studying japan study
china korea india and all the different nations and as
brother palmer has mentioned you can more readily fellow-
ship these asian students as well as people in those asian
countries its easier to love people when you get to under-
stand them it s harder when you don t know who they are
and why they react the way they do the most effective mem-
bers and missionaries are those who understand asian culture

BRITSCH I1 guess that was a paid commercial for the asian
studies program I1 think this discussion has been most en-
lightening this has been one of the most outstanding panels
of this kind ever held and with you I1 would like to express
our deep appreciation



resources in the
church historians office
relating to asiaasla

ROBERT H SLOVER II11

the history of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints in asiaasla is relatively briefbrieg but surprisingly wellweilweli docu-
mented the archives of the LDS church historian s office

CHO in saltsait lake city contain a wealth of materials on
the asiaasla missions but these have rarely been studied and
have never been surveyed or indexed thus they have not
been readily available to the researcher or the public at large

in an effort to satisfy this basic need this pilot survey
of asianaslan materials in the historian s office is presented here

the materials fallfalifail into six general categories first pub-
lished books and theses mission magazines tracts manuals
and missionary materials second various records kept by
members of the church in each country and by the historian s

office at home third biographical sketches and journals of
church leaders who have been associated with asiaasla fourth
original manuscript material and photographs fifth periodi-
cal publications which have included materials on asiaasla sixth
statistical filesglies

iI1 fuousl9eapublished marerimaterimaterialsarsais
this broad category includes only three theses dealing

with the church in asia on file robert C patch an histori-
cal overview of the missionary activities of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints in continental asia 1949
murray nicholes history of the japan mission of the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints 190119041901 1904 1957 R

graduated from brigham young university in zoology and asian studies
mr slover was a former latter day saint missionary in korea
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lanier britsch A history of fhethe missionary activities of the
church of jesus christ of latter dajday saints in india 784918618491861849 186

1964
in allaliail asianaslan missions there is now a unified magazine

which is translated into the native languages these include
much material fromgrom the standard english publications the
ensign the new efaerabra and the friend the missions alsoaiso
publish english language missionary magazines which feature
monthly statistics events and progress reports see appen-
dix 55. copiescoples of these as wellweil as their earlier prototypes
are on fileflie in the CHO

in recent years it has been the policy of the church to
collect copiescoples of allaliail manuals and church publications printed
in native languages some of these in oriental languages are
now being processed but unfortunately most of the older ma-
terials are not on fileflie missionary training materials hand-
books guides and language materials are catalocataiocataloguedcataloguergued with
these published materials missions of longiong standing have
printed lesson plans systems for learning the missionary
lessons grammar books and dialogues

II11IL church records these constitute three major comprehen-
sive categories

1 the journal history of the church the pages consist
of daily entries of newspaper clippings mostly xeroxed in
the more recent volumes editorials and pertinent informa-
tion from the deseret news and the salt lake tribune they
are not limited to items relating directly to the church but
included are the ordinations of church officials the organ-
ization and the reorganization of stakes and wards and other
business transacted by the general authorities of the church
throughout the world including asia

2 the church chronology contains much the same ma-
terial but omits the newspaper clippings except as they relate
specifically to the church

both of the above journals are extensively indexed the
journal history prior to 1870 is on microfilm while the
later material is in bound volumes the index is kept by sub-
jects and names

the journal history is of considerable value to the
researcher in asian church affairs there is for example in it
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a section on the east india mission the earliest missionary
effort in asiaasla this history covers diedle period from 1852 to
1909 and though it is part of the journal history it is in-
dexed separately

3 by far the richest resource on the church in asia in the
historian s office is the manuscript history of the church
this is a compilation of mission branch district stake and
ward histories prepared by clerks and recorders in the field
and sent in periodically to salt lake city these records are
kept in either english or the native language until the late
1960s these records were all kept in english since that time
they have been kept in the native languages all records for
any one organized church unit are stored together that is all
the records of the philippine mission are kept in one volume
while the records of any one branch within that mission are
kept in a separate volume mission histories also incorpor-
ated into the manuscript history are submitted yearly and
include a record of all mission business missionary transfers
changes in officers etc a record of officers sustained at the
various conferences clippings and pictures these records are
kept by either the mission president or his recorder and they
are signed by the president they are kept on a daily basis
and are often detailed these records tend to report facts
without much concern for analysis impressions or descrip-
tion they tend to center around the activities of the mission
president and his staff and often omit events removed from
the mission home nevertheless they are probably the best
source available for the daily happenings of the mission on
a local level each branch clerk keeps a record for his branch
which he submits on a yearly basis these forms include
changes in officers historical events and occasionally some
description of branch trends and attitudes the quality of
the rereportport depends of course entirely on the branch clerk
who wrote it

III111illliililili journals and biographies
several early leaders and members of the church con-

cerned with asia wrote daily journals which are now on file
at the CHO these journals are listed in appendix 2 several
of the presidents of the church have been personally in-
volved in asian mission history their works prove valuable
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forgor a variety of research needs president heber J grants
journal is available as are some of the journals of president
david 0 mckay the researcher must obtain permission
before he is allowed to use the journals and no journals of
living persons are made available other notable journals
inciucieinclude thoseinose orof almaaimakimaalmaaima ki0 taylorI1 aylor one orof inethe iirsrfirst missionariesmissionaries
to japan and first translator of the book of mormon into
japanese matthew mccune one of the leaders of the early
work in india and levi savage early missionary to thailand

then siam
in addition to these complete journals kept by individuals

and donated to the CHO two archives contain a number of
useful and pertinent short biographical sketches they are inin-
dexed in a separate biographical index

IV periodicals

these have been available on open shelves near the main
desk there is an index to periodicals up to 1950 the period-
icals indexed include

millennial star dialogue
evening and morning star contributor
liahona improvement era
times and seasons messenger and advocate
conference reports young womens journal
journal of discourses new era
salt lake tribune childrens friend
deseret news the friend
relief society magazine BYU studies
ensign juvenile instructor

entries on asia sometimes appear in unlikely sources for
example the millennial star abounds in material on the early
missions in south and east asia since these missions officially
came under the auspices of the british mission A complete
description and analysis of materials available in these period-
icals is badly needed

V statistical files
these provide useful data on memberships births deaths

and on immigration to the united states by members of the
church missionaries who have served for the church includinclude
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ing setting apart and release dates and terms of labor there
is a partriarchalpartri archal blessings fileflie which gives lineage includes the
date of the blessing and the name of the patriarch

VI manuscripts and pictures

III111iliin manyIIIZLIIY wayswayl theseUICSC areakrc UICulcthe i11ublmost cxliliilgexciting alllaalland valuablevaiulavailla
materials in the historians office their index includes not
only manuscripts but also extensive collections of photographs
tapes and filmsflims the manuscript index file covers some bio-
graphiesgraphies as well as excerpts from conference reports for
example elder gordon B hinkley s name is found in this
index and under his name is a listing of all the reports that
he has given in thediedle various general conferences

materials in the manuscript file are listed in appendix 4
random examples of the types of materials found here are
a report by elders ezra taft benson and bruce R mcconkie
on their visit in october 1969 to indonesia with information
on the land and their impressions of the people there all of
president mckay s available papers from 1907 to 1969 on
microfilm extracts from the journal of matthew mccune
on his life in rangoon and calcutta and a set of letters from
henry mccune from calcutta to president john taylor con-
cerning the unreadiness of the people of that area to accept
the gospel mission papers from some of the asian missions
and letters from some of the mission presidents accounts of
the first temple trips from japan and korea to hawaii and
utah a motion picture of a visit of elder hugh B brown
to korea and president heber J grant s correspondence de-
scribing his japanese mission experience in short there are
many primary source materials which invite study and atten-
tion photographs are indexed in the manuscript file but the
index on photographs is yet unfinished

APPENDIX 1I PUBLISHED WORKS

JAPAN MISSION 190119241901 1924
grant heber J A japanese journal compiled by gordon A mad-

sen 1970 m2701 97629
nichols murray L history of the church of jesus christ of latter

day saints in japan 190119241901 1924 brigham young university
1957 m2752 n621n

the numbers at the end of each entry refer to CHO card catalogue call
numbers

R
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missionary daily record book unpaged AJ m2564
j353m

promfrom plowboy to prophet tokyo 1920 A short history
of the prophet joseph smith for young people res m2702
m889f

matsu jitsu se ito sanyikasanbikaSanbika tokyo 1905 A hymnal of sixty
six numbers compiled by horace ensign and frederick A cainecalne
res m2852 j35

sanyikasanbikaSanbilabika tokyo 1915 revised hymnal leatherieatherleatherboundbound res
m2852 j35

matsu jitsu seitoselto sanyikasanbikaSandikabikadiba tokyo 1916 revised hymnal
res m2852 alaaia J

CENTRAL PACIFIC MISSION in hawaii 193719481937 1948
1937 hafHathattatsutatsu the progress english and japanese P m2055

p9647j
1940 minutes of the oahubahu stake hawaiian and japanese missions

general MIA conference aqpq m25744 oil
1940 the kakaskakakaaka reporter april 1940 january 1944 A missionary

bulletin of the japan mission in hawaii res m2055 j355a
1945 the spearhead may 1945 march 1946 A missionary bul-

letin of the japan mission in hawaii res m2055 c397a

JAPAN MISSION 194819551948 1955
1950 missionary plan dialogue in japanese tokyo 1950 res

q m2564 j357mj
1950 american fashion show tokyo information for investigators

in english and japanese pqaq m2564 J 357aj
1950 LDS messenger december 1950 may 1957 A missionary

bulletin in japanese res m2055 l362j
1951 morumon monogatariMonog atari the mormon story tokyo booklet

in english and japanese P m200 j357 mj
1953 sunday school guide january 1953 november 1960 A sun-

day school bulletin issued inin english and japanese res m2055
n874s

1953 the grapevine august 1953 december 1957 A missionary
bulletin res m2055 j357a

1953 MIA leader september 1953 november 1960 an MIA
bulletin issued in japanese res m2055 n874m

1954 the children sing tokyo 086.94890869489
1954 missionary conference reports 195419551954 1955 tokyo P m2045

j357m

GENERAL

palmer spencer J the church encounters asia salt lake city
deseret book company 1970 m275 P 176c

palmer spencer J mormonism A message for all nations brig-
ham young university 1971 pqaq m2301 p176mpl76m
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NORTHERN FAR EAST MISSION 195519681955 1968
1956 katei to keno tokyo A relief society manual m25726

AIJalj
1956 our standard works tokyo sunday school lessons inin japan-

ese 086.94860869486
1956 growing spiritually tokyo sunday school lessons in japanese

086.94860869486
1956 distinguishing beliefs and practices of the japanese sunday

school lessons in japanese 086.948086948
1956 life of christ tokyo sunday school lessons in japanese

086.94860869486
1956 relief society handbook of instructions tokyo pqaq m25722

n874h
1956 MIA executive manual 195619571956 1957 also available for 1957-

60 tokyo pqaq m25742 e96j
1957 the book of mormon tokyo 186.942186942
1957 the triple combination tokyo 086.942086942
1957 seito no michi 1957 A mission magazine in japanese res

m2055 s462j
1957 northern honshu and hokkaidoHokkaido district newsletter april

1957 A servicemen s bulletin res m20593 n874
1957 gospel fundamentals for new investigators tokyo english

and japanese res m25736 AIJalj
1958 success messenger january 1958 A missionary bulletin res

m2055 n874a
1958 combination reference tokyo A combination reference for

the standard works 086.945086945
1958 recreational songs tokyo 086.94890869489
1958 shojuki missionary cookbook edited by frances andrus

and carol rae brown P m2564 n874s
1960 yoji muki seisho monogatariMonog atari bible stories for children

tokyo pqaq m25736 AIJalj
1962 morumon kyosaikyokaikyokal eno tebiki tokyo an introductory tract

P m2564 n874mj
1962 anata ni otstae suru konobakotoba tokyo A doctrinal tract P

m230 n874aj
1963 the inter islander september 1963 june 1964 A servicemensservicemens

bulletin res m20593 1611
orton kenneth J sokkadokka gakaibakai religiobeligio political power in contem-

porary japan brigham young university 1964 res 299 078s M
mccune george M testimonytestimontestimonyTestimony BYU press 1967 A transcription

of missionary testimonies and speeches of mission presidents and
general authorities in the northern far east mission from
1963 to 1965

pamphlets in japanese six 086.945086945
shitoshishitoshaShitosha no kiso chishikiChishiki drama handbook tokyo P

m25742 n874ej
kaishushaKais husha kaku toku no vehikitebikitehiki teaching the conver-

sionsronsion principles tokyo lesson materials pm2564PM2564 n874tj
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suggested woykworkworp meeting activities tokyo relief society
materials pfoafo m2572 n874s

JAPAN MISSION 1948
1968 service messenger september 1968 A missionary bulletin

res m2055 j35a
1969 missionary plans japanese tokyo P M 256.12561 c56lujc561uj
1969 missionary handbook tokyo P m2564 j353mh
1969 after babiismbabtism lessons teachers handbook tokyo dialogues

are in japanese and english includes a new members handbook
P m2465 j353aj

1969 the light of the sun japan and the saints tokyo A history
of the japanese missions m2752 j3531

JAPAN OKINAWA MISSION japan central mission 1968
1968 the rising sun november 1968 A missionary bulletin

res m2055 j353a
1969 to become a golden harvester may 1969 kinikibiniki missionary

conference pqaq m2046 j35t

JAPAN EAST MISSION 1970
1970 pioneer august 1970 A missionary bulletin m2055 j346a

JAPAN WEST MISSION 1970
1970 golden horizons june 1970 A missionary bulletin m2055

j354a
1970 missionary handbook fukuoka P m2564 j354mj

EARLY CHINA MISSIONS

patch robert C an historical overview of the missionary activi-
ties of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints in con-
tinentaltinental asia brigham young university 1949 m275 p294h

stout wayne D hosea stout utahs pioneer statesman salt lake
city 1953 res m2701 s889s

SOUTHERN FAR EAST MISSION 195519681955 1968

1955 ienjenfen sheng te mu ti the purpose of life taipei P m233
s7284pc

1955 sheng ti en tzu yung sheng gift of god eternal
life taipei P m233 s7284sc

1955 wan shih te fu shin restoration of all things taipei
P m2732 s7284wc

1955 yu fu tsung te I1 ca fu obedience and blessings taipei
P m233 s7284yc

1956 southern far east bulletin september 1956 december 1960
A missionary bulletin in english and cantonese to december 1958
then in english only res m2055 s7284ac

1957 southern far east mission proselyting plan compiled by H
grant heaton hong kong res m3564 s7284pc

1958 our guide to eternal life hong kong district tri district
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conference for kowloon hong kong and the new territories
in englishinenglishunenglish and cantonese res qm2046 s7284oc

1958 ward teaching messages hong kong pqaq m2463 s727w
1958 in memory of keith A madsen taiwan district yearbook

195519581955 1958 qm2564 s7284ics72841c
1959 voice of the saints january 1959 mission magazine in

english and chinese res m2055 v889c
1960 missionary gospel teachings in cantonese hong kong A

language texbooktextbooktexbook res m2564 s7284mc
1961 gospel dialogue in mandarin taipei prepared by donald C

cutler and thomas nielson res m2564 s7284gc
1961 conversational chinese for missionary use taipei prepared

by donald C cutler and thomas nielson pqaq m2564 s7284sc
1961 southern far east mission and you hong kong P m275125

s7284
1963 gospel study plan hong kong res qm2564 s7284go
1963 missionary language plan in cantonese hong kong prepared

by ermel jmortonrmortonJMJ mortonorton res m2564 s7284mic
1963 missionary plan in mandarin hong kong prepared by ermel

J morton res m2564 s7284mics7284mlc
1963 fu nu hui huo tung chiao tsai relief society activities

material res m25726 AICalc
1964 cantonese romanization glossary of the six discussions hong

kong pfoafo m2564 s7284misc
1964 hsieh geen hui fun songs hong kong MIA fun songs for

the chinese in english pqaq m25742 s7284h
1965 after baptism lessons hong kong pqaq m2564 s7284a
1965 shou hsi I1I1 hon ko chen after baptism lessons canton-

ese hong kong pqaq m2564 s7284ac
1965 sheng huo life hong kong P m233 s7284shc
1967 chuan tao hua I1 ko chen A unified system for teaching

inuinvestigatorstig jorstors P m2561 c56lucc561uc
1967 lumu taoao pan ko cheng hong kong an investigator class

manual res AICalc
1967 hsieh geen hui chen zen ben ko chen MIA lessons for

special interest class taipei res m25746 AICa1caigalgabc
1967 chin wen chung te ling hsiu scripture lessons in lead-

ership teachers manual hong kong res m25736 AICaigalg
1968 hsieh geen hui yeu sea MIA game book hong kong

P m25742 s7284mhc
1968 chin gin tsi chu chia the primary family home hong

kong pqaq m2575 f198c

HONG KONG TAIWAN MISSION 196819701968 1970
1969 the orienterorientorOrien tor december 1969 A missionary bulletin res

m2055 s7284a
1969 senior companions handbook hong kong P m2564

s7284sc
1969 junior companions handbook hong kong P m2564

s7284js7284
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1969 group leudersleaders handbook vietnam zone hong kong P
m256 s7284gl

1969 chin wen tung te ling hsio ko cheng scripture les-
sons in leadership students manual hong kong aqpq m25736
a1cabc

1970 project concern hong kong fellowshippingft1lowshippingFellowshipping materials fapqfq
m2465 11772ph772p

KOREAr JKEA MISSIONMISSION IYOZ1962
1960 songdodului kyungyungran saints stewardship seoul

reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints written
by paul A weelington P m2916 w447sk

1963 the white field january 1963 seoul A missionary bulle-
tin res m2055 k84a

1963 chimnae padan hanunhunun muosul after baptism what
seoul A missionary tract originally written by mark E peterson
P m200 p 4842ak

1965 congdosongdo wi hot the saints friend february 1965 seoul
mission magazine res m2055 s985k

1967 palmer spencer J korea and christianity the problems of
identification with tradition seoul hollymhollam press

1968 sang ho pujo hwe relief society magazine 1968 seoul
A locally published relief society magazine pfoafo m2522 k84sk

1968 seroun bokumpokum toron new gospel discussions seoul an
approach to learning the discussions written by robert H slover
II11il m2561 c56lukc561uk

1968 kachookichoo munpop foundation grammar seoul A mis-
sionary language training book written by robert H slover II11

res m2564 k843sk

EARLY INDIA MISSIONS

britsch R lanier A history of the missionary activities of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints in india 184918561849 1856
brigham young university 1964 res m2754 b862h

mccune george M matthew mccune soldier doctor missionary
saint brigham young university 1968 pfoafo m2701 m175mml 75m

young susa amelia gates A memorial to elizabeth claridge mc-
cune salt lake city 1924 m27007 ml59gm159g or res m270 29d

philippines MISSION 1967
call lowell E latter day servicemen in the philippines historical

studies of activities leading to the establishment of the church
brigham young university 1955 res m27914 c156c

1968 the bayanihanBayanihan january 1968 A missionary bulletin res
m2025 p552a

1968 fellowship manila P m2465 p552f

SOUTHEAST ASIA MISSION 1969
1970 missionary handbook singapore P m2564 s7272m
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APPENDIX 11II JOURNALS
name date catalogue number

featherstone joseph 190119031901 1903
grant heber J 190919111909 1911 633
ivie lloyd 0 191019141910719141910iglo 1914 783
ludington elam
mccune matthew 186218641862 1864 539
richards joseph 187618811876 1881
savage levilev 185818851858 1885
stout hosea 184418461844 1846 195 film 154

184818691848 1869
taylor alma 0 190119221901 1922 film 108

note several of the journals do not have callcalcailcalicai1 numbers these must
be requested by name

APPENDIX 111IIIlillii biographies
name date of sketch filefliefilenumbernumber

anderson dwayne 1942 Ms b 2 7 18
andrus paul C 1956 Ms b 3 2 2
bills walter 1969 Ms b 24 6 2
carr gail E 1970 Ms b 16 2 19
clissold edward L 1952 Ms b 20 5 10
hardy brent 1968 Ms b 16 13 20
horiuchi russell N 1960 Ms b 30 12 12
komatsu adney Y 1970 Ms b 31 11 3
okazaki cheko N 1968 Ms b io10 14 ii11
okazaki edward Y 1968 Ms b 11115211 5 21
robertson hilton A 1968 Ms b 18 13 5

rose paul S 1967 Ms b 15 7 21
slover robert H 1968 Ms b 17 1 14
smith dewitt C 1970 Ms b 30 13 17
stimpson joseph H 1933 Ms b 17 9 2
watanabe kan 1970 Ms b 30 13 22

APPENDIX IV manuscripts
aki henry general conference address gigivenven october 5 1951

taped t625
benson ezra taft and bruce R mcconkie report on a visit to

indonesia october 1969 Ms d 680
bills walter letter from tokyo to george mccune in salt lake

city explaining how the japanese saints financed their excursion
to general conference and the salt lake temple december 11
1970 Ms d 1085

brown hugh B and Ggordonordon B hinkley motion picture of a
visit to korea 1967 15 minutes 500 feet Ms nf 289
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clissold edward L address given in general conference april 4
1959 taped f 749

grant heber J letter books especially numbers 232623 26 Ms f 277
1551 55

grant heber J letters to president grant 190119021901 1902 while he was
in japan name file LC leg

hong byung sik account of the first temple trip of korean mem-
bers to the hawaiian temple august 1970 msdbsd 969

lewis james life history including an account of a mission to
china on microfilm no date Ms f 180

mccune henry F letters to john taylor and others from calcutta
regarding the unreadiness of that people to accept the gospel

no date Ms d 882
mccune matthew day book life in rangoon and calcutta as

extracted from his journal Ms d 1095 1

mckay david 0 papers 190719671907 1967 on film Ms f 287
robertson hilton A general conference address april 4 1947

on tape t 544
robertson hilton A general conference address april 4 1953

on tape t 654
price harrison ted papers 195119581951 1958 including letters incidents

in japan and during world war II11 and an account by matthew
cowley on the building of temples in japan Ms d 515

stimpson joseph H record books 190819121908 1912 with a statistical
record of president stimpson s mission Ms d 1060 121312 13

stimpson joseph H journals 191119211911 1921 xeroxed Ms d 1060
iiiili1111 11

taylor alma 0 journal 190119221901 1922 on film Ms f 108
southern far east mission papers no date on film Ms

f 186
chaplains in korea episodes showing the activities and

services of chaplains in korea 195019531950 1953 on tape 15 minutes
Ms t 2189

APPENDIX V MAGAZINES

current missionary Magamagazineszinis in asia in english

the orienter hong kong the pearl singapore
the white field seoul the service messenger tokyo
the bayanihanBayanihan manila the pioneer kaitakushaKaitakusha sapporoSapporo
the rising sun kobe the taiwan missionary taipei
golden horizons osaka

oriental language titles of unified magazine

korean songdocongdo wi bot chinese sheng futufuchihrhibchih sheng
japanese seito no michi

the philippines and southeast asia missions use english language
publications of the church
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A LETTER TO ENGLAND 1842

william clayton

in the year 1837 william clayton a clerk in a large
factory in penworthamworthamPen england was converted to the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints by heber C kimball
he rose fast in the church and a year after his baptism he
quit his job and began to devote his entire time to building
the kingdom in england through his efforts the branch in
manchester was organized and he soon became a counselor
to the president of the british mission he was placed in
charge of the branch at manchester

recently brigham young university acquired the mis-
sionary diary of william clayton which covers the period from
january 1 1840 to february 1842 this diary is now being
edited and annotated for publication its pages reveal the
intimate relationship of william clayton to the new mormon
converts in manchester clayton was only twenty three years
of age when he began to keep his diary but he was responsi-
ble for all of the activities of the church in that city late
in 1840 clayton decided to leave england and he recorded
in his diary a vivid account of one of the earliest mormon
groups to make the transatlantictrans atlantic odyssey from liverpool to
nauvoo illinois

clayton was one of those who attempted to establish a
settlement across the mississippi river from nauvoo at a
place called zarahemlaZarah emla iowa this settlement did not succeed
however and he eventually moved back to nauvoonauvokauvo0 at the

119
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same nimetime he became a secretary and scribe to joseph smith
and was apparently an intimate disciple he kept financial
and templetempie records helped write joseph smith s journal and
did many other things to assist the mormon prophet in his
administration of church affairs in later years clayton be-
came a noted song writer and provided a number of the
hymns still sung in the church 1

in connection with the many problems involved in establish-
ing a new mormon community at nauvoo joseph smithmith be-
came involved in the land business in doing so he sometimes
combined his personal financial affairs with those of the
church and it was difficult to unravel them even after his
death it is apparent that some of the land business helped
provide an income for joseph himself although both he and
andtheand the high council of nauvoo determined that he should
try to find some other source of income 2 these business
affairs however provided fuel for considerable criticsmcriticismcriticsm of
the prophet As a close associate of joseph william clayton
was undoubtedly affected by this criticism and felt a com-
pellingpellingdesiredesire to express his own feelings regarding it which
he did on march 30 1842 in a heartfelt letter to william
hardman one of the men he had baptized in manchester
since clayton s diary reveals him to be a man who had great
concern for telling the truth it cannot be doubted that this
letter expresses his genuine feelings about joseph smith the
church and other matters the letter was published in the
millennial star on august 1 1842 and it is reproduced here
as an example of one british immigrants reaction to his ex-
periencesperiences in america and with joseph smith

dear william 3 my heart rejoices while I1 write to inform
you that on sunday evening last the steamer ariel landed

forporor a sketch of the life and activities of william clayton see paul E
dahl william clayton missionary pioneer and public servant and2nd ed
provo utah J grant stevenson 1964

an illuminating discussion of joseph smiths financial activities is found
in robert bruce flanders nauvoo kingdom on the mississippi urbana
university of illinois press 1965 ppap 116178116 178 josephs activities as a land
jobber are discussed on pages 119 to 127

this is william hardman whom william clayton baptized in man-
chester church records show that hardman was baptized on june 21 1840
although clayton s diary indicates that he baptized hardman on june 14
manchester branch record of members early to 1852 brigham young

university library microfilm 488 serial 13656 part 43 p 39 entry 661
william clayton journal handwrittenhand written MS brigham young university
library june 14 1840 hardman was later cut off from the church
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at nauvoo loaded with saints from england about fivefise
0 clock the boat was seen coming up the river the wholewhoie
deck crowded with saints I1 went to the landing place along
with eldereider john taylor his wife and others

As we went along we were delighted and astonished to
see the number of saints on their way to meet the boat
when we arrived the scene was affecting I1 could not re-
frain from weeping 4 I1 looked round and I1 suppose there
was not less than from two to three thousand saints on the
shore all anxiously interested in the scene many were there
who wanted to give the strangers yet brothers a hearty
welcome others panting betwixt doubt and hope lest their
friends should not be there others waiting to ascertain if
any former acquaintenceacquaintanceacquaintence was in the company myself
amongst the number and many whose hearts throbbed with
joy and their eyes wept tears expecting to see their mothers
their fathers their children and other relatives &cac &cac
while all this bustle was going on on shore the boat was
now within three hundred yards coming directly for the
shore the confusion was so great I1 could but faintly hear
those on the boat singing a hymn 1 I believe the latter day
glory

at this period my heart almost melted the boat moving
majestically every head stretched out and all eyes gazing
with intensity A few moments more and the boat was
landed and the joyful acclamations and responding wel-
comes would have made a heart of stone acknowledge that
whether there was any religion or not there was a great
quantity of love the purest essence of religion I1 soon recog-
nized sister davies from cookson street manchester and a
sister martha5whomartha5marthaa who lived with them also james burgess and
family 6 richard hardman and family 7 rbt williams8Williamswilliamse8 and

william clayton along with all the other immigrants undoubtedly felt
a great deal of joy at their reunion with old friends from england it became
common for english converts to immigrate in large numbers to nauvoo where
they could unite with the saints in the promised land in clayton s diary in
fact one gets the impression that they now considered america rather than
england their home in the midst of his own rather harrowing voyage clayton
had recorded on september 22 1840 As soon as the bustle subsided the wind
began to blow and were again on our way home

sister davies was probably either mary davies who was baptized on
march 21 1839 or elya davies who was baptized on july 14 1839 both
women lived on cookson street in manchester while clayton presided over the
branch and both immigrated to america manchester branch records page
22 entries 323 and 325 the branch records do not mention a martha davies
but two men benjamin and john davies also lived on cookson street and
may have been brothers the only mention of a sister davies in claytonsclaytonaClay tons
missionary journal is on january 25 18401840 in connection with some personal
problems in the branch A brother jackson was apparently having an argu-
ment with a leather cutter and sister davies reported that the leather cutter
said to her that one of their latter day saints had turned latter day sinner

this probably refers to james burgess who lived on pollard street in
manchester and immigrated to the united states A brother burgess and his
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wife and several others whom I1 know they soon discovered
me and we quickly felt each others hand and had a time
of rejoicing together teams were soon in waiting to carry
their luggage to houses until arrangements could be made
for their final accommodation the company were in good
health and spirits

amongst the number who went to see them land I1 may
mention president joseph smith B young willard rich-
ards john taylor of the twelve and many others in high
standing although the distance was nearly two miles

now dear william let me say I1 am neither dead sick
nor dissatisfied but am rejoicing to hear from my old
friends my faith in this doctrine and in the prophet and
officers is firm unshaken and unmoved nay rather it is
strengthened and settled firmer than ever 9

you say you are almost wearied with the lies &cac this
is what we must expect in these days fforor this is a lying
and wicked generation even many in whom we may have
great confidence when we see them brought into trial give
way to an evil spirit old mr B and daughter like many
others were assailed by the apostate crews who lay scattered
on the banks of the river and all manner of evil reports
were sounded inin their ears until they became discouraged
and finally almost denied the faith before they came near
nauvoo

people coming here with their minds thus prejudiced
will naturally construe every thing they see and hear into
evil and will imagine evil where there is none in this state
the B ton family came and were something like spies
afafraidraidrald to be spoken to by any one least they should be

family appear frequently in clayton s missionary journal and they were ap-
parentlyparent ly quite active in the church on one occasion william clayton at-
tempted to convert burgess s two brothers to the church but apparently with
little success manchester branch records page 7 entry 124 clayton
journal february 15 1840

richard hardman was baptisedbaptizedbaptised in 1838 lived on colton street in man-
chester and later emmigrated to the united states manchester branch
records page 38 entry 643 there are several hardmanshardmannHardmans listed in the branch
records and william clayton s journal shows a very close association with
the hardman family he frequently stayed at the hardman home and often ate
with them this is particularly significant in view of the fact that clayton was
apparently traveling without purse or script and relying entirely on the mem-
bers of the branch to provide a livelihood for him while he was conducting
his church responsibilities in manchester

no robert williams is listed in the manchester branch records but this
may have been the rob williams who appears frequently in clayton s journal
williams was apparently very ill and clayton frequently records praying with
him and anointing him with oil on february 18 1840 clayton wrote a letter
for R williams to his father in london

this is a very significant statement for clayton to make for he had
suffered considerable illness and hardship on his voyage across the ocean and
in his efforts to settle on the banks of the mississippi he had even lost a
little child in an outbreak of malaria in 1841 and he had seen some of his
friends die such a faith in the face of hardship is indeed impressive
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ensnared and especially afraid to meet joseph smith lest he
should want their money after remaining a short time here
they went back to warsaw where some of the greatest
enemies reside and I1 am sorry to say have joined in
the general clamour and business of circulating evilreportsevil reports
some of which I1 MYSELF KNOW positivelyPOSITIVELY TO
BE FALSE

for me to write any thing concerning the character of
president joseph smith would be superfluous all evil re-
ports concerning him I1 treat with utter contempt but
because I1 esteem you highly as a friend and brother I1 will
say a few words on this subject joseph smith is not the

treasurer for all the saints and has no more to do with
their money than you or me every man just does what he
pleases with his money and neither joseph nor any one of
the officers ever attempt to control any one or their
property either

the church have appointed joseph smith trustee in
trust for the church and as such upon him devolves the
important duties of bubuyingying lands that the saints may have
somewhere to gather together and he is responsible for the
payment for these lands how can he do this without
means if those who have money will not assist by purchas-
ing lands from joseph smith and paying him money for
it how is the church to be built up and what is to become
of the thousands of poor who are continually pouring inin
from all quarters

with regard to J smith getting drunk I1 will say that
I1 am now acting as clerk for him and at his office daily
and have been since february loth and I1 know he is as
mmuchU h opposed to the use of intoxicating drinks as any man
need be I1 have never seen him drunk nor have 1I ever
heard any man who has seen him drunk since we came here
I1 believe he does not take intoxicating drink of any kind
our city is conducted wholly upon temperance principles
As to his using snuff and tobacco I1 KNOW he does no
such thing to conclude I1 will add that the more I1 am
with him the more I1 love him the more I1 know of him
and am sorry that people should give heed to evil reports
concerning him when we all know the great service he has
rendered the church

COLONEL THOMAS L KANE ON MORMON POLITICS

J keith melville

when the thirty first congress met in december of 1849
a major item to be considered was the organization of ter
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ditritdimurialorial or state governments for the area acquired from mexico
by the treaty of guadalupe hidalgo 1848 mexican settle-
ments of ionglong standing in present day new mexico and
california were thereafter under the jurisdiction of the united
states the gold rush of 49 brought a large influx of
united states citizens into california who immediately estab-
lished a government west of the sierra nevada mountains and
sought admittance into the union as aa state

the mormonscormonsMormons who settled in the great basin portion
of upper california at first met the civic needs of their
society with a theocratic government A number of problems
arose however which prompted a move to organize a regular
civil government on january 6 1949 the council of fifty
the legislative body of the theocracy selected john M bern-
hisel as a lobbyist to go to washington DC to petition
congress for a territorial government later in the spring a
civil government called the state of deseret was organized
and on july 5 1849 the general assembly elected almon
W babbitt as the delegate to congress the prime objective
of both men was to get statehood for deseret

deseret statehood however was imperiled by the national
controversy over slavery a variety of charges including dis-
loyalty and sedition leveled against the mormonscormons by their
opponents among which was a petition to president zachary
taylor from william smith the prophet s brother and rumors
prompted by polygamy that the mormonscormons were involved in
immorality licentiousness and debauchery

the compromise of 1850 admitted the state of california
into the union as a free state but included only an act to
establish a territorialterritoralTerritoral government for utah why there
were many contributing factors but colonel thomas L kane
believed the improper conduct of the representative of
deseret hurt the cause of deseret statehood even though
kane and babbitt were both democrats the colonel was un-
impressed with the delegate from deseret conversely he was
highly pleased with the modest good sense and careful pur-
pose to do right of dr bernhisel who conducted his personal
and public affairs with upright deportment and gentlemanly
demeanor 1

letter of thomas L kane to the mormon leaders september 24 1850 as
found inin the journal history of the church inin the church historian s office
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in his letter of september 24 1850 to the leaders of the
church kane offered some sage advice on mormon political
activities in that day

I1 have just returned from washington where I1 was
called to use my influence with mr fillmore in favor
of the nominations for utah until deseret is admitted
into the union I1 would not be thought exacting as to the
qualification of her representative but he should at least
be of correct deportment discreet and of good report that
those who point to him and say there goes a mormon
may find marked their approval of his religion the dele-
gate as sort of ambassador is commonly taken as the speci-
men man of his constituency if he cannot do good if he isis
either ashamed of his religion or a shame to it he can do
much harm in politics too he should at all events be a
man whose instincts will teach him to be a trusty supporter of
his single party and nice in his choice of the associates that
belong to it otherwise he will have personal influence
with neither party and gain not strength but only depend-
ency from the relations he cultivates

mormon elders who seek responsible positions of public
trust and mormon voters who want their culture as well as
their political needs well represented should find these words
of thomas L kane not only historically interesting but cur-
rently appropriate

ELIZA R SNOWS SKETCH OF MY LIFE
reminiscences OF ONE OF JOSEPH SMITHS

PLURAL WIVES

spencer J palmer

the subject of plural marriage among the mormonscormons may
seem like an exotic one to historians but when correctly
understood it is also a topic that can help one evaluate the
peculiar nature of the mormon faith as well as the deep
sensitivity of many of its adherents during the 1880s hubert
howe bancroft spent considerable time in utah gathering
material for his important history of utah and for the vital
collection of mormon documents which is now located in the
bancroft library at berkeley california one of the people
he became acquainted with was eliza R snow who had once
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been a plural wife of joseph smith before leaving utah
bancroft asked her to write an autobiographical sketch of her
life to add to his collection this she agreed to do and thetiietile
narrative entitled simply sketch of my life was finished
in 1885

while only a few passages in this document refer to the
matter of eliza R snow s marriage to joseph smith there are
several things about these passages that are interesting and
of some importance to the historian even though this famous
mormon woman continued to use the name of snow possibly
because during joseph smith s lifetime she was not publicly
acknowledged as his wife she signed this document eliza
R snow smith her defense of the principle of plural
marriage is interesting in that it shows for one thing the need
felt by many participants to defend themselves against the
bitter and often vicious attacks of critics but eliza R snow
defended the principle not only because it was criticized but
also because she genuinely and wholeheartedly believed it
while her reflections here may seem somewhat pleading or
sensitive inin nature it must be rememberedremembredrem embred that they came from
the pen of one who had a fflairfairlair for poetic writing and at the
same time an unshakable faith in the truth of what she was
writing about regardless of what one may say about polygamy
in general liehelleile cannot doubt the sincerity of eliza R snow s

commitment to it as an eternal principle
in 1957 the nicholas G morgan sr foundation published

a book entitled elmaeliza R snow anaaiaft immortal selected writi-
ngs of eliza R snow about half of this book is a reproduc-
tion of selected pages from the sketch and from her 1846491846 49
pioneer diary it is intriguing to note that in the excerpts
from the sketch the editors pointedly deleted eliza snow s
references to plural marriage and her repeated affirmations
of marriage to joseph smith see page 12 and compare with
the excerpts below

although eliza R snow s inmarriagearriage to joseph smith as a
plural wife is certainly not unknown to church history stu-
dents readers of the historians corner will be intrigued
with the following excerpts from her sketch for this
document is generally unknown to inembersmembers of the church
we include here the major references to her marriage as well
as enough additional material to give it some perspective
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it is well known that eliza R snow became one of the
important women of pioneer utah and that she was especially
noted for her deeply sensitive religious poetry the words to
oh my father a hymn which has become a mormon tra-

dition are among her permanent contributions to mormon
culture it isis also probable that she authored the words to
praise to the man a hymn of tribute to the martyredmartyred joseph

smith 1 if so one can get new meaning from these words as
he compares them with the reminiscences below and realizes
that they were also a tribute to a fallen husband

sketch of my life
I1 was born in becket berkshire co mass jan 21 1804

my parents were of english descent their ancestors were
among the earliest settlers of new england my father oliver
snow was a native of massachusetts my mother rosetta L
pettibone of connecticut
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on the 5thath of april 1835 1I was baptized by a mormon
elder and in the evening of that day 1I realized the baptism of
the spirit as sensibly as I1 did that of the water in the
stream

in the spring of 1836 1I taught a select school for the
young ladies and boarded with the prophet s family at the
close of the term I1 returned to my parental home where
friends and acquaintances flocked around me to enquire about
the strange people with whom I1 was associated I1 was ex-
ceedinglyceedingly happy in testifying of what I1 had both seen and
beardheardbears until the ist of jan 1837 when I1 bade a final adieu to
the home of my youth to share the fortunes of the people of
god

by solicitation on my return I1 resided in the family of
joseph smith and taught his family school and had ample
opportunity to mark his daily walk and conversation as a
prophet of god and the more I1 became acquainted with him
the more I1 appreciated him as such his lips ever flowed with
instruction and kindness and although very forgiving indul-
gent and affectionate in his temperament when his godlikegod like
intuition suggested that the welfare of his brethren and the
interests of the kingdom of god demanded no fear of censure

no love of approbation could prevent his severe and cutting
rebuke

to narrate what transpired within the seven years inwhichin which
we built and occupied nauvoo the beautiful would fill many
volumes that is a history that never will and never can

repeat itself some of the most important events of my life
transpired within that brief term in which I1 was married and
in wihchwiach my husband joseph smith the prophet of god
sealed his testimony with his blood

although in my youth I1 had considered marriage ordained
of god and without vanity can say I1 had what was considered
very flattering proposals I1 remained single and why I1 could
not comprehend at the time but when I1 embraced the fulnessfalness
of the gospel in recalling to mind the events of my past life
I1 felt and still feel to acknowledge the kind overruling hand

morgan foundation eliza R snow ppap 234238234 238
permission to reproduce isis granted by the director bancroft library

university of california berkeley and isis sincerely appreciated
hereere she undoubtedly means 1829
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elevation of character but also instrumental in producing a
more perfect type of manhood mentally and physically as well
as in restoring human life to its former longevity 5

eliza R snow was apparently married to joseph smith on june 29 1842
see andrew jenson plural marriage fistorihistorihistoricalcalcai record vol VI may 1887
p 238 the same article also contains a testimony from eliza R snow previ-
ously published in the deseret news weekly of october 22 1879 regarding
her marriage to joseph smith and the reaction of emma joseph s first wife

this line of reasoning was not an uncommon argument in support of
plural marriage heber C kimball declared for example 1 I would not be
afraid to promise a man who is sixty years of age if he will take the counsel
of brother brigham and his brethren that he will renew his age I1 have noticed
that a mapmanman who has but one wife and is inclined to that doctrine soon begins
to wither and dry up while a man who goes into plurality looks fresh young
and sprightly why is this because god loves that man and because he
honourshondours his work and word some of you may not believe this but I1 not only
believe it I1 also know it for a man of god to be confined to one woman
is small business for it is as much as we can do now to keep up under the
burdens we have to carry and I1 do not know what we should do if we had
only one wife apiece journal of discourses vol V p 22
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GORDON C THOMASSON ed war conscription conscience
and mormonism santa barbara california mormon heritage
1971 PO box 15230.1523015250 116ilg116ppappp 1251.25125

reviewed by ray C hillam chairman department of polit-
ical science brigham young university dr hillam has
published several articles on vietnam and asia inin academic
journals

war I1 hate with all its mocking pageantry it is a grim
living testimony that satan lives it is the earth s greatest
cause of human misery destroyer of lives promoter of hate
and waster of treasure it is man s greatest folly his
most tragic misadventure gordon B hinckley

the church of jesus christ of latter day saints is clearly
against war the church has been somewhat nmorelore vague
on conscription and the issue of the soldier who kills inin war
the position of the church was recently restated in a mem-
orial service address by president harold B lee

when law calls the manhood of the church into
the armed serviceservice of any country to which they owe alle-
giance their highest civiccivic duty requires that they meet that
call if hearkening to that call and obeying those inin com-
mand over them they shall take the lives of those who
fight against them that will not make them murderers nor
subject them to the penalty that god has prescribed for those
who kill for it would be a cruel god that would punish
his children for acts done by them as the innocent inin-
strumentalitiesstrumentalities of a sovereign whom he had told them to
obey and whose will they were powerless to resist

the position of the church on conscientious objection
seems less clear to members of the church accordinaccordiaAcaccordingcordin to the
secretary to the first presidency membership in the church
does not make one a conscientious objector but since the
existing law in the united states provides that men who
have conscientious objection may be excused from combat
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service there would seem to be no objection by the church
for a man availing himself on a personal basis of the ex-
emptionsemptions provided by law however while the church
11 would seem not to object there is little evidence that the
church has encouraged its youth to seek conscientious ob-
jection as an alternative to combat service

the unpopular war in vietnam has produced considerable
interest in conscientious objection were it a popular war there
probably would be little interest in such matters nevertheless
an increasing number of youths among them latter day saints
have questioned the legitimacy of american involvement in
vietnam and have turned to conscientious objection as an
alternative to combat service one of gordon thomasson s

stated objectives is to explain the position of those latter day
saint youths who have chosen such an alternative

wafwarknar conscription conscience and mormonism is a com-
pilationpilation of statements quotes letters essays and comments
on war the draft and conscientious objection it includes
statements by the first presidency quotations from scripture
and church leaders and essays and articles by well known
church authors such as hugh nibley the editor claims its
primary purpose is to appeal for understanding on the part
of those within the church who have been intolerant of
conscientious objectors he also acknowledges that the book-
let is a good cause with a definite point of view brother
thomasson is candid in his admission that he and his asso-
ciates are not opposed to the booklet s being of help to
the sincere objector the essays by david E hayes and randy
shipley are detailed accounts of how a latter day saint can
obtain conscientious objection status his booklet however
goes a bit beyond these objectives for it implicitly encourages
latter day saint youth to become conscientious objectors

thomasson s compilation is a useful and relevant contri-
bution to an issue which is vaguely understood by most
latter day saints he and his associates are to be commended
for not becoming so involved in their cause to the extent that
they condemcondee as war lovers those who disagree with them

this reviewer would not personally choose to be a con-
scientiousscientious objector but such a choice is clearly within the law
furthermore it would seem that the church does not object
to conscientious objection as long as it is an individual matter
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in my judgment those few latter day saints whom I1 know
to be conscientious objectors are not cowards or disloyal to
their country or the church on the contrary they have shown
great courage and are frequently subjected to considerable
personal abuse the long and torturous process including the
costs of a lawyer would seem to be a test of one s conviction
however it also implies conscientious objection status is
available mostly to the rich educated or wellborn

if we are to understand latter day saint youths who have
become conscientious objectors thomasson s compilation is
required reading while at first glance this compilation of
documents seems rather shocking to some members of the
church yet hopefully his efforts could be the beginning of
a more meaningful dialogedialogo within the church regarding mili-
tary service and conscientious objection such dialogue will
not settle the question but it may improve understanding

RUSSEL J THOMSEN latter day saints and the sabbath moun-
tain view california pacific press publishing association
1971 150 ppap

reviewed by F kent nielsen instructor in the physics
department at brigham young university mr nielsensnielseneNiel sens
field of research isis the history and philosophy of science
he is author of book of mormon studies 1959 and has
published in the new era

russel thomsen is a young seventh day adventist doctor
currently working at the LDS hospital in salt lake city his
book is a zealous missionary minded effort to persuade mor
mons to his point of view written primarily as a tool for that
purpose the present work was originally presented to the loma
linda university the SDA institution near san bernardino in
1968 as a master s thesis in religion under the title the history
of the sabbath in mormonism printed by the seventh day ad-
ventist publishing house it is an attractive paperback of 150
pages plus appendix with notes for each of its nine chapters
and a bibliography it is generously illustrated

thomsenthomson s overall approach is basically polemical and
hortatory and his work consequently suffers from a lack of
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objectivity and of critical evaluation by an objective standard
he fails to establish his major thesis that latter day saints have
nothing more than tradition as a basis for keeping sunday as
a sabbath day of rest and worship not withstanding this fail-
ure there are points of interest in the work the chapter on
sunday closing laws and mormonism 1 while written with

some animus againsttheagainst the LDS church does provide historical
documentation of an issue upon which the seventh day adven-
tist have been very sensitive the section on james J strang
although often used by thomsen as a vehicle for taking pot
shots at joseph smith through strang does remind us of the
saturday sabbath practices of that interesting mormon offshoot
one can however hardly credit thomsenthomson s incredible assess-
ment that except for the prophet joseph strang possibly bears
no equal in the history of the mormon movement

easily the most worthwhile contribution of thomsenthomson s

book are the chapters dealing with samuel walter gamblegambie s

anti sabbatarian arguments and their uses by latter day saint
authors gamble s contentions showed a fertile imagination
coupled with an ignorance of history the jewish calendar and
greek usage and have been discredited and rejected by
responsible scholarship an unwitting wholesale acceptance of
gamble s arguments by some LDS authors has certainly invited
with justification thomsenthomson s rejoinder that latter day saints
appear to be an audience with a need for more ammunition
p 77.77

but when it comes to the presentation of his own case
thomsen involves himself in an equally specious argumenta-
tion seventh day adventists have long argued that early
christian gentile and jew alike worshippedworshipped on the jewish
saturday sabbath until that day was deliberately and wickedly
changed to sunday in constantine s time because of the pagan
sun worship of the romans that absurdity is faithfully re-
produced by thomsen who reports that constantine was a sun
worshipperworshipper p 125 and that the use of sunday by christians
as a day of worship has been customary only since the fifth or
fourth century p 19 again adhering scrupulously to the
traditional teachings of his church thomsen equates the ex-
pression the lord s day with the jewish sabbath wherever
it occurs in the early christian documents and even in latter
day saint scriptures p 19 such convenient rewriting of
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history and historical usage is totally inexcusable at a time
when scholarship has made available contemporary documents
from the earliest christian period as a few representative cita-
tions will indicate

the master commanded us to celebrate service at fixed
times and hours on the lords day of the lord we come
together break bread and hold eucharist we celebrate
with gladness the eighth day in which jesus also rose from the
dead no longer living for the sabbath but for the lords
day on which also our life sprang up through him and his
death it is monstrous to talk of jesus christ and to prac-
tice judaism sunday is the day on which we all hold
our common assembly and jesus christ our savior on the
same day rose from the dead for he was crucified on the day
before that of saturn and on the day after that of saturn
which is the day of the sun having appeared to his apostles
and disciples he taught them these things see I1 clement
xl1XL 121 2 didache xiv1XIVxiva 1 3 barnabas xv4XVxvi 494 9 ignatius to the
magnesiansMagne sians VIIIXVIII X justin martyrs first apology LSVII
such documentary sources from thediedle first christian century and
from men who know the apostles themselves make crystal
clear the actual beliefs and practices of early gentile christians
concerning sunday the lord s day and their practice of sacra-
mental worship upon that day in commemoration of the lord s

resurrection there is no need for special interpretation to
understand what john meant when he wrote to such people
about being in the spirit on the lords day rev 110
nor to understand paul s charge to his gentile converts who
were being troubled by the judaisers of their time

christ blotted out the handwriting of ordinances that were
against us and took it out of the way nailing it to his
cross let no man therefore judge you in mean or in
drink or in respect of an holy day or of the new moon or
of the sabbath days col 214 16 cf II11 cor 36113611.36 11

thomsenthomson is inconsistent in his position with respect to the
early christian practice of sunday observance since when he
refers to the testimony of the christian fathers he accepts it
as showing such a practice in the first and second centuries
notwithstanding the constantine theory I1 arguing that such

practice may have been one of the early apostasiesapostasies p 110
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thomsen makes an ambitious attempt to refute LDS ob-
servance of the lord s day sunday from LDS scriptures
themselves he shows that from its beginnings the LDS church
observed sunday as a day of rest and worship a sabbath
appp 101710 17 and passim withanwith an apparent unanimity of be-
lief and practice p 17 he further shows that such belief
and practice was not based on unchallenged acceptance of the
prevailing christian practice but that important leaders like
brigham young appp 202720 27 626462 64 and wilford woodruff
clearly understood the distinction between thedie seventh day
sabbath of the jews and the first day sabbath of the chris-
tians and also understood the sabbatariansSabbatarians arguments that
christians should be keeping the jewish sabbath orson pratt
used the existence of such arguments as one of the reasons
why new revelation was necessary and wilford woodruff had
been himself a saturday sabbath keeper before he joined the
LDS church

in his presentation of the position of these men thomsen
isis guilty either of incredible naivete or else of deliberate mis-
representation he contrives a context wherein the early lead-
ers continued to hold seriousserious questions and doubts about the
sabbath issue an issue which was clouded because of the
turbulence surrounding the birth of mormonism and never

resolved being engulfed in the furor of the times appp 22
19 55 and finally dismissed as unimportant p 63
such a picture is totally inaccurate woodruff s acceptance of
the church was decisive for him upon the very issue of sab-
bath keeping he used it as an example of one of the false
traditions he had laid aside when he accepted the truth 1 I
knew that the latter day saints had the true church of
christ and if I1 had a hundred traditions I1 would have laid
them all aside p 20 orson pratt was not listing sub-
jects which he felt required additional light for himself or
for the latter day saints as thomsenthomson s context plainly implies
but was rather arguing that the rest of the christian world
absolutely needed new revelation from god concerning points
upon which they could not agree such as the sabbath question

revelation which the latter day saints had received and
which settled those questions for pratt it is not modern day
revelation but the new testament without such revelation
which is an insufficient guide appp 212221 22 both pratt and
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woodruff agree that the sabbath issue far from being an
issue overlooked in the furor of the times is an issue which
had been definitely settled by modern revelation

thomsen completely misrepresents the LDS position on
modern revelation by treating it as a last resort p 17
instead of the primary and sufficient basis for practice as it
is treated by all LDS writers and while he quotes the perti-
nent part of dacd&c 59 as the basis for LDS sunday observance
even mentioning that the revelation was given on sunday p
18 he somehow manages totally to ignore the significance of
the phrase on this the lord s day verse 12 to a people
who had from their beginning observed sunday the lord s

day as a day of worship and who were engaged in such ob-
servance at the very time they received the revelation what
else could the identification of this the lords day as the
holy day upon which they were to rest worship attend church
and offer up their sacraments mean but the lord s acceptance
of that practice and his enjoinment of its continuance

that core position urged by every LDS writer upon the
subject is not answered by thomsen or even acknowledged
it is totally ignored thomsen contends instead that the
revelation was only exhortatory challenging the people to
follow the ten commandments and similar gospel principles
p 18 to support his contention thomsen urges only his

misuse of the term the lordlords s day his naive claim of joseph
smiths ignorance of the time of the biblical jewish sabbath
and his assertion that nowhere can it be found that
joseph smith questioned the validity of the ten command-
ments built upon this tottering foundation his argument
proceeds to take strength unto itself by the mere process of
repetition until he arrives at the wholly unsubstantiated con-
clusion that sunday observance in the mormon church as in
the roman catholic church lies in tradition alone

thomsenthomson s book will likely be of interest to only two
groups of people seventh day adventists and latter day
saints many seventh day adventists will no doubt find it
satisfying and gratifying since they already share its author s

preconceptions and will seldom have the background to note
where he is falsifying the latter day saint position some
latter day saints may be sufficiently stirred up to learn about
their own doctrine and its sources and to stop using bad argu
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ments for presenting a good case if so the book will serve
a useful purpose for them also

GUSTIVE 0 LARSON the ameiamelamericanization7nanizationcanizationcaniza rioution of utah jorforfoijoi
statehood san marino california the huntington library
1971 328 ppap 7507.50750

reviewed by dr T edgar lyon associate institute director
at the LDS institute of religion adjacent to the university
of utah and research historian for nauvoo restoration inc
dr lyon is presently a member of the editorial board of
BYU studies

this book should be in every university college and pub-
lic service library where inquiries are made concerning the
ecclesiastical and religious aspects of mormonism and their
relationship to utah s struggle for statehood the americani-
zationization of utah is an all inclusive phrase which professor
larson has applied to the process by which a small minority
of the inhabitants of utah territory in the last four decades
of the nineteenth century almost all of whom were not only
non mormonscormons but also not natives of the territory attempted
to secure political control by disfranchisingfranchisingdis the mormon ma-
jority after the americanization program had failed
frederick T dubois a former territorial attorney general of
idaho during the period referring to the efforts of federal
officials to build a political structure on an anti mormon bias
made the following confession in his autobiography

those of us who understood the situation were not nearly
as much opposed to polygamy as we were to the political
domination of the church we realized however that we
could not make those who did not come actually in contact
with it understand what this political domination meant
we made use of polygamy inin consequence as our great weap-
on of offense and to gain recruits to our standard there
was a universal detestation of polygamy and inasmuch as
the mormonscormons openly defended it we were given a very effec-
tive weapon with which to attack

it is to this discussion that the book under review is concerned
in the estimation of this reviewer no writer isis better

qualified than gus larson to have undertaken an exhaustive
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investigation of the efforts used to establish the power struc-
ture dubois confessed the non mormonscormons were endeavoring
to create at the expense of the political and religious freedom
of the mormon communities for many years professor larson
has been searching in national state and the LDS chchurchurch
archives for relevant material he has brought together much
hitherto unpublished documentary material and placed it in
its chronological ecclesiastical and political setting

for students of utah mormon history his account of the
political opposition to the plural marriage system of the
mormonscormonsMormons generated and kept alive by intrigue both in utah
territory and washington DC will prove provocative as
well as challenging his research on the so called underground
system developed by the mormonscormons in their attempt to thwart
the federal antibigamyantibigamy laws is done in a scholarly manner
with sympathy and understanding manifested toward both
sides in the conflict

not only does he cover the months when a rather ruthless
attempt was made to enforce the edmunds and edmunds
tucker laws but he also gives us the human and often the
humorous side of the arrests and incarcerations of those ar-
rested during the crusade the glimpses of church authori-
ties and laymen imprisoned in variousvarious penitentiariespenitentiaries their
morale and the sincere convictions of those who went to
prison for conscience sake make this a fascinating book
little known material concerning the pardon amnesty gran-
ted mormon violators of the federal statutes of marriage
and the accommodations agreed to by the mormonscormons before
statehood was granted are treated with skill and moderation
some unusual illustrations add to reader interest in the book

one must not forget that there is a message in this book
as timely in 1971 as it was to those who participated in the
events discussed one cannot avoid the fact that the story
of mormonism s struggle concerning the plural marriage
doctrine is the longest continuously sustained record of plan-
ned civil disobedience in the history of this nation

professor larson has done in this book what an author
should do he gave his title defined his understanding im-
plied in the title and then proceeded to interpret the sub-
ject from each angle which appeared to have bearing on the
subject if there are errors they are few if there are omis
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sions which should have been included they are missing only
because the limits of book size necessitated using the most
pertinent material and leaving things less vital to some sub-
sequent writer this book will continue to serve a useful pur-
pose for many years

QUINN G mckay and WILLIAM A TILLAMAN money mat-
ters in your marriage salt lake city utah desert book
company 1971 259 ppap 5505.50550

reviewed by robert J smith associate academic vice
president and professor of accounting at brigham young
university

the need for such a book as money matters in your mar-
riage is evident when one reviews even briefly the importance
of money matters in the family money is the number one cause
of marital arguments and some estimate that as high as 75
percent of divorces can be traced to financial problems

thisthithls book represents an expansion and updating of a series
of articles originally appearing in the improvement era it is
directed toward the latter day saint family particularly young
married couples and young single people despite this it has
wide applicability to non latter day saint families who should
find much useful information in it

the fact that it is a compilation of articles published sep-
arately accounts for some of the strengths of the book as well
as some possible weaknesses the authors have achieved reason-
able continuity from chapter to chapter and have achieved a
very readable style with good transitions from one topic to
another there are of course some repetitions of ideas usually
in somewhat different contexts however

the division into many topic areas 24 chapters in a rela-
tively short book does make it possible for a user to review a
particular topic after reading the whole book or to get useful
information relative to a special area by reading one chapter

the book contains many very practical suggestions for im-
proving financial management through increasing ability to
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gain income spending funds wisely and providing protection
for assets and earning power through insurance

the dangers of debt and of loose methods of handling
money are well portrayed together with concrete suggestions
for solutions

one area which could have been given emphasis in addi-
tion to the appropriate comments which are made in various
chapters of the book is the subject of income tax this import-
ant money matter perhaps deserves a chapter this chapter
could point out the kinds of information needed in therecordthe record
keeping of a family to provide tax data it would cover such
topics as contributions including the recipient organizations
interest taxes medical expenses union dues data relative to
the saleorsaldorsalesaie or exchangeofexchange of property and other items

in chapter 15 dealing with the subject of setting up a bud-
get the authors elected as do many others to begin with the
take home pay for full comprehension of the income of the
family there are many advantages to beginning with gross pay
and showing the compulsory deductions for income tax and
FICAPICA as part of the budgetary process gross pay really is the
income of the family and the payments withheld and made in
behalf of the employee by the employer are no less expendi-
tures of the family than if they had been received and paid out
by the employee

another advantage of starting with the gross pay is that it
is easier to see that the tithing should be based on gross pay
the authors did not really make an error inasmuch as they
carefully explained that tithing should be based on the gross
pay rather than take home pay calculations however based
on gross pay are easier to make

another topic that might be worthy of attention in such
a book is the preparation for death covering such topics as
preparation of a will preparing for estate and inheritance
taxes letters of instructions to survivors relative to assets own-
ed and probable order of disposition and utilization this topic
perhaps was not covered because of the emphasis given in the
book toward the young latter day saint

the authors have succeeded in producing a very readable
understandable book on a topic which some may avoid feeling
it will be dull and tedious the book is very highly recom-
mended particularly to the young latter day saint but many
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others will find helpful useful ideas which could easily save
them many times the price of the book both in dollars and in
peace of mind

0 N MALMQUIST the first 100 years A history of the salt
lake tribune 187119711871 1971 salt lake city utah utah state
historical society 1971 496 ppap 8008.00800

reviewed by eugent E campbell phd professor of
history at brigham young university dr campbell has
authored numerous articles on western and mormon history

the story of the salt lake tribune is a paradoxical one
the author expressed this idea when he wrote that their
newspaper survived in the face of obstacles confronting it
was a kind of miracle even now it is difficult to sort out
the reasons why the tribune lived on when one con-
siders that the salt lake tribune was started by a handful of
dissident mormonscormonsMormons the so called godbeitesGodbeites who challenged
the economic and ecclesiastical policies of brigham young and
the mormon church at a time when the population of utah
territory was overwhelmingly latter day saint one can un-
derstandderstand the choice of the phrase a kind of miracle the
tribune continued to attack important leaders such as brig-
ham young john taylor george Q cannon charles pen-
rose joseph F smith and reed smoot through approximately
60 of the 100 years of its history often accusing them of
dishonesty and immorality it also led out in the crusade
against the practice of plural marriage using this achilles
heel of the church to stir the federal government into action
to help the tribune owners achieve their purpose of breaking
brigham young s economic and political grip on his people

despite the fact that the tribunes early years were spent in
such active opposition to the church which had founded the
territory and which exercised extraordinary control over its
members it continued to survive mormonscormons constituted over
85 percent of the population well past the turn of the century
and still claims over 60 percent of utah s people today and
yet the most popular newspaper is the tribune with its record
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of opposition to church policies and with personal attacks on
its revered leaders what is the explanation

mr malmquist gives two answers to the survival problem
during the early years the godbeitesGodbeites who were wealthy men
lost a sizable fortune before giving up the enterprise after
a short interval in which the successors to the godbeitesGodbeites lost
money also the mining magnate thomas kearns acquired
control his statement that it takes a great mine to run a
newspaper indicates that the tribune was not a profitable in-
vestment two other reasons for its survival seem apparent in
mr malmquist s history the tribune became the organ for
the republican party in utah at a time when that party was
growing in popularity in the state but perhaps the most im-
portant reason for survival and success was quality the trib-
une gradually became a superior newspaper

the book is a very readable one mr malmquist s forty
years of service with the tribune have given him a feeling for
its operation and a knowledge of its policies and personnel
his commitment to objectivity is everywhere apparent in his
book he tries to see the mormon viewpoint despite the fact
that he is a tribune man and is quite critical of the tri-
bune s vindictiveness at a time when the church was trying to
move in the direction the tribune had advocated he com-
mented

viewed in retrospect it appears that affairs in utah were
working out in accordance with the desires expressed in the
tribune for years that the changes it had been predicting
were taking place with remarkable rapidity that the territory
was indeed being americanized it was perhaps the
editors belated and seemingly reluctant recognition of the
dramatic changes that prompted the remark attributed by
the editor of the manti times reporter to frank J cannon
the tribune is like an old hag blind and deaf mumbling

and grumbling praying for the dawn when the sun is
already shining brightly

there are a few weaknesses in mr malmquist s history
his preoccupation with politics gives it an unbalanced view
in fact it is so concerned with the political campaigns and
elections that it might be more accurately entitled the
political opinions expressed by the tribune during its first
100 years this political emphasis is relieved occasionally
by a biography one can understand the author s desire to in
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cludeelude his research on thomas kearns who financed the paper
for so long and whose family still owns the tribune one
can also forgive the many pages of praise and adulation for
john F fitzpatrick who was mr tribune for forty two
years and who obviously commanded the respect of mr
malmquist as well as many of the leaders of the church state
and nation but one wonders about the inclusion of a chapter
on the silver queen mrs S B E holmes she is first men-
tioned as a guest of senator kearns at a charity ball in washi-
ngton D QC and then the remainder of the chapter is devoted
to a chronicle of her life it is an interesting episode in salt
lake city history but has really nothing to do with the history
of the tribune one mormon leader anthony W ivins is
described as being a favorite of the tribune the sterling
qualities listed give added evidence of the need for a careful
study of this important man and his role in helping the church
adjust to the twentieth century

the book is handsomely bound and printed in clear bold
type one of the unusual features is that the quotations which
are numerous and sometimes lengthy are double spaced rather
than the usual single spaced pattern this makes for easier
reading although it is not always clear where a quotation
begins and ends the book also includes 36 pages of interest-
ing photographs drawings and historic front pages

0 N malmquist the salt lake tribune and the utah
state historical society are all to be congratulated for making
this important book available the theme of the latter chap-
ters accommodation contains a message for all of us and
may even be a ray of hope for if the factions of a commun-
ity as bitterly divided as the salt lake community was can
learn to accommodate each other to the point that their op-
posing newspapers can merge into a single agency joining
together to promote the welfare of the people of the state
and region there is always hope that the rationality and good
will of the human community on a larger scale may accept
the principle of accomodationaccommodation or better still may develop
understanding and appreciation
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